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Note
All of the names in this book ex,-ept mine have been changed to protect

the privacy ot the research participants

of the quoted pai.sages in this manuscript are drawn from
trans( npts of recorded mierviews with the five graduate students in
my study Although I have not tried to capture every nuance of these
cons eNationsevery pause, fake start, interruptionI have tried to
maintain the flavor of the spoken voices In some cases, passages have
Most

been edited to delete irrelevant or repetitious material, such places are
marked by ellipses Except tor isolated instances where a word is
italicized tor emphasis, italics indicate passages excerpted from written text,

Preface

Spring
I am teaching the "Seminar on Teaching College English" to a class of
twelve first-year graduate teaching assistants. This year, I have deter-

mined to do it differently, to put more emphasis on the writing they
do, to let them take control of the class. Nevertheless, I have chosen
readings, and I have asked the class to respond to them, in writing, in
class discussions, and once while I am out of town, in small groups. At
first I am surprised by their reactions. They resist almost everything
even each other. While I am out of town, they become a dysfunctional
tarmly, competing tor authority in the small groups, going silent, refusing the tasks I have left for them. When I come back. I am disappointed
and angrybut I am also tired. It is sixteen years now that I have been

teaching, half that time as a temporary instructor, half as a regular
faculty member. I he year has been an exhausting one for me, fighting
battles with my colleagues over hiring, interviewing for jobs elsewhere, myself I have a year of leave coming up, and I don't feel like

fighting this TA seminar Somewhere I stumble across Jane Tompkins's
"Pedagogy ot the Distressed" (1990), and it gives me permission to let
go I let go

It's tunro, what happens when a person like me lets go For one
thing, not everyone notices Months later, I find myself talking with
one ot these I As about letting go, and she laughs at my concern.
"People like us," she says, "don't have to worry about being irresponsible l'eople like us couldn't be irresponsible if we tried Maybe she's
right But at the time, I can't see it Tompkins or no Tompkins, I feel like
I'm not doing my job
At midterm, the TAs tom in drafts tit their teachin5; narratives- -essays designed to evoke and reflect on some aspect of their fall teaching
expe tient e Mike Rose's I.wes tin the Boundary (19to) has been a model
ot sorts, here-- hut gix en their reaction to Rose (one person excoriated

his writing style), I don't know what to expect I take the dratts with
me to Minneapolis over spring break and begin reading them in the
car on the wav borne At first, I am simplv relieved the assignment has
IX
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"worked" as I hoped it would The stories they tell are rich with
remembered experiencesthe gut-wrenching fear when you meet that
first class, the betrayal of trust when a student plagiarizes, the frustration at a student who rejects your best efforts to reach him, the anger
at a peer who openly criticizes your work. And in nearly all of these
drafts is an element of reflection, a sense that the writer has grown
beyond the narrated experience, that the process of writing itself has
assisted that growth
Then, 1 realize that something else is going on here. Two of the
narratives are more than goodthey are stunning! In one piece, a
young woman TA takes her class outside to watch freight trains from

the overpass. Interwoven through her essaya complex personal
meditation on freedom, authority, and resistanceare fragments of
her students' writing, writing so powerful that I can hardly believe it
comes from eighteen-year-olds. Another narrative takes off in a Joy-

cean modea portrait of the teacher as a young man in love with
languagebut turns Kafkaesque when the young TA is calledin by the
campus police Apparently, a chance remark he made in class has
frightened one of his students, a young woman recently raped by an
unknown attacker. The narrative ends with the TA's frustrated attempts to tell the story to his father, whose well-meaning but nervous

response sounds familiar I recognize it as my own response when he
reported the incident to me, his teaching supervisor, last semester
Intrigued by what I have seen in the narrative essays, I find myself
looking past unfocused seminar discussions to the other writing these
TA s are doing. I have mixed responses to the reading journals: It's clear
that some people lust aren't doing the reading. Or they'r; reading only
enough to spark a response tor the journal. Still, I have to admit that 1
share some of their impatience with the academic tenor of some of our
readings. What they have to say of their own teaching experience is
otten just as pertinent, and it speaks to me with an immediacy that I
don't find in the academic work
By the time we reach the end of the semester, and I am reading their
informal case studies, I realize something important is going on here
In 'tact, I am tempted to say that this rowdy, resistant group of TAs is
learning more, from reading their own teaching, than my more dutiful
groups in the past had learned from reading the experts But I can't say
tor sure What I (an say is that I am learning. I am learning to listen I
am learning to think about teaching I am learning, finally, that what I
have to offer these new teachers is balanced equally by what they have
to otter me

Preface

In luly, I begin my year's sabbatical I am suddenly free to pursue
my own research interests. But by now, I know that I won't be going
tar. I have determined to spend my leave as I spent last semester-.
listening to new teachers struggle with what it means to teach writing,
and reflecting on what I can learnwhat we all can learn,- -in the
process
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Introduction

Fall
It is the second week of classes and already Meredith has a story to tell.
It's one of those VCR horror stories: you've arranged to show a video

in your composition class, but you can't get the machine to work. "I
know this story," I tell her And I do. We all do. First the TV won't come
on, then the VCR won't come on and the cassette won't go in. Meanwhile, time's wasting and you're getting more and more flustered. As
ou squat by the machine cart with your back to the students, you hear
them whispering and mumbling and calling out instructions, and you
imagine the smirks they're trading at your expense. Finally, ten minutes into the class, you get the thing going and retire to the back of the
room, where you can hide while they watch the movie. I know the next
part ot the story, too As Meredith tells it, I can almost feel it in my gutAnd I telt this old, realls nasty feeling that I used to get when I

first started teaching I mean, I don't know how to describe it, it's
guess it's fear, hut it's also, les fear of making a fool
this realls
out ot yourself and this sense that they're the enemy and that
the% se turned 1m sou somehow And so I told myself, "If you
don t make this feeling go away when sou get up, you're gonna
'cau,e when that used to happen I
It realls scared me
lose
would get. like angry at the s lass, I mean I would, because I was

so tensed up I woukl he very detached and know what I'm
talking about ' -+o I said, "Well, this ts what I've been afraid of
ak tually," '.11),C es erything's been going good in the meantime

nd mashy that wa, what / was afraid of lou know, what if that
old feeling WrIll. back'

Ah yes, that old feeling I know it well, even after sixteen years of
teaching As I listen to Meredith narrate her experience. I'm reminded
of certain am ietv dreams I still have Me, bumbling and incompetent
at the blackboard, frantically trying to remember what class I'm teaching Behind me, the snickers, the giggles, the slamming of boolLs and
st-raping of chairs Tense and nervous, I turn to face the students, but
they're already out of their seats, out the daor. 1 call out, tell them to
lti
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take then- seats, but they're already gone. They know I have no control
here

Rut wait whose story is this' Is it Meredith's story, or mine? As I
listen, already the boundaries are blurred. On the one hand, it is her
story and she tells it well It has a beginning, which I've summarized
above, a middle, where I've lett you hanging, and an end, which I'll
return to in a moment It also has a theme, and because Meredith is the
person she is, that theme has great personal significance.
On the other hand, it's my story, too, as Meredith suggests wherishe
otters it to me. "I have a story for you," she says Does she know that
I

will recognize this story, that it echoes my own experience as a

teacher? Or does she simply think of it as a gift, something I can use in
the book I will write from these interviews? An.1 what do I mean when

I tell her "I know this story"? Do I know it only because I see myself
in Meredith, or because I have seen so many new teachers go through
this experience For me, the VCR story serves as a perfect beginning,
tor it capture's a sense of where so many new teachers begin with the
tears and the doubts, with the first painful efforts to see themselves as
teachers, to believe what the university implied when it hired them as
graduate teaching assistants that they are qualified, and competent,
and resourceful, and smart, and that they know what they're doing in
the classroom.

For some teaching assistants, this role is not so hard to imagine
They are Already experienced high school teachers. Or they come, at
least, with student-teaching or peer-tutoring expel ience, and that experience, how ever thin it might be, gives thern confidence to believe
that in tact they ian teach college writing. Many TAs, however, have no
such resources to draw on l'hev arrive on our campuses fresh out of
undergraduate programs m literature or creative writing (or psychol-

ogy. b!ology. education, or French)-ittend a one- or two-week fall
woi kshop. and the next week assume sole responsibility for one or two

sections of the university's required first-year writing course Is it any
wonder they fear the pudgment of students who may see right through
them' What's amazing, when I think about it, is how many survive it
how quickly they learn and how capably they manage.
lake Meredith, for instance Her story doesn't end where I interrupted it As she sits in the back of the darkened room, watching the
last halt of the movie with her students, she uses this respite to collect
herself and plan what to do next. One thing she must do, she realizes,
is to put herself in charge again. With the final credits rolling across the
screen, and the movie's theme music playing in the background, she
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gets up and begins to hand back papers, reestablishing, in an almost
physical sense, a teeling of authority and control.
Interestingly, though, this is not the crucial moment for Meredith-the crucial moment comes after she's given back the papers, when she
returns to the front of the class to lead the discussion. She's chosen this
movie, 'Flue Brettkfaq Club. because it's about teenagers struggling to
find out who they are and because she thinks her students will see
themselves in its characters. Now that they've seen the movie, she will
ask them to write about similar experiences m their own lives, but first
41e asks if they identity with any of the characters they've just seen.
} Jere's how she tells it:
And so I let a c4)uple of people talk, and then I was sitting on the
desk, on top of the desk instead of behind it, and I said, "Well, I'll
tell i,ots what I was thinking when I was at the back of the nlOal
I

said, "I was thinking that I really

identify with Brian" la

character who makes a lamp in his shop class but then can't get it
to work) `so I said, "I know exactly what he feels like, because
that's the same way I felt when I couldn't get this VCR startedflaugnsl And they started, you know, I could lust feel the whole
rix urn loosen then, and so then that lust set me oft, and I went on

talking about how that was something that I had trouble with,
cause I couldn't tell dwection, and I couldn't do the spatial rela
And I said, if we had
tituns things on ptitude tests, you know'
the same thing would happen to me
to show a mos w again
I said that if we did it
again I really got going then (laughs]
again I still ouldn't plug the thing in because for some reason it
doesn't register in my brainwhich is the truth, it doesn't, and it
But, it was like theyI don't
walk does, it frustrates me
know I mean it lust diffused the whole thing. And I nwan, I got
When I felt that kind in feeling I thought,
e. erything ha k
all the ground that I've covWell, I'm looming backwards,
It reminded me of
ered is tot,illy gone." But It lust came back
what hell it was in the beginning, 'cause I was like that all the hme

As I listen to Meredith tell her story, I feel happy with her She got
it all back all that ground she had covered. And not accidentally,
either "It you don't make this feeling go away," she had told herself
when it started, "you're gonna lose [all that ground] So she made it
go away She used strategies she had learned through experience, first
to claim (or reclaim) her authority, then to release it. And now here she
is telling me the story, even laughing at herself a little bit, and going
on about her business
In the pages that follow, I'll have more to say about Meredithand
I'll introduce you to tour of her colleagues, as well All five are young

graduate students in their third semester of teaching writing at a

XI, I
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medium-size state university. Except for Meredith, who taught briefly
as a TA in another discipline, they had no teaching experience when
they began the graduate program last year. All were students n a
seminar on ''Teaching College English" the previous spring, where
they wrote the narratives and informal case studies that inspired this
rt-search project. And all agreed, shortly afterward, to take part in the

project, meeting with me weekly through the fall semester to talk
about their teaching, then reading through the transcripts of our conversations and meeting again in the spring to reflect on the meaning
of their experience.
Listening to the voices of these TAs, reading their words, you may
remember, as I did, what it's like to begin teaching: to negotiate the
complex and often conflicting roles of student and teacher, to develop
some strategies that feel comfortable, some theories that make sense.
Above all, you may remember how scary the whole experience was
and how exhilarating. And perhaps you'll remember how important it
is from time to time to step back and see yourself as a teacher.
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Taking It Personally

In the beginning, I ask them all the same question. "When you think
about last year, if you close your eyes and look back on the whole year
of teaching, what images come to mind' What do you see"
Alex pauses, closes his eves. "Hmmm .. A lot of faces. I see all the
faces of the students- When I press him for spe-zifics, Alex recalls one
particular student, Glenn
A guy that sat against the wall, closest to the door Ile was always
the first one out And he was lust one of those that t larley (another
TAI says is aggress,vely apathetic t le didn't care, you know. I
mean, the first time, I sat down and talked to him outside, I said,
'1 low come you don't talk in class' Don't you like to talk?" "I
don't mind talkin "You don't talk in class and when I call on
vou, one word responses "Yeah Nou know, that's about as far

as it went, and he didn'the was one ot those that von notice is
not putting effort into It and doesn't care to put effort into it,
doesn't want to he in this room, perhaps doesn't even want to be
in iollege, and th.at was a real weird experience. when I realized

that This person does not want to be here. This person would
rather be otf in the park partying with his friends, and you wonder. why are you, is hy is this person here'

Ot all the students Alex taught last year, this is the one he remembers
most vividly Why, I wonder, does Glenn stick in his mind'
ater in the semestei, I get a clue It's the fifth week of classes and
Ales mentions something a student has said in class
It is as mtereshng today as one of the girls said, 'Well I finally
figured out that I actually have to work he7e. while I'm m S(11001,
tually have to work I said, "You re ahead ot the game, it took
me a yeat and a halt to figure that out- [laughs] And it did, I was
kmda drifting. I was lust there tor a year and a half --which I
think wt.IS a good experience because then I figured out why, and

what I wanted--(laughtd

When I ask it his experience gives him an advantage with his students,
enable's him to empathize with them, Alex says he thinks that's possible Ills memories, he says, are still fresh enough that he can relate to
what the students are going through

1F
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I can remember the exact day, I was sitting dinvn in the (campus
pad, I was has mg a beer, I'm like, "Wdl. what the hell am I doing
hcre'" I was looking at my architecture book that I was supposed
to be reading anJ wasn't, and thinking, "What do I w ant to do'
What am I here hir' I don t realk wot to be an architect What do
want to do'
And then I decided, "Well, it I'm here to he m

skhool to learn something, I'd better do that instead ot all the
partying, all the going out and that stuff That was--I can still
remember that

As he thinks about his own experience. Alex go,!s on to philosophiie
ab ut his students
But I think everybody has to come to that conclusion on their own
Non can't sit 'em down and saw in class, "Now you better figure
out that this class, composition, is gonna matter.
tio lust try

to help along the ones who has e tigured tout what they want,
right now I think that s what we have to concentrate on, those few
students maybe that have figured out that, "Nes, I want to be here.
yes. I want to learn." Not to :gnore the other ones hut to recognire
that if they don't ta .e to writing, then OK, they're not taking to
their physics class, their chemistry class, and their business class,
either

Something in what Alex says here reminds me of our earlier conversation Is this why he remembers Glenn, I wonder Is Glenn sonw
manifestation of his fornwr sel t f hen I recall an incident from MN own
teaching career It was ten years ago, at another umversit), and I was
having trouble with a student in one of my classes. As I told a col-

league about the situation. I found I couldn't explain it sery well
Somehow, an ugh tension had grown up between this student and me,

and it was spreading to the rest ot the class "Do you see any of
You rseIt in this student'''. my colleague asked I must have hesitated.
"I ask because I've noticed that in myself," she went on. The students
who give me the most trouble are otten the students who are like me

in some way Yes, I thought That makes sense This student doe.
remind me of myself as a student She has all my worst traits'
In rm. (ace, the identification ol student and teacher was a source ot
tension For Alex, though, at least on the surface, it's different. For him,

seeing himself in his students is a way ot empat'n/ing --but at the
same time distancing himself from his students Because he has shared
their backgrounds, their uncertainty about who they are and where
they're headed, he doesn't take it personally when the students cut
( lass, tall asleep, do less than stellar work. Or at least he doesn't seem
to One could argue, I suppose, that the mere tact that Alex remembers
(;lenn, out ot all the students he had last year, is evidence that he hasn't

Taltin
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"chalked it up" as easily as he says he has It he had truly not been
bothered by Glenn's "aggressively apathetic" attitude, if he had truly
been concentrating on those students who had figured out why they
were in school, wouldn't he ha e remembered their faces more vividly

than (;kgin's"

Reviewing the tapes of our conversations now, I find myself speculating about answers to this questionand to similar questions that
Lome up in other interviews, as well as in my reflections on my own
teaching Wh do we remember particular faces' Why do certain students manage to get our goat" What accounts for the intense interest
we develop in some ot our students? Why do some teachers get more
involved with their students than others' Sometimes, the TAs themselves speculate about such questions, calling mv attention to patterns
in the finely threaded webs that connect them to their students. Sometimes though, it is 1, not they, who see patterns, sense connections, lust
the way my former colleague, hearing me complain about that troublesome student, sensed a connection between the student and me
When I tind myself in this situation: speculating about other people's meanings, writing about other people's lives, I feel uncomfortable about my researcher role. Who am 1 to say what is going on in

these teacher/student relationships"' Who am I to read into those
relationships complex, unacknowledged emotions and motives? One
answer, I suppose, lies in the language I'veiust used. I am a reader
And like an'p reader----ot fiction, of the world-1 bring to my reading
[in, own set of complex, sometimes unacknowledged, intentions and
expedations As reader, 1 am more than lust researcher. I am teacher,
woman, daughter, sister, lover, friend, colleague---all rny various
selves What I see in the TAs is always, inevitably, some reflection of
my own experience So 1 plunge ahead, reading the TAs, reading their
students, reading (always) myself

Defining Terms

In ommon parlance, when we "take teaching personally," it may
fT10,171 sonwthing positive that we have integrated who we are as

teachers with who we are as human beings Or it rivw mean something
more negative that we haven't learned to draw boundaries between
the various roles we play Of course the notion that there even are such
boundaries -- that we can or should separate the professional and personal domains is in itself highly problematic But most of us would
probabbi agree that the student/teacher relationship depends to some

1S
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extent upon our being able to negotiate some kind of balance between

the personal and the professional in our own lives, and upon our
ability to recognize and respect the boundaries our students construct
between their academic and personal lives In this chapter, I can't
begin to account tor all the ways new teachers "take teaching personallv," but I will consider how the personal infuses these TAs' dealings
with their students, and thus how it influences what and how they
teach

Peer or Professor?

Negotiating a balance between the personal and the professional in
our lives is always difficult, but it can be especially tricky tor new
teachers who are not yet used to their teacher roles, and who often are
close to their students in age and in personal background. For graduate teaching assistants, the sitUation is intensified by the fact that they
are still students, and thus share with their own students a similar
status and common experiences
As it happens, all five TAs in my study are in their twenties. Though
many TAs in our program are older and have teaching experience of
one kind or another, in this group only Meredith has taught before,
and only briefly, as a graduate student in another discipline. What,this
means is that all five TAs are very much new to their roles as writing
teachers and still uncertain about how to define their :relationships
with their students. In one conversation, Peter recalls a moment in his
first N.ear of teaching which captures the complexity of the TA's position
ml sitting in a room with an English Department meeting going
on, you know, with these rrotessionals And
like I'm right
oil the door, you know In the hallway are the kids, the students
.

running past. and the other part is me trying to listen to this
nwetmg, you know, and I'm doing both things at once
can't help hut think that that has to be pretty hard.

and I

Peter's language reveals the dilemma he finds himself in At 28, a new
IA, he is neither "kid" nor "protessional," neither fish nor fowl, and
he's bewildered about how to behave in this strange world of graduate
school.

For Mike, 27, the issue is how his students perceive him This
semester, he's particularly aware of their perceptions because he has
volunteered to teach a 2(()-level "Business and Technical Writing"
class, and his students tend to be older:

TAIT; l Perkonally

I get this impression that they're real conscious of the fact that
sort of teel that they think I'm too young to be teaching this
course or probably too young to really know what I'm doing as a
teacher, which in a sense is true, butwhich rs true. Not too young
to do it, I can do it, but there are some weak spots and I do run
into problems, and so they perceive. I feel that they perceive this
as a weLkness

Later in the semester he's a little embarrassed when the class finds out
it's his birthday and wants to know his age:
my age came up in class today, because Gretchen [the department
sek retary) came in with a donut with a candle in it, and everybody

had to know how old I was, so that felt strange I really didn't
I said, "Well, how old do you
want them to know, in a way
think I am'" and they all [tried to guess) I said, "Nobody's
guessed it yet Thirty and 29 and 28. Finally somebody said 27.
';omebodY said 22 [laughs) I forget who that was

Meredith, 28, says she used to share Mike's concernsI used to be atraid of that so much I never was sure how to deal
ith] being so close to them in age in some ways, of
ss ith that,
sharing so much of their culture And yet, I'm supposed to be the
person in control, or the authoritN figure, so how do I--I mean,
:ause I share so much with them, how do I become an authority
tigure)

Now, though, with a little experience, Meredith .-.ays she's more "corntortable- with the situation. Often, in tact, she sees the relative closeness in age as a positive factor:
`-..omehow that becomes a way that I deal with the class, by talking

aboutI mean. I'm aware that there's this age, there's this tenwe share the same culture in some
Via ` [and) I bring that out into the open.

% ear [age difference], hut .

As Meredith's experience suggests, it otten takes time for young
1 As to adapt to their new roles and establish comfortable relationships
with students For most, the crucial issue is authorityor more precisely, their sense of their own authority In this respect, Peter and Mike
are typical of many new teachers--as was Meredith in the beginning
I hes don't vet feel the authority they've been given, so they try to act
it out in ways that feel false even to them In the process, what they
lose is the chance to relate easily with students, the chance to use their
youth and shared culture to advantage in their teaching.
Not all lAs, of course, struggle equally with these problems. Alex,
for instance, seems to regard age a% a non-issue He never brings it up
in conversations with me, nor does he give the impression of feeling,
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at 27, uncomfortably close in age to his students. At one point, when
his students invite him to a drinking party, Alex gracefully declines,
joking that one thing he doesn't need is to get arrested for contnbutmg

to the delinquency of a minor For the most part, he manages to
maintain this friendly but distanced relationship with his students,
otten calling upon his own student experience, still fresh in his mind,
to help him understand their point of view.
Why is Alex apparently able to deal with this situation that his peers
hod so yexing? Frankly, I can't explainthough the "apparently" I've
inserted in that sentence hints at one possible perspective. Perhaps
Alex does feel the same tensions that Peter, Mike, and Meredith feel,
but he simply doesn't talk about them openly. This would be in keeping with what I know of Alexor rather, with what I don't know. Of
the hye TAs I talked with, Alex is clearly the most private, the least
likely to share confidences about his teaching or his personal life
When I speculate that he may feel tensions that he doesn't acknowledge, it's quite possible that I'm only projecting onto him the tensions
I myself would teel. On the other hand, I'm aware that Alex has been
bothered by stomach problems this semester, and though he later tells
me he thinks they were caused by financial worries. I can't help wondering it his teaching contributes to his stress If so, what does that say
about his "apparently" easy-going manner?
With Keith, who shares some of Alex's self-assurance, I am much
less likely to speculate about hidden tel ,:ons. For one thing, Keith
himself admits to such tensions from time to time. He may not worry
about student /teacher relationships as much as sonic of his colleagues
do, but he clearly sees in them the potential for a certain awkwardness
I his semester Keith, like Mike, is teaching the "Business and Technical
Writing" class, arid he knows he will be dealing with a different cohort

ot students than in first-year compositionbut he could hardly have
anticipated the awkward situation that arises when he discovers that
one of his students, a senior English major, has just enrolled late in a
graduate class Keith himself is taking.
When Keith tells me about this situation, I imagine how intensely
uncomfortable Mike, or Meredith, or even I might ieel in it. Amazingly,
though, Keith seems relatively nonplussed. Although he was a little
nervous when he first noticed that one of his students was an English

major, his only reaction to finding the same student in his graduate
literature class is to feel more pressure to perform as a student in that
class As he puts it
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Well my first reaction to him w as interesting, I think, when I found
out that he was an English major, because I thought, "Oh-oh,
here's somebody who might keep me honest, you know" (laugh(But) he told me later he was more of an English major by
ing)
detault, because he had been here long enough to get a degree,
and it just turned out that he happened to have enough credits in
English to do It (laughing]. So I dunno, I relaxed a little bit in how
I viewed him as a student, but then I we him in the same class Em
taking, for some reason suddenly I felt I had to perform better in
the class

When Keith talks to this student a little later, he realizes the student is

more uncomfortable than he is After that, he never mentions the
situation again.

Although I'm surprised and impressed by Keith's equanimity in
this potentially awkward situation, in retrospect. I can see how his
experience has prepared him tor it. First, as an athlete and weight
trainer, Keith is used to being perceived as a role model and authority
figure among younger peers Second, though he is only .26, he has
served as house advisor for two student groupshis undergraduate
fraternity brothers last year, and a group of international high school

exchange students this yearand in both these situations he has
learned to draw boundaries, to negotiate a comfortable distance between himself and those he lives with. Now, in the classroom, Keith is
drawing on all this experience to both establish his own authority and
construct positive relationship; with his students. Negotiations that
are difficult for some of his peers come to him more easily as a result
ot his past experience
The Gendered Teacher

Another aspect of Keith's experience that prepares him to draw clear

boundaries is the tact of his sexual orientation As a gay male in a
homophobic society, Keith has learned to keep his personal life private lust recently, though, he's come out more publicly, and in one of
our earliest interviews he talks with me about that experience. Nlv
notes there was no recorder present summarize the conversation
this way
/Keith/ ten, me about calm at the table of the Gay and Lesbian
,,thdents .4..sociation at the At Unties I atr --how hard that wa<, how
<Lary Already, he cay<, one cludent ha< dropped Ins clas< befauce of that

auw he didn't want to taAe a I la,s
A friend (The qudent1 kind iI wa,
with a fru-ma, hut Keith say< manething jthe lellou.1 had <aid earlier,
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months ago. made him realize it was really because Keith is gay. He talks
about the looks he gets, sittmg at the table, how fraternity brothers come
by. and one toll stop and talk wlule the other skitters away as quickly as
possible
I ask it this is the first tune he's "come out" in thts community and
he cat,: yes, and he's scared to death Couldn't sleep the night befrire
Couldn't eat breakfast Deb and Meredith came by to talk, he says Ile
had asked them to. afraid no one else would. And they were angry at the
looks and comments he wit, gett:ng from other students I ask tf others
stopped at the table No---only a few faculty he already knew People tell
us a s important, he says Even if no one stops, it helps otheN to see us
there And he believes that You get all negative cmnments at first, he's
been told, and the positive conies later It's not my problem, he says It s
theirs That's true. I saw, and you know it's true, hut it must be terribly
hard anyway. bet ause your feelings may be different Ile nods agreement

Actually, this early conversation is one of the few in which Keith
refers directly to any aspect of his personal life. Aside from one interview late in the semester, when he evoks his experience as a gay male
to explain how he handles issues of cultural diversity in his teaching,
the only other time he refers directly to this aspect of his personal life

is when I bring it up, asking him if he'll be involved in Corning Out
Week activities For the most part, he won't, he says, because he's so
busy this semester But he did agree to be a guest speaker in a fellow
I A's class
She was worried about them attacking me, and I told her that I've

heard every name in the book and it's better because: What
would he worse list if they all lust sit there like this !folding arms
and leaning hack] and not sa a word It they don't like it and they
want to complain, great, we have a discussion going

As we go on to talk about the subject, though, Keith admits he is not
always so confident lie was especially nervous, he says, about coming

out to his fraternity brothers--the students for whom he served as
hoase advisor last year. And though the subject has not come up with
his "Business and Technical Writing" students,
I'm sure s.Nmedav that will, in one way or another, become an
issue with mv teaching, too That's probably inevitable. Somebody
will dot ide they don't want to have "some fucking fag" teaching
the class Ilaughsl
But I doubt they would, anyone would ever
say that to my face
. The people in the fraternity who I know
are the most upsetat worst they give me a cold shoulder and
hurry along their way. .. I try not to think too much about it,
'cause some things about it really do bother me, get me upset

Although I never sense, in the course of our regular interviews, that
Keith's sexual orientation affects his relationships with students, Keith
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himself, I realize later, may well feel otherwise. One thing he confides,
after the interviews have ended, is the fear he sometimes feels walking
alone at night on campus. Working late tn his TA office, a basement

room with large windows at ground level, he will draw the curtains,
aware that tor certain studentsthose fraternity brothers whO would
never say anything to his face, for instancethe opportunity to accost
him as he leaves the building alone might prove too great a temptation
to resist

Like Keith. Meredith is well aware of the need to draw clear i:oundanes between herself and her students In the past she says, she has had
a tendency to obscure such boundaries, to become "enmeshed" in her
students' iives. But gradually she is learning to keep a little distance.

One place Meredith feels that need for distance is in the physical
ot the clas,sroom Betore classes started this semester, she had
gone to :fieck out hor classrooms, to claim the space in advance, as it

wt-, aod see how it might affect her teaching. Last year, she had
dislike6 the setup of one room, seeing it as one source of problems she

e:yerienced in the "power structure" of the class. This year, she was
civ.mav(-ci to sky F,he was given another similar room:
When I walked in, 1 thought, "Oh, no, arulther table'" And then I
deosiei how to rn_lke the best of it But I figured out. I think I
figuncd out what it v, 14:hen I had this table in 102. I didn't have
.111i.

pick, that WAS

11 \VII, because thvey were uust everywhere,

and the; were On 'ooth sides of mo, like right next to me . . And
use the hoard bet ause no matterthere were
there was no wai,
boards everywhere but no matter w hich board you used, somebody would have to turn thor necl, around. . And I didn't have
my own space so I thought that That was the classroom that I felt
MOW uneasy about because ut s,eomed like they were, that I lost a
little hit more of the control than I meant to. liaughsi 1 mean it sort

of eased unto the; real familiar thing, whit'. was OK, it wasn't
wav thro:iih Si
terrible, but it was a real uneasy feeling all
la hen I looked at this room I thought, "01:, what I'm gonna Jo
is --" I counted the chairs, to see if all the chairs could fit around
three sides of the table so that the whole front part of the table
would be my territory and then I could use the board. 9.1 Id have
the whole board and that one table that would he my space Arid
that way It might be kind of a happy medium

Seemg Yourself ac a Teak her

In come ways, Meredith's awareness of distance as a literal, physical

issue, is shared by the other -TAs. Keith, for instance, mentions an
instance in which he held his ground on an issue involving an imposing, but not necessarily hostile, basketball player:
had students come in on Monday in nw 1000 class who heard
that there was an assignment on Friday, but one guy, he's really
tall. I don't know if he tries to intimidate people, but wallo up,
gets very close and looks down, and he said, "Can I get that memo
assignment I lust said, "No" [laughs) "Well, why noe" "It's a

minor assignmentyou can't make those up"and left. And I
glanced back and he was still standing there looking at me That
telt good ause 1-1 don't know why but last year I had the
tendency to cave in too many times and want to he everybody's
triend and keep them all happy

lo ompare this instance of perceived physical intimidation with another narrated by Meredith, however, is to see the gendered nature of
student /teacher relationships. In this instance, which also occurs at
the end of class, a male student comes up to challenge Meredith about
an F she has given him
I can't remember what he said as much as how I felt, because he

was, his body was, lust his botW, the wayyou know what I'm
talking about' It lust felt like this male presence It felt like that's
w hat he was doing because he was interrupting me. and at one
point he said something like, "Let's get this straight, now." And I

thought bit k on it, and I thought, if I had hadyou know how
you always think of what vou want to say afterif I had had the
preseme ot mind when he said that I would have said, "NoI'm
thc one who says, Let's get this straight You're forgetting who's
the ti.acher- but it lust went past me
There were two other
people in the room, too, while this was going onone woman and
gte, --and that helped me that they were there, because I knew

that they knew that this guy had really blown it, you know,
and that I had to stand up to him, and that if I didn't stand up to
him then that was gonna destroy my credibility tn front of them,
too

After she leaves the class, Meredith finds herself dwelling on this
incident all that evening But the next morning she gets up and writes
out what she's feeling in a "letter" to the student
this is the kind of thing that used to happen, it would take me a
ouple of days to twos er from And it affected me that night, hut
by the next morning
I lust wrote on there, "I gave you an F
because sou are a fuck-up (laughs), and a fuck-up has to face
lustne And I lust called him everything in the hook and then 1
realized that it wasso much of it was about being (physically
thmitenedl I mean, that's what it felt like to me, you know. "let's
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get this straight It's like (he'sl in control and the's] gonna say
He finally had to admit the' / had power but it was The gall of
the guy to come up and even challenge it in the first place was
what ---I mean, how could he not thtnk that he desemed an P
In these instances, both Keith and Meredith hold their ground with
their students, claiming the classroom as their own professional space.

But when I compare these situations in my mind, the contrasting

images I see are telling ones In one scene, an athletic male TA congratulates himself for not "caving in," as the student who challenged
him quietly leaves the classroom. In the other, a soft-spoken female TA
sits alone at her computer, furiously typing into it all the pent-up anger
and powerlessness she still teels. There are, of course, dramatic ironies
here. One irony is that this same male TA, late at night in his office,
shares Meredith's vulnerability The other is that Meredith, as she
holds her ground, is learning to claim her own strength.

Ot course power struggles between students and teachers are not
always fraught with gender implications. But I could not help noticing,
ac the TAs told me their stories, how often gender seemed to play a
role of some kind In some cases, as in Meredith's story, gender factors
can create or exacerbate tension in obvious ways In others, the gender
implications may he less obvious, and they may be mixed with other
personal issues
For Alex, the gender issue never comes up explicitly Even early in
the semester, when a woman in his class twiCe makes remarks that
seem designed to provoke male attention, Alex chooses to downplay
their sexual implications, writing oft the incidents as mere awkward
moments to be gotten past as quickly as possible. Atter the first ot
those incidents, in which the young woman responds unexpectedly to
Alex's suggestion that the students introduce themselves by telling
"their most embarrassing moment," Alex draws the following conclusion

That s one ot the dangers of asking for an emhartassing moment
,ttrile might actually come out and say something that truiv you
know, should fl,.ve been kept to themselves
The rhetorical move Alex makes herethat move of stepping back to

gerwralize about a topic he's been discussingis one that I've noticed
him making before Often, his generalizations sound like "advice to
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new teachers"as In this passage, where he talks about Glenn, his
recalcitrant former student:
It's that whole ideadon't get personally involved You get
volved, you're a part of these -i.eople's lives for three how.,

a

week, and es en more when they're doing their homework, but
you can't help but feel some sort of failure because this person
isn't doing well.
Anyoneto be honest with you, anyone who
doesn't teel that, I don't think can be a good teacher. If you cannot

be somewhat involved with your students, and concerned with
your students, and concerned about your success or unsuccess
with the student, you can't really be there for them.

For the most part, Alex is able to takc his own advice, balancing a
genuine concern for his students with a wise and appropriate distance
But I think of one situation in which his balance is a little shaky It is
near the end ot the semester, and Alex t, talking about a student he's
worried about
There's this one gu that was haying problems, and he lust kmda

like disappeared in the beginning ot November and hasn't
dropped, and he's handed in onk one paper, and I have no choke
hut to gm e him an and I feel really horrible about that, but it's

like. "Why didn't you at least call me and let me kn..wv what's
going on so that I can at least do something for you" (laughs] I
never understand that I said, I impressed that upon them, or
thought I did, to say, "If you're gonna he absent, call me If you
don't want to feel like talking to me , call the English office to leave
a note in my box At least I'll know what's going on

When I ask if the student might have dropped out of school, Ales says

hc hasn't Alex has seen him on campus, as have some of the other
students
Oh. and he needed help on his writing, too, and I wanted him to
some down to mv (Alice, hut he never made it What can you do'
are one of those, Oh well, chalk it up (laughs) Try to

Oh, well. chalk it up I his is a phrase I've heard before from Alex It's
one of the things about his attitude I find myself calling "healthy" in
contrast to come ot the guilt and frustration I hear some o the other
I As wrestling with, in contrast to some of the same destructive erm:itions I often feel within Int' When I ask Alex how he attains such a
perspective on his students, he says, "'Cause it's out of my control."
And it is, of course It's always out of our control. As I listen to Alex, I

sometimes get the feeling that we're in some kind of twelve-step
program for teachers lie recites the litany. and I listen enviously,
wishing I were as far into recovery as he seems to be But at the same
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time, something in me once again doesn't quite trust what Alex is
saying Something in me wants to get inside his head and see if he's
really following the program he says he is
Why, I wonder, do I have such a hard time taking Alex at his word?
Is it really so surpnsmg that a young teacher could achieve, without
apparent effort, that rare balance of care and distance that all good

teachers aim for? Well, yes, I guess I do find tt surprising For new
teachers, it seems to me, are particularly vulnerable to the emotional
claims made by their students. So close to those students in age, so full

of ideals, so unsure of their own authority, so beset by the stressful
demands of a new ;oh, a hectic schedule, an unsettled personal life
these Young TAs all seem far more vulnerable than experienced teachers like me. So if I still have trouble negotiating the emotional aspects
ot teaching, surely they do as well. Surely

Still, I'm willing to concede that some handle it better than others
"I suppose it's rust a function of personality," I say to Alex. It's a
throwaway line, hut he picks it up
It tould he I try to make evert effort to help thy students But with
him not showing up at all. he t an't-- S.y, I tevl more sympathy
tor him than I do that girl that's missed ten classes

Hmmm At this point, my ears perk up again This student who has
missed over ten classes is one Alex has mentioned earlier. In a conference, he had warned her that her grade was in danger. 13-eing sick was
one thing. hut "skipping out, that's different Now, because the student Las missed so many classes, he's considering giving her a D',he's the *ink one in my two classes that I have that crisis with in
a ts .1t I want to give her a I) in the class to maybe slap her in the

ta,e and sat, "I let, wake up honey" But I also don't want to be
punitit e. I want to say, "Well, our writing is average, here's t our
I ha%un t decided what I'm gonna do that's one of those
"tRI:(11 -don't know

As he goes on, he kontrasts this student w ith the one who "disappeared

I his woman, he says, gets no sympathy

'cause she had the ch.mce and she had the choice, and it was in
could sat', "No. I'm not
hyr ontrol 'The could ct)me to class
gonna go home early this weekend; I'm gonna stat and go to class
htiday Instead, she said, -I'm gonna blow off class and go
home

When I ask it he's sure this is what shy did, Alex says,
'wall, I know, I know I don't want to go stereotyping people hut
shys a sorontv girl and she's rich One of the ones with the deep
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tan in the middle of winter and "Oh honey, hi," kiss-kiss type
oof and I know she goes home because she Imes inEAt this
point Alex interrupts himself, realizes he's confusing this girl with
her friend, then goes on 1 She wanted to do a paper, she did a
paper comparing her summer cabin to her winter home, and how
the summer cabin is so much better (here he imitates her vowel-and I lust know she"cause most of the time she misses it's either
on a Friday, bevause she left early, or a Monday:because she stayed
longer She's always there on Wednesday, never misses Wednes-

day, and I lust know it, so...

What's the difference between these two students Alex mentionsthe
one who cut so many classes and the one who disappeared? Both
needed to work on their writing. Both apparently had other agendas
ot their own. And yet one of the students Alex feels "horrible" about
grading, while the other he's tempted to "punish" with a D Is gender
a factor in these different reactions? Has this female student pushed
some buttons for Alex that the male student managed to avoid? Or is
her wealth more significant than her gender? When I wonder about
this, in an early draft ot this manuscript, hot) Alex and Mike offer
comments in the margin First Alex
I guess what rufilec nly skirt lc /the factor/ of eiononm s The one has the
ability to take this." with little fmancial difficulty while the other uorks
And to have s, hoof paid for and to squander it irks me It could he
tealousu and pmbably is, but that s lust one of thol.e emotional spu es.
guess

Nlike, a friend of Alex's since undergraduate school, has more to add
think peorh' like Alei and nil/self feel more sympathy 'empathy tor the
ieth,
ur 1 rm,:ht be tempted to see the male as an aspect of
Wy-eli lost and havins; vren up on si hoof Alet Mat See it as when he
iat ked Jiro tam fix, then. are feelings you get about a student 's
Shr
iias there to girt' hint the b s The other guy not disappeared Ataybe if
he d

there mak 11'1,' flt ItseN Alet ti.V11fil have no sympathy for him

either

1 ooking bat k, it's easy to imagine that all of these factors were present
in the situation Ales describes At the time. though, he doesn't seem to
be aware ot them And in some ways, I find I'm reassured by this Alex

is, atter all, not so difterent from me his teaching can be affected by
personal is Sues like these On the other hand, Alex's tendency, at the

time ot our interview, to downplay the personal dimension of his
relationships with his students makes me reahie how strong the pressure is tor all of us to suppress or deny that personal element
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Class in the Classroom
One reason I originally suspect gender might be a factor in Alex's
reponse to the frequently absent sorority girl is the fact that I hear
similar responses from other male TAs I have talked to For instance,
one situation Peter describes involves another young woman from a
wealthy suburb I'll call Wue Hills When he first mentions Mimi, at the
beginning of the semester, it is in answer to my question about
whether he has vet noticed any students in particular. There is one, he

says, who is "a lot different from the rest"an animated, talkative
young woman who comes to mind because
terribly different, you know, as far as an outlix)k in class,
and she's a lot more challenging, I think I think that she will say
che's

what's On her mind if something comes to her mind that she wants
to talk about. Some of the people in the class. I think, tend to be a
lot more reserved, and I guess that does not surpnse me necessar-

its I'm that way in si.hool, too, you know, when I'm in a classat
least before, I would be very shy, and not say much at all.

As I listen to Peter talk about Mimi, I think I sense some tension in his
voice, tension that he is not at this point ready to acknowledge. Later,
more of this tension will emerge as Peter compares students like this
one, who come from wealthy backgrounds, to the typical student at

our uroveNitr'
You know, sure, a tot of them are from Blue Hills, and they know
they're from Blue Hills and they walk like they're from Blue Hills,
the% talk like they're from that town, you know, they dnve cars
that sas they're from that town, they dress like they're from that
town. and then )ou've got little Jane Smith, little Jane Olson or
w hates er, from the middle of North Dakota, who comes in and
starts talking lin her puma!! about "I can see why people commit
suicide Just at this university for example, people are treated like

numbers I lorry up and wait, hurry up and wait. What's your
student number, what's your student number, I don't care about
sour name

When Mtrni misses class one week, it's clear that Peter is irritated by
her excuses

!Mimi Lane& and she said, "Yeah I was sick for like three"she
missed three class periods running, in a row, and she said, "Yeah,

I was really sick" Imitates her cough] and I'm lust, I felt like

ing, 'Please, don't even try the theatncs," 'caime I had seen her
walking on ampus, while I was driving, and I know that's kind
sas

of (heating in a wav, but I did see her, I can't deny it, and it kmda
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btigs me when they think that they're pulling something over my
eyes, pulling the wool over my ers.

Later, without mentioning Mimi by name, Peter comments.
I don't care if they're sick If they're sick, they're sick. I get sick too,

lust like everyone else, but I don't like it when they miss three
classes running and don't bother to call, then it bugs me, andi feel
like then I'm going on this ride and I'm the choo-choo.

By Week 13, Peter's irritation at Mimi and her friend Jen, who are
often whispering in class, has escalated. When he finds a piece of
scratch paper they have been passing notes on, he's so angry he un-

loads on the department chair, whom he happens to run into after
class

And then there was a lot of talking going on with Mimi and Jen in
that part 01 the room and it was kind of aggravating but I didn't

call 'ern on it, but after the class and I picked this up, I was so
irritated that I had to talk to somebody, so I proceeded to bend
'Marcia's ear tor the next hour and twenty minutes. .. We talked
about emotional development of students, and what seemed, the
attention span that they seem to have is so short, and the concept
ot entertaining versus teaching, and things like that. .. It was a
good conversation I was ready to go to the computer center and
just start writing out reams on
my whole feeling about this
and how I felt like I was pretty much, might as well be talking to
the ocean or something instead of these students.

Like Meredith, Peter uses writing to vent his emotionsemotions
prompted by feelings ot powerlessness as a teacher. In this case,

I

suspect that Peter's anger is not directed personally at Mimi, but at the
kind of student she represents. But what does Mimi represent for Peter?
At first, as I say, I assumed that it had something to do with gender.

And perhaps it doesI cannot help noticing, for instance, the gendered nature of the discourse he finds so irritating:
I just thought this was really disheartening to see, that, certatnly
they hax e other things on their minds, and I understand that, but
when I sev stuff
thts. and I sec their journal entries--both
of these students have journal entries almost filled, Muni has hers

filled with things about soronties, and "I'm really sorry that I
couldn't make it to your class today, but at least I was able to meet
with my Big Sis tonight," and then I wrote in the margin, "I'm glad
to see you have your priorities straight I'm getting tired of seeing that in these journals, even though It's a wide-open avenue for

them to express writing, it's almost consistently with Mimi on
sororities, and with len it's almost consistently about her boyfriend who s a beet farmer with a mobile phone And somebody
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eke who's also in that row is writing very reflective essays about,
about anything from death and dying to snow and why there is
snow and things hke-1 mean at least that shows me that there's
something up there, there is some grey matter that's functioning,
hut when I see this kind of stuff it's kmda like, why are . m herr'

Why don't you iust go hack to high schiyol and take it all over
again and then maybe come hack

But when I otter this interpretation, in an early draft of this chapter,
not only Peter but Mike and Alex resist my reading: "Why is this
nec osNi rate a gender tssueP. Mike asks in the margin. Although he thinks
that -the gender issue ts present somehow," Mike speculates that the more

important issue may be anti-Greek sentiment. "Might he not say the
same tlung, in the wnie tone, about a Irat boy' 7"

Peter himself ofters a different, but perhaps related, interpretation( thank my response Ito Mom and her Thoidl was based more on the
ba, A roi, mid of u.atth amid that thtss. two u,ontert didn't seem interested
in ,armng somenung out of the wood they're apparently made or 1 get

irritated with pelpie u.ho rivst on gifts bestowed upon them because ot
the tut A ,monrio they UM him WIth I Want 10 see them work, especially
when they need to w(ark to onprime They are, after all, in college Why'

or look,'

Although Peter is aw are that hts relations with students are sometimes
traught with subtle gender complications, he clearly sees this particu-

lar situation as ha l. ing more to do with economic status than with
gentler It reminds hun, in fact, of a conflict with a male student he had
consulted me about last war That student was also from a privileged
bat kground. and although Peter hadn't mentioned it at the time, he's
pretty sure now that his awareness of that background accounted in
part tor his impatience with the student's behavior
1A, hen I think about what Peter says now, it makes sense It confirms
Ales s impression that economic status was an issue in his relationship
with the tw o students described earlier, and it confirms something a

ci'lleague had said when he read an early draft of this chapter As
nglish teat hers, atter all, we are well aware of our status in a wealthoriented society When we see students from privileged backgrounds
shunning the gilts we have worked hard to earn, it rankles And it may
rankle e% en more' tor I As who have gone deep into debt to finance.
their graduate education Still. I wonder why I didn't notice at first the
extent to which economic status might be an issue in these relationships Is it, as Peter suspects, because I've torgotten what it's like to be
a graduate' stualent1 It's true I'm now tenured, a homeowner, seure

Meanwhile Peter works summers as a janitor to keep himself in grad

Is
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school and Alex literally worries himself sick spending money he
doesn't have In retrospect, I suspect Peter is right. I have forgotten the
extent to which differences in economic status can affect our relation-

ships with our students What else, I wonder, have I forgotten along
the way

3

family Matters
Another personal factor that sometimes finds its way into these TAs'
teaching is the family drama--the complex set ot scripts upon which
they have collaborated with their parents, their siblings, their partners
Although most ot these scripts remain invisible to ine as I talk with the
I As about their teaching, there is one that the TA himself calls to my
attention
It is the end of our project, and Keith has read through the transcripts ot our interviews. When I ask it he's noticed any patterns or
themes, he answers immediately. "My mother. I can't believe how
often she comes up
When he says it. I'm a little surprised. Although Keith's mother is a
prominent character in his personal script ---a character he sometimes
e ekes tor us in an amusing, lonathan Winters-style voice-- I have not

given that much attention to her place in our conversations. Keith
didn't either at first, he says, but then he started to notice a pattern.
When his mother makes an appearance in our interview transcripts,
it's a clear sign he's feeling less confident than even he admits. Her
%on e, he says, is the voice of his own insecurity

Once he says this, it makes sense to me At the beginning ot the
semester. \\ hen Keith is preparing to make a quick trip home before
lasses begin, he anticipates \yhat his mother will say about this new
ourse he's teaching
s,
Nou're teaching Business and technical Writing 'lou
t know ant thing about that' And the same kind of thoughts
ma \ be last sumnwr went through my head that, "What do I know
about tea, lung cornposition'-

',he

Almo,st always, his comments are affectionate, ironic as in this early
reference, when he talks about how little he got done on his thesis on
I'dith Wharton over the summer
I thought I was gonna get all these Wharton hooks read Didn't do
that either I need to have somebody who's cracking the whip and
keeping me on s, hedule But I dim't want my mother corning up
lwre flaughsl

lakin.z It l'er...onallw

Still, sometimes there's an edge in his references, as in this comment.
from that same early interview
Ill enioy being home, though, because my mother will insist
she'll look at the syllabus and the things I scribble and she'll Isa,,

"ou can't wadi these kids how to write, sou can't esen write
yourself Look at that mistake!" BaughsI

At midterm, when he's sick but feeling guilty about missing classes,

Keith says it's his mother's fault. "When we were kids she would
never let us stay home unless we were definitely really, really sick. She
always said the best thing for a cold is to get out and do something "
And at the very end, when he's about to hand out coutNe evaluations,
he muses
The last tew weeks before 1 hand the course evaluations I start
worrying, and I always-1.m getting better about handling worry,
It's cuch an interbecause I see what it's done to my Mother
nalized thing for her that she has to worry She's worried if she's

not worn, mg And I'm getting better about lust figuring if it's
nothing I Lan change the outconle of right now, I won't es en think

about it, but the last tew weeks before I hand out the course
eLaluationc, I wonder what they're gonna say

fin, despite these allusion.s, Keith's mother isn't that much a presence
in his narratives-- at least not literally Sometimes, though, I sense that
Keith may see her in some ot the female students he talks about, and I
wonder if Keith himself is aware of that possibility
One Instance that brings this thought to my mind occurs during the

hrst week of classes Although I did not tape-record this part of our
ersat ion, my interview notes testify to an interesting lux taposihon
in our tons ersation

t Of lt

M. A-lima tape on rmirotape and rue
wer to liearnhi, ati'terta I for lunch Already m the line he tellinN
me he ,;et mom is ;from hi. student.] 10merrOle and that his mother. a
Izetore tapins,:. Keith

Se., whin/ tor years will see them ;Then he read. them When tee. sit do;im
bhZ
to eat he says he s alrealti been Intimidated by one .tudent

a 50 uoar old set retary who been winking at the
he' I ak
Ilrucersitti 24 year.... he says lVe tali about this a little about his 4:0111
ht"ne to, I dbor [lay weelelid

As the semester goes on. Keith finds that this older student, far from
criticizing his teaching, is one of his greatest fans When he learns,
from his teaching supervisor, that she has praised his teaching, he is
obc iously pleased But at the same time, there is another female student in his class who is driving him crazy
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This other studentwhom he describes first as "ugly," then as
"abrasive" and "disruptive"also comes to Keith's attention very
early in the semester, when he tells the class they will be pairing up for
interviews and introducing each other to the clas,s.
It was really quiet and she saYs, "Do they tell you GTAs to do this
in es ert one of your damn composition courses" And I said. "No
they don't tell us to do it, but I'm telling you to do it" [laughs) And
she said, "Well what purpose does it serve" and I said, "You get
to know the other people in the class, even though you might not
want to, and 1 get to know you, even though I might not want to "

I don t know if I was in a bad mood at the moment or what but
lust, her response seemed like sort of a challenge to my authority

and I guessI might have overreacted in saying that, that's not
something I usually say in class

fearing Keith tell of this incident, I am reminded of another dialogue

he has describeda dialogue that took place when he showed his
mother some of his students' papersl'he first thing she says
"They can't spell" and
"They're
ending their sentences with prepositions, and fhet 're beginning
their sentences with conjunctions And then I showed.her, after a
few minutes ot this, one of the transparenk leS I use It sat s, "Grammar Rules." and there's one column "Grammar Rules to Remem

her,' land anotherl "Grammar Rules to Forget

And beginning

Our sentences with conjunctions and ending t our sentences with

prepositions are in the "10 Forget" column "How an you do
that (she asked) "Well, you go ot er to duplicating services, you
hand it In, the% make a transparency" (laughs)

Now, hearing echoes ot this same mild sarcasm in the voice he uses to
hashse his "abrasn. e" student, I ts onder it Keith may be using, in the
classn,om, strategies tor asserting authority that he has learned unconsciously from sparring with his mother I he e tent to IA hich these
strategies are gender spey tic used on female students rather than on
men I an't
\, but I do notice that in another situation a similar

pattern otrUN
In this situation, Keith is recalling a student from last Year's 101
lass

n member the twit problem student I had 'she was tn,m (an out
of state city I And we did the inter% iew thing the first day of i lass,
where You inter% tew someone, introduce them to the class 'so she
made sure to git e the interviewer details on her wealthy back-

ground From the %cry beginning she set herself off as being
ditterunt, probably better, I think ts what she was trying to do, and
I had them do some freetynting on what they expected from the
, lass ualiW I was sort ot curious
and most of them had nil idea
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what to expect from the class, hut she said, "I expect you to make
this class interesting" (laughs And she was a really good writer
but halfway through the semester she ;us'. decided to quit coming
to class and didn't hand in rough drafts, and then I remember
atter grades were turned in. as I was packing to leave to go home
for Chnstmas, she called me and asked it she could turn her final
drafts in I told her if she wanted to mail them to me to look at,
that would be fine but grades had already been turned in so it was
a bit late [laughs!

sihen I ask Keith why he remembers this woman, he says,
She was loud, for one thing .. This summer there were a lot of
students lin my Air Force Base extension class] who spoke up ers
freely But she was pushy She would speak up and interrupt other
students or me, which tinally I had to talk to her after class laboutl
and 'she quit doing that, but she didn't have much respect for what
other students were saying, particularly when we were talking
about some political or social kind of issue and somebody was
expressing what might be considered the hpical (local) lod's
iewpoint that she didn't agree with hen if I didn't agree with
it vou don't try to make the person Wel had Or insult them for
then point ot view

What is interesting about this student is how closely she resembles

others the male TAs have commented on. She's from out of state,
wealthy, outspoken, aggressive She has missed several classes And

now wants to turn her papers in late With the others. I thought I
sensed a bit of sesual tension, heightened, I later realtied, by an awareno,,s of class difference With Keith, the issue is still one of authority,
hut the gender dynamic is dead t, different If famib, history is a key
demont in Keith's response to students, might it be present, though
less isible, in the other I As as well'

L.nlike Keith, Mike rarely mentions his family in our conversations
.%nd t. et sometimes, as Ns e talk, I sense that his famik ts lurking in the
bac kground I argely, this is a matter of tone ot voice As Mike talks
about his students, I keep hearing a tone that I can only call "parental
I'm well aware that such a tone need not be learned in the famds .1- he

whole culture of school is permeated with lust such a tone And vet I
wonder I low much of our attitude tow ard students, the language we
use when we speak to and about them, is shaped by the language our
own parents used with us'
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In Mike's case, I don't notice the parental tone at first, though as the
semester progresses, I become more and more aware of it What I do
notice almost immediately, however, is Mike's desire to see himself in
his students. Atter meeting his "Business and Technical Writing" class
tor the first time, he comments that these students seem more "serious- than his 101 students did:
They\ e all been through courses, and
the nev ness and the
strangeness of taking a :lass, and being in college has kmda worn

oft, and now they're in the class and they're looking at it in
termsI lust feel a lot closer connection to them because that's, I
mean they're sitting there in classmd I'm seeing myself there,
you know

As Mike goes on to characterize his students, he draws parallels with
his own experience
I mean, that's how I approach class You go in there and you sit
there and you've got that-1 don't know how to describe it, but
that knowledge of what a class and what a course is and how to
learn and
so forth And also caring about what you're doing,
%nu know, teeling like you have more (It a personal connection to
the course than I think the students had in 101 or even 102

In some respects, Mike is like the parent who sees in his child a new

and better cersion of himselfa successor who will avoid his mistakes
and tultill his dreams. What this means, of course, is that he is headed
for disappointment For although the young men and women he sees
in this 200-level class may be more committed to college than 101
students are, they are still a long way from the serious graduate student Mike has become.
Although Mike does not explicitly use the parent metaphor (I notice
that Alex and Peter do), he otten seems to adopt a parental voice when
he speaks of or to his students. In the following passage, tor instance,
he compares his students to irresponsible children.
I haven't had assignment sheets this semester, except for the first
time. and as childish as it may he to has e to w rite all this downI
mean, I repeat it several hmes anywayI'm lust gonna have to do
that, because people forget

When I ask Mike why he considers it "childish" to give out assignment sheets, he makes a rhetorical move 'that all of us recognize.
I mean to ha% e to have It written down is very. very
(pause) tuvende somehow I guess I sort of expect students, or
hope that students will take the attitude toward their schoolwork
that w hen sonwthing is due [you) find out everything that's done

Well
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and you write the i1otes down, and you've got all that, and the
questions might be a clantication of something, or might be an
ten;nin beyond what I cover, but it shouldn't be the basic things
like how many pages is it supposed to be When somebody comes

to me and says. -flow many pages Is It supposed to be'" or
whateser. things like this that l'te talked about before, it's like,
well I know this person was sitting there in the room looking at

where
me w hen I said this, and tho, wrote something down so
I'm
not
talking
about
the
assignment
sheet
in
terms
does it go'
ot how to understand what it is you're supposed to write, but I'm
talking about lust the basics, in terms of when it's due and so forth
and so on I mean, when I was a student, I knew that stuff, I mean
I lust had it, even it it wasn't, if it wasn't on an assignment sheet.
I mean people would say, "Well such and such is on this date,"
w hatever. I mean it was there in my notebook, I knew when these
things were
.

What is interesting about this passage is its nostalgic flavor. "When I
Mike intones, as it his own student days are long
IA as a student
past Though he's obviously referring to his days as an undergraduate,
the tact remains that Mike is much le,,s likely than, sav, Alex or Keith
to see his less-than-ideal self in his students Later, he'll offer an explanation for this
Part of the proNen, is that I 17unArd out a, 17/1 undergraduate, and ntv
ionthiewe zras,t, pretty Ifni. a, a re,,uIt Mu fear of siIppins; up again

tolor,

zpAtatim; ot ow qudent,

or Mike, to "measure up" as a student is to be serious, committed,
and responsible --to be the kind ot student he became only after he
'flunked out Sundarh, to measure up as a teacher is to be expert,
know ledgeable, alway s in control But perhaps the most formidable
aspect lct Mike's demanding code, for both himself and his students,

the miunction not to -take it personally

in
but rather something to contain

At tti,illv taking it personally' is not o much something to avi tid
tat t, Mike believes it is only natural

In this respect it's a little like the primal sex drive or original sin a
force that, unacknowledged and undisciplined, can wreak havoc in the
t lassroom For his own part. Mike has anticipated what happens when
teachers and students take things personally, and he has c hosen to deal

tt ith it this wat
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In my syllabus I said,
"Everybody knows you're supposed to
go to clam, everybody knows you're supposed to turn your papers in on time I'm not here to harass you about stuff." I said, "If

You turn it in late or you don't show up, I'm not gonna take It
personally." which is not true (laughsl. but I said, "I'm not gonna
take it personally" I said, "Likewise, of -ourse, it's gonna have
some etfect on your grade I hope when this applies, this situation
applies to sou, you will not take it personally or get offended." You
know, I was trying to set up this whole thing like, "Look it's your
decision and it's not gonna be. you know, I wanna be able to take
th.s. hard line and still be a nice person." That's what it comes
down to

As he tells me about what he has written in his syllabus, I can almost

anticipate what will happen. Here once again is the parent, lectunng
his unruly teenagers about the responsibilities of being an adult. "This

is our family contract," Mike seems to be saying But the students
aren't listening When thev turn in the first assignment. just one week
later, Mike is disappointed to see that some have done only a slapdash
job
'mu sort of expect brilliant work, and it's depressing when people
iust write down a list, you know,
it's hard not to take it personalb,, that somebody would do that and like. "Well, co what am I
doing, am I lust wasting ms time up here?"

On the one hand, Mike knows that it's "all teaching and it's all pat-t of
the course But then there is "that personal element" that makes him
long to say to them, "Fine, you don't care about... the work that I give

you and. you know, it's meaningless or something, or you're just
tr, mg to get away with it, you think I'm stupid or something
For Mike, It seems, "that personal element" gets into teaching in
both positive and negative ways. In one sense it's an important element ot his teaching philosophy, as demonstrated by how often he
talks about the need, for both students and teachers, to make "personal
ciinnections" that allow them to learn. In another sense, though, "tak-

ing it personally" means trouble--which is why Mike gets so tangled
up w hen he talks about it
I he whole reason I said that I don't, won't take it personally is
because I want them to he trapped by that in a way So you can't
take it personalls if I give you bad grades, right' And if you think
I'm. Yew know. if you're gonna take it personally then you've gotta
assume that giving me that stuff means I take it personally, which

nwans vou get bad gradesor something, sou know I think
tlws.re smart enough to figure that out I was thinking about
!bins when I did that
I was thinking about that when I wrote
that section, you know, that's sort of. that's sort ot subterflige in a
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sorta
way, putting a statement in there like that. But it's like,
like, we all recognize it. and. for some reason I felt like saying it
indirectly rather than saving it ditectly like that I wondered about
that I think everybody knows what's going on I think they know
I know what's going on.

According to Mike, what underlies the literal message of his syllabus
is a subtle subtext. Let's face it, we all take it personally: yo., take it
personally when I give you a bad grade, and I take it personally when
You do shoddy work We don't dare say that directly, but if we acknowledge it in coded terms, we have a better chance of controlling it
As he says,
OD one level it's iust a transaction, you know It's like gwe and
take, action and reaction, you don't show up and you're not parI'm trying to put the systicipating, you don't get the points
tem between me and them so that I don't take It personally or
something, you know. Lice well, put it in terms of action and
reaction and scientific formula and so forth and it's not, the part
of it that makes me, that offends me, is suddenly, you know, that
makes it impersonal or something. There is that, you know, so it's
weird, there's a couple of things going on there

To evoke the parent analogy again, Mike's confusion on this subject
reflects a parent's confusion about how to deal with a recalcitrant
child On the one hand, he doesn't want to "guilt" the students, but on
the other, he thinks they need to be more responsible. To avoid the
personal, he sets up a "system," like a set of house rules, that he hopes
will mitigate the personal element. But Mike's system pales beside the
other system that is already working inside him. the moral system of
"should's" and "ought's" that pervades his language and constructs
his relationships with his students in ways he may be unaware of
Voices of Guilt and Judgment

T he situation in which I first begin to posit conflicting systems in
Mike s thinking occurs during the fifth week of classes, when he is In
minutes late arriving for his 8 a tn. class Because I am out of town
when it happens, I hear about it first not in our regular interview, but
in a long journal narrativo Mike writes ouk and gives to me afterward.
As I read the narrative, I am struck by its unusual tone In some ways,
it reads more like a legal deposition than a journal entry
(las, at 8 15, and tea,: met by three *Indent; who told me
I am
that everviUle was glme -Oh really" I 4zaid, hoping to sound urions
and amused, theugh I au, al first palm-lied, then angry I proceeded to
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the Liassroom followed by these students, and found that a was true, all
hut riPt or srx students had hit
I felt like this was a culminatum of all the fear, that my class uxis out
tontrol tor rather that I was (rut 00. eon 1 rob I d been having smee the
r111W of the semester Or rather I felt like I shoulii feel this, or
expected to feel tin,. but realized (as I always have when feelms this u,ay
tins semester i that a uth not that senous, I am not out of control, nor is

my this, Once I realized this I Was still a little nervous. but somehow
,ehelvd somehow t hi ma, my opportunity to show myself that I was
not out oliontrol. as well as showing rny class this (whether they needed
to see a or I needed to think they saw it'.1 1 suess I felt (and feel to a
ertam extent ) that thew see me as an inexperien(ed teacher (because lain

young and pike around and am obviously at times nervous, hut mostly
bet aivse I see myself as inexperienced)

Those reading the narrative now will notice how shght an incident
this is Which at us hasn't overslept, come late to class, felt our author-

ity undermined by a stupid blunder on our part' But it isn't lust guilt
Mike teels, it's something more "I was angry the more I thought of
Mike writes
I was ansrv betause I tot),k a personally Ilene 11,e are back at this one
asain. how i.an we not take it pers,mally' So, I do. and I knew that when

I a rote Ithat statement! in mu syllabus, hut I suess I am tontinwilly
surprised that I do I was also embarrassed be, awse the rest of my
student, who were there
I telt like they u.ere in leasue with the other
st lidera,. and that a I had not shown up when I did, they'd hare left too
Anyway, I sot throush (lass welt after making a few remarks about the
relative intellisence of "the others"- actions, and went back to my office
)ne of inu students showed up to turn in hts paper. and asked what
ti.e had done in lass x;ood question,- I said ,artastually, some of my
arNer leaking thr,,,,,gh
'I lev man, you ti'ere late'. This at coinparned hy a meaningful litok at

his wakh I am sure mu fate was as pale a, his paper -Yes.' I said '1
was so atisry I was iutt sure ii 'hi,! u.as going to say I dei ided
not hiiN would he gamed hv cmfront ins I on now. I wanted to deal with
:t all at °rise the next this. I told him what was due Tuesday, and
a i epted his paper I did not say he would or would not set
Atter he left I thiiught ahtnit If. and decided I tt'a ?lot souls to so ma
ot iiv wau in the lightest to help him over the ,emecter I already know
Oita I haty to be selettwt. about how hiht h erierXil I devote to different
students and I del hied he had lust earned himself minimum energy
,tatus I was still any:ry

It's easy to speculate about why Mike is so angry at this student Ile
is probably angry at himself tor being late to class, tor losing the slim
power advantage he may have had until then But what interests me
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most is the language Mike uses to espress his angerlanguage that

bet omes more moralista, as he continues to write
,dIrd adorn, Atkurs to the, k the ofht i,,l ilohcy about late in

str:i, tors there is none I beon to think about what my students thought
v and sthool poh, v I had told them that (lass started
aroyt

hititally at e ni Point number two I had told them that as I hved

iternt t frides out I might ha c'

r, 44111e making it in Norm, days fa refer .

me to our rued wintersl I also told them that I tivuld call them
personally if 'lass was tameled if there was t;rne. or at least call the office

root: number three they /when. las all students do) that after ten

mini,tes they tan lean,' it the mst rut tor has rhtt shown up Con, in qt)II
I had airtz.ed ten Minute, !ate lin the riorto I had not canceled class,
, on Id ?reassumed to he happening Add to this the fact that
therefore,
tho.r who had lett had not turned in or lett papers behind. and I began
to )eel a sense ot richteous indlgriatiM1

As Mike m, immlents turther on this in ident

how he felt about it at

the time and how he chose to deal with ithis language continues in
this moralistit /judgmental vein he considers "penalizing" the students. who were absent and says he feels "justihed" in doing so, he
gis es them a little spees h the nest lass day in which he tells them
what they "should has e" done, and feels that he pulls it off "without
sounding vindictive Atterward, he says. f hey all knew they had
done something wrong
Rut Mike doesn't reserve his moral language for his students alone
,11 or seIrn of them v.ot up later and told me they d have their drafts to
Clearhi
tr, nitini and were so embarrassed that I felt a little
had been sit'ayed by others (many of mu 'good students had left I.
cllud suddeniu remembered ho;4. easy it was :oat, that I als,; rememberelf
tiiat the I;?n,', I had done a / had et re, ted some sort of retrthuturn. am/
I think Ohl/ Np n. relieced I had addressed it this way
itt ,onle

( atilt goodness, v intik anon, retribution -.these seem odd words to
apply to such an unremarkable incident And there may be an element
ot conscious irony in Mike's use ot such language here Still, this is,
trom Mike's perspective, a "very sigmficant episode." What is at stake
in his mind is his professional authority, an authority that feels 40
tragile, so tenuous, at this point in his Young career, that he must
led I did the right thins by
remtorse it with strong moral language
taktnN, the hard !rite.- he writes in his journal
7 his event allotird me to «in trent uhat I thought s their perception of
eaknc,. ;ri rill' hut (1'1Ileh in reality milli he only my fear of inadequacy
in a tier,' environment II tOlild also he a rim tun. of both. I don't know
Hut / tee! oni,h more ,ontident abinit that L lass now, for whatever reason
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Our Students, Ourselves
While all five 1-As speak, at one time or another, of seeing themselves
in their.students, I am interested in the different ways they construct
their student selves. With Mike, for instance, that self seems less the
student he is or was than some idealized version of the perfect student

that he still berates himselt for not being. With Meredith, I can see
more correspondence between the students she seems drawn towardthe "rebels," she sometimes calls themand the person she is,
or is becoming And with Peter, I often think that I'm seeing both at
once--a tendency to seek in his students sonic idealized vision that he
himself could never fulfill, plus an almost opposite tendency to iden-

tify, perhaps over-identity, with those who may teel insecure in the
"impersonal- academic environment

For Meredith, the true aim of education is selt-knowledge, and in an
effort to lead her 101 students toward that goal, she has arranged, as I
explained earlier, to show the film The Breakhp4 Club Although she
realizes that her students may not be familiar with the movie (this is
the point when she begins to realize that a generation gap may be
opening), she believes they will still find it interesting and provocative.
Whether or not they identity with the teenagers in the storythe jock,

the nerd, the popular girl, the neuroticMeredith is gambling that
they will recognize aspects of themselves in the characters and can
thus be led to examine their own experience in light of the movie
Ot course it is lust as possible that they will prop t their experience
onto the characters in the movie, reading those characters through the
lens ot their own experience. 1 his is not something Meredith brings up
in our intervieWs (though I suspect she is well aware of 0), but it is
something that occurs to me as I listen to her talk about her students
And it keeps coming back to me again and again as I think about my
own relationship with Meredith
As we'll see in the Lhapters that follow. Meredith sees herself as a

'rebel" among English teachers- a teacher who rejects what she
thinks she "should" be doing (that is, teaching grammar, teaching
argument) in tavor of an agenda she sees as tar more important
flaying heard her characterize herself as a rebel in several situations, I
am interested when I notice that the students she singles out for notice
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in her composition classes seem to have a rebellious side to them as
well
1 he most obvious instance ot this is a young woman Meredith talks

about in our Week 4 interview
haN t! one gut who's real rebellious I remember sitting in my class
the week hetore, and ont. Of the days I was sitting on the desk and
shesat in the front row and :She was lust staring at me, you know,

that really blank stare, and ex erythmg comes through the eyes,
but there's no expression And every time I looked at her it was
like- -it w as like 1,omebody was hitting me in ahe face or something And I couldn't look at her, because if I looked at her I felt
like It was the ey d eve or something (laughs) so I had to look past

the tront row. or I couldn't talk So her paper was all about how

she did exactly what she wanted to do, never did what other
people expected her to do, and she hadher story was about
when she went to this private (Cathol:c1 boarding school, and they
tried to sneak through this tunnel or something to steal some food
in the middle of night and they got caught So I told her I was a

atholic and said, "So you must have had nuns there." and she
thes slapped me in the face She started talking
about being tut by the nuns and how terrible that was

said,

When Meredith makes suggestions tor how this student can improve
her paper what detail she can add, what further episodes she can

narrateshe senses that the student is resisting her

She said, "Well
She's already prepared to not do anything I say
I just wrote what I thought She said, "Ever\ body else probably
So I
lust told you what the's thought iiou wanted to hear
don t knot.% -but i(ust this terrible look she had on her face, it INAS
I lust wanted to get rid of that look 'cause I can't stand
to go thiough the whole semester with her looking at me like that

\\ hen I ask Meredit h what she wants tor this student, she searches for
an answer
Well (her draft was verv I wanted it more-- I wanted it to
hae more ot her y 'JR-A' in it It was like she was walking around
in a cirk tre ing to see it she could say what she wanted to sae;

it wasn t Yen, tix used I mean, it she can get bee ond the

rebelln cii

As the semester progresses, Meredith mentions this student often,
never using her name but rather offering metonymic descriptions that
I immediately recognue
)h that girl. by the way, the one that the nun slapped her in the
L,114* missed lass on Thursday, hat Deb said she came in to
the otti, e% and she had lett a note
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The tact that the student had left a note is something that "impresses"
Meredith This, and the fact that she "talks a lot in class now" gives
Meredith reason to believe that she is making progress with the student It is at this point too that she answers a question I had posed
about the value ot teaching personal writing. What she wants for this
student, she says, has "nothing to do with writing What she wants is
tor the student to realize that "it's not necessary to rebel against every
figure ot authority, that you can actually enjoy what you're doing in a
day, without having to rebel against the teacher As she says it, I seem

to hear a double meaning in her words It's as it she's talking about
herselt as well as this student
Actually, this isn't the only time I have this particular reaction. Over
the course of the semester, six or seven of Meredith's students make
repeated appearances in our conversations, and with many of them I
sense that Meredith has made a personal connection of some kind
f here is, for instance, a woman student around Meredith's own age,

whom she describes as "a really good writer" but "scared to death"
about coming h.-ick to school When the woman's doctor husband
criticized I draft she had written, Meredith was outraged "Well, I
better not get into this, contradict her husband or I'll get in trouble,"
she tells herself
But I can't really imagine that he could have been right, because
what I read before I don't know, I mean it alread-, get, me kind
ot irritated 'cause how much do doclors know about writing' I've
had pre-med ,audents before, and I've worked for doctors

later, when she puts this student in a group with two other students, Meredith is impressed at how well the older woman handles the
situation -It wasn't as though she thought that she was so much better
than them," Meredith savs.--- at which point I recall something she has
told me earlier It is a story about her grandmother, who always cautioned Meredith as a child not to "get the big head": "Now you're verv
smart." she would say to Meredith, "but don't ever get the big head.
)on't ever think you're better than anybody else
\mong the others in Meredith's cast ot frequently mentioned charai ters are a wide vanetv ot students who evoke tor me taint traces of
the Meredith I know a possibly dyslexic student who worries

Meredith at first but later turns out to be very articulate in class; a
female student from last year who resisted Meredith's assignment,
insisting on doing the paper -her own way", another, somewhat older,
student, this time a male, trying to break tree from a past involvement

with drugs, a "jock" who wrote a thoughtful paper about having
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beaten up a kid in high school because he was pressured by his peers
to do so, a cheerful underachiever who wants to take her class again

in the spring, even though he's getting a C and could obviously be
doing better, a male student who wrote a powerful first paper about
leaving home for the hrst time, and then got frustrated when she tried
to push him to claim his "voice" in subsequent papers Even the
student she found physically threatening, the male student she calls
the "tuck-up" in her journal, reappears later in the semester, at which
hme he has "suddenly become very diligent," written some good
papers, changed his whole attitude tOward the class
lo say that Meredith may identify with these students. that she may
see herself, or parts of herself in all of them, may be speculationbut
it's not just speculation In her writing dur;ng the teaching seminar,
Meredith explored this topic again and again. In this respect she resembles Mike, who uses writing about his teaching as a kind of controlling strategy As both Meredith and Mike narrate their versions of
an ex ent, for me and for themselves, they construct a point of view on
the matter, an argument they can use later when confronting their
students about it But while Mike's writing tends to be somewhat ad
hoc a response designed to suit the particular occasionMeredith's
seems to emerge from something larger, from a growing understanding of herself as both a person and a teacher

During the eighth week of classes, something happens with

Meredith that prompts her to talk with me about this understanding
I he incident itself involves two confrontationsthe first with a friend,
the second with a studentand though both issues seem to be fairly
minor matters, I sense that Meredith experiences them as something
more than this
tbbit I guess I'm thinking this doesn't sound, as kou narrate it,
kloesn t sound like a partikularly extraordinary set ot cirtum-

stames, and ,,et somehow it came together tor you kidav as
a -as a thing
Mernitth As a thing, yeah Well, I make eYerything tnto a thing
I'm trying to stop doing that I was gonna come m toda and
tell you how much mon, even my teaching is (laughs]. how

nulk h less I worry Mx 'lit it . vhich is all true, except for this little

incident I mean, I'm upset now bek dust' I'm upset at Irm,
friend) lint what I'm trying to say is that I've started to on
front people instead of letting them walk all over me
bind In your personal lite and our teak hung lite
fk1. tolith

vah And het t1114! those things nm together so mud,
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When I ask what she had planned to tell me before this mcident came
up, Meredith explains( was writing some stuff this morning and I thought, "It's funny
how I teel detached from my students And I thought, "Well
that's bad, maybe that's bad." and then I thought, "tio, it's not
had I'm still informal, it's not that I've become formal again, I'm
still informal, I mean I'm still relaxed, but I don't feel so caught up
with it,I don't feel so ipause) enmeshed or something I thought
that was good

Later in the semester, Meredith comments once more about the
progress she's made in this direction This time, she's talking about
responding to papersabout the way she sometimes feels "obligated"
to give personal responses and hmv she's learned to "detach" when
this happens What has enabled her, I ask, to detach emotionally?
Well, I think I finally iust saw that it wasn't %TIN good for me And
!pause) part of it is the whole, where I've come to in . my overall
lite But trying not to always take responsibility for everything,

whether it's for them or for other people. not thinking I have to
sok e es errbod v's problems, and thinking more in terms of trying
to fix myself instead of everybody else

Ike Meredith, Peter often mentions particular students in our conversations But when he's frustrated, like most of us, he tends to speak ot
students in the aggregate
I must :ontess that early this week. espy( ially after Tuesday's first

dass when so many people missed, I was having kind ot an
attitude. not toward the students but like to Brad (another fAl and
tlIV 1 onhdants To my students I was very civil, I'm try ing not to
show them when I'm irritated, unless I really, really am irritated
at them and it's their fault, they're not paying attention or whate% er, then I might pull them aside, but I'm not gonna. I'm trying
to learn from last year's mistakes, and I think ifs working so far
But I was saying to Brad
I said, "When these student,. call me
and say I missed Now class, what did vim talk about today '' I feel

like saying 'Blank you.. but I don't, I tell them, 'Well, we did Sul h
and so.' hut I really feel like, 'You come to class and find out,
buddy don't call me afterwards and make me talk to you on the
phone tor twenty minutes

The fat t that Peter is awate of the anger and frustration he's feeltng is
reassuring --and et I. have to wonder how successfully he has con-
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coaled these feelings from his students My own experience suggests
that our students have sensitive antennae that allow them to pick up
on our anger, sometimes well before we do. Because Peter understands
that his own fear and nervousness may be significant factors here, he
seems better placed to control them than some new teachers would be
Yet as we talk throughout the semester, it seems to me that, despite his

apparent understanding of the problem, Peter is often still struggling
to control the anger he feels
One way he controls it- -or re-directs it, at any rateis by blaming
himself for the problems
It does kind of hurt me, or not really hurt me, but it makes me
think, it makes me wonder what I'm doing wrong when I see
students crashed out on their desk. You know, head on their arm
or something, or looking away, looking at their nails or something
Tiles re ohs iously bored, and I'm wondering how I can recta)
that and make them more interested

I le is particularly worried that he is boring his students and comments
frequently on things he doe,: in class to keep their interest and attention By the eighth week of the semester, in fact, he has become almost
obsessed with "the boredom factor"
I've been trying a lot of different things this sear that I has en't

done last year to keep them interested. to keep them going, 'cause

don t want them sitting there and being passive, and I'm not
taking roll, and l's e still been maintaining attendance Yesterday I
had hse gone -or was it six 'that svas quite a few from the SW
lass, normally there's not that many gone So at least I have that
going tor me --they're still showing up But I'm looking at them
and I'm seeing them lust kind of with their eyes closed and they're
was mg bat k and mull, or they's e got this look on their face where
they re like this close to has mg their eyes closed, and I keep

thinking, What am I doing that's os rong"

As Peter casts about tor ways to understand and address the "boredom factor,' I occasionally find myself swept up in the currents of his
dismay Instead of listening, as I usually do, I begin to offer sugges-

tions "Have you tried this flow about that?" But the more I try to

build Peter's confidence, the less he seems able to hear me As he
shuttles back and forth between blaming himself and blaming his
students for the problems he sees in his classes, he comes up with a
doten different ways ot addressing the problemmost of which make
perfect sense to me, hut none ot which may have n et tect on what now
seems to me the larger problem Peter's lack of confidence

Seeing 1rourself as a Teacher

The Hirsh Light of Criticism
Where Peter's lack of contidence originates. 1 don't know No doubt
it's complicated. But Peter himself attnbutes some of it to an incident
that occurred in his first year of teachinga situation in which he was
criticized by his peers for the way he handled a plagiarism case As he
writes long atterward
think part of mu nervousness with becoming comfortable with my role
as teacher was due to Ian'5 holding me up to the harsh light of his (and
the other grad students' I critii-Nrn ft was trial by fire and I got loaqed
enough to remember it through much, if not aft, of my teaching days at
LINL)

Me incident Peter refers to here is one I'm familiar with. Ile had told
me about it at the time, in the heat of his anger and frustration, and
then had written about it in the teaching seminar I us reflective essay,
"flow to Make a BroWn-Eyed TA Blue," was clearly intended as both

catharsis and public response to what he felt had been an unfair
indictment of him by his peers in that group Although 1 would like to
'reprint the complete essay, letting Peter tell his own story, the final
ersion seems to have gotten lost somewhere along the way What 1 do
have is my memorv and Peter's first draft, plus some additional comments he offered later, as this manuscript was in progress
What had happened, it seems, was this Peter had caught a student
plagiarizing --turning in a paper that had been written by her roommate lie referred the student to me. I made a recommendation regard-

ing appropriate penalty, -and he made a decision based on that
reommendation As it turned out, the plagiarizer's roommate was in
another new TA's class, and when that TA, Ian, was pulled into the
situation, he called Peter at home to criticize the way he had handled
it As Peter tells the story in the first draft ot his narrativeRoth (0 us teen- greenhorns at this pedagogy %tuft (lan! called me atter
the f)iret. for had put the toord out wondering if another TA had the same

paper turned in Whim we started talking however he mentioned that I
shimld nt,t be tormenting this poor kid over something as trivial as a
lilted paper I was dumbstruck
When I responded by saving that I
!vas consulting the I )irec tor on this issue. he told trie that I was stupid to
go to 1 he Autlwrities about this, and usmdered rehy I (fan I have enough
.ense to take care of it on my 011`11

When Peter first told me about Ian's reaction, I too had been dumbstruck Why would one new teacher ridicule another for asking advice
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trom someone more experienced' What could Ian possibly be thinking' But according to Peter, it wasn't just Ian who turned against him
The rest ot the TAs didn't offer mudi support tor me, and many
who had et-int:lied my handling of the
seemed to side with the
situation I telt N ery prominentls like an outcast within the group
,it new tea, hers arid this was tints three months into the program

UR en Peter .s sense ot betrayal, the depth of feeling brought out in this

essas, I was not surprised when he brought up this incident again in

our very fiNt interview

hat interview took place the week before classes began in the fall

I he workshop for new TAs was in progress, and the acting comp

tiirector had asked Peter and some other returning TAs to speak about

their tirst-year experience What Peter had spoken about was this
plagiarism incident and its aftermath. As he describes it
I talked about the plagiansm thing, and sou wouldn't believe the
response I got They start talking all these first-year TAs -and
s:sints ot them, Brad remarked, looked like they could use a valium
ilaugh..1 %%hen they started talking about the plagiarism thing
And `s,smantha lone ot the new Ms] said something about, "Well,
with plagiarism" she prefers "not to mention it because then it
is on t enter their minds And I said, "That's like not telling a
I lust thought, "No, that's not gonna
teenager about sex'
ss ash with me, I san't operate that wav"and then we had this
big discussion about plagiarism police and Keith had some good
But I let it be known that I was not
things to as, about that
ers pleased about the way I was kmda cornered about that last
and I said I think I should be able to have the right as a
sear
brand new I A to consult my mentor about such a situation, [withI mean, I
out hying) coerced and ridiculed about my decision.
IA AS in the limelight about that tor a long time and I didn't like it
It w.is kmda messs for a while, hut I don't look hack upon that
ss utli ans, bitterness with the xception of the way I was treated by
ms peers

ater in the same interview, when Peter talks about the policies he's
..et up this semester, lw mentions this incident yet again
v..1\ lust so si k ot that whole plagiansm affair besause ot the
was it gilt blow tin r by the other TAs, the fat tismal lighting, if you
they lust sighted
still and I got kmda caught in thy cross hairs.
right on me. and I don't want to go through that again I just want
to he lett alisne w hen it comes to plagiarism. and if I have to deal
with it I II itist deal with tt when the time comes, and I think I was
lust a little hit bitter abilut the whole experience
I

Seeing Yourself- as a Teacher

At the time, I remember thinking that Peter was more than "just a tittle

bit bitter" about this experience, but I didn't fully appreciate how
much it had affected him until he brought it up yet again when he read
through this manuscript For him, it wasn't just this single episode but

the whole competitive atmosphere among the new TA group that
contributed to his feelings of nervousness and insex-urity. As he wrote
on the last page of the manuscriptI jm rib-lc by the dysfunctional aspect of rny group I think we were all
peaking out of our respective closets in (the teaching seminar1, waiting
ror sonwone to %hp and fall out so we could all laugh at the presumptuous
slot, We ukere rivals, not frtends. tni and large, waiting fora canmbabstic

opportiouty 11 ,onwone slipped. then we d know what they were and'
what we were

Reading l'eter's comments now, I find myself wondering- Was the
atmosphere in the new TA group really so competitive that year? Did
other lAs feel it as strongly as Peter did? It's hard for me to know, of
kourse 'This is not the kind of thing they are likely to talk about with
me Bat I wouldn't be surprised if others did share Peter's perception.
Atter all, those of us who have been through graduate school know
'something about competition among peers. We may even have felt the
chilling ettect a peer s criticism can have on our teaching. Still, some
teachers seem more vulnerable to criticism than others, and I suspect
Peter is one of these. Ot course there's a positive side to that vulner-.
ability, too Sometimes I think It is Peter's lack of confidence that
enables him to empathize with the students in his class who are struggling Peter is, atter all, a caring teacher- one who truly wants to help
his students become better writers, better people. Ills problems occur,
it seems to me, when he invests so much of himself in his students that
he blurs the boundaries between them and himself

Blurred Boundaries
I hear the strongest instance., of Peter's tendency to blur those boundaries in a konversati)n we have around midsemester At the time, Peter
is feeling particularly stressed out I lk entire week has been devoted
to 'student conferences always an exhausting experience In addition,
his personal lite, he says, has, been a roller coaster of ups and downs
this week, and to top it 'ff he has been reading student journals over
400 pages of them and he is feeling utterly burned out, emotionally
drained

Taking It Personally
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When I ask him if he feeLs he has to read everything the students
write in the journals, Peter says:
I didn't at first, until I started corrung across entries that said, "I
hate my life I love my shotgun," you know, and I thought, "Oh
C,odi" and I'm starting to read all of these hecause I was worried
that I would miss an entry in there about some poor student who
doesn't have a fnend up here, and they might kind of relate to
their comp instructor 'cause their comp instructor might appear to
be quasi-cool to them, and approachable, and here they are writbe reading, about how their life sucks
ing in this journal that
or somettung'cause I actually ran into about two different entries like thatnot that blatant, but they were serious enough for
me to call them up on it, and call them up right then and there, not
wait
When I inquire further, I learn that Peter was so concerned about both
of these students that he did in fact call them at home:
Yes At home And granted those journal entnes are dated like a
week or two ago, and (the students arej still hangmg around, of
course, [but] I called 'em up on it and I said, "You know, I just
noticed that in your journal entnes you seemed a little bit unhappy or depressed," I said, "I just wanted to ask you if everything's OK, sou know, and if not, do you want to talk about it." I
said. "If you don't want to talk about it with me, that's OK, but
maybe we could set you up with somebody who you might like
to talk about It with

In this case, Peter draws an explicit parallel between his students and
himself In his tirst year of college, he went into a serious depression

atter being "dumped" by his girlfriend
was like a basket case, walking around going, "I hate my We."
and a s000logi, instructor caught me on that. I 1Va:i taking a test
and there was some weird question, and I said something about
how lite seems to have no meaning when you get dropped by
someone you love or something, and . he wrotehe didn't even
talk to me on the phone or see me in person; he handed this test
ha, k to me and wrote there, "I really think you ought to see
in the Counseling Center It's free, please
somebody over there
And so I did and thatit took me a
make an appointment

while hut it kinda snapped me out of it. and I just want these
students to know that we have stuff available to them.

Although this particular incident involves two female students --a
'factor that puts me on "gender alert" I know that it is not only his
female students that Peter shows concern for In that same week, for
instance, he says he has been "kicking himself" for handling badly a
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conference situation in which he critiqued one male student's paper in
front of another. This time, Peter makes no reference to his own expenence, but because I know how anxious he is about his own writing
and how sensitive he is to the criticisms of his peers, I can see that once
again he may be identifying, even overidentitymg, with his student
lo some extent, this is typical behavior for Peter He is, as he himself
admits, "hypersensitive" to the reactions of others. But this week, with
his own emotions so dose to the surface, he is especially vulnerable It
seems that any student paper that treats emotional subjects can trigger
an emotional response trom him
I lust didn t Inow it I could handle somebody breaking down and
irving in trt.nt of me 1.:ekause
been hell week for me anyway,
and my emotions have been up high and then they'ye been way.
way down. and then they've kind of leveled oft again And I was

afraid it they did it. then I d start doing it, and then what would
happen
I didn't want to make them think of me as being so
moody that I would do that I mean, I would be fighting It hxnh
and nail not to show the emotion, but l was worrted that I would
h able to stikk it out, because ot all the other crap that happened
I. me this week

I have said that l'eter is "a more vulnerable teacher than some." At

first --when I was tut planning this study I asked myself whether
this made him "atypi,-al Was Peter more emotional, more insecure
than most new teachers, I wondered/ Was he too much an anomaly in

this group,
When I admitted my uncertainty in an early draft, Peter offered this
resp inse
/he hit ah..ut
bein the 4011 IA. the anornalti, tea:. an euehroa. rai,ins;
eiterient e
me Am 1 realIt? that different from the other:.' Afiztrbe t hew
it don t allox their ta, side's to he loayred'

tuath. I think Peter may be right I had said, in that first draft, that
w anted his perspective because in 'rum I could we, in exaggerated
form, the personal element I had learned to control in my own teaching adding with more uncertainty, "Or perhaps 'control' ts not the right
wrd AIN.ht
urrA as well' 111,1e," Denv 1" Perhaps I wanted
the ambiguitN Perhaps. i just wasn't sure At any rate, Alex knew what

I was getting at, and what he wrote in the margin confirms Peter's
suspicion that he's not all that ditterent after all
I low about at. rpt aml name and thrrei-ore to eilt' 11 s the :.ante in a
for: what a is _ Herr
I tan ruct
sense filth me Nanunt; is p
r
4444,1".4. inset unit/ trluteper
I tan mana,ze to adni..1 to it i hi -an
Iwt rol it haken ha. A tit (Yen/ ft rq day of the wnte.,L.r It h the
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retoottfon and acceptanee of what that tear is that lets us so on Thai
t-Ten If there a.? out!" a it-iv
and the addlLti,,n of teathin.4. the 14,-(t

Conclusion

I began this Lhapter talking about boundaries-- the boundaries new
teacheN draw, or try to draw, or fail to draw, or blur, when they try to
strike a balance between the personal and the professional. For these
I As, who are well aware ot the tensions inherent in this issue, there is
no simple answer to the question of where or how to draw boundaries
On the one hand, it seems perfectly reasonable to say. "Don't take
teaching personally Don't get upset if your students cut class Don't
overreac t to students who hug you Don't get involved in then- lives."
On the other hand, we cannot deny who we are and what we hel as
teachers
Although I admire those who seem to know, instinctively, how to
integrate their personal and professional selves, I seem to be the kind
of teacher who struggles continually with this problem The image that
comes to mind is one I see in the optometrist's office I am seated in
the leather chair, L hin resting on the concave plate, peering into the
ocular instrument "see the blips." the optometrist asks "les,- I say
"Let me know when they merge in the center" Then, I watch as the
closer .
tiro, blips move in trom both sides of my vision Closer
Suddenly they ha% e leaped over the center and are headed back out to
the periphery "Wait' I tell the eye doctor "I missed that So wedo it
again And again And never onie do I see those blips converge,
though I know they must, know other patients report that ciinvergence
as confidently as I read the top letters on the chart at the end ot the
nionl
What this means tor my teaching is something rather omplicated
or else a's yery simple Ma V be all It means Is that I never get the
balance right Ma: be none of us do Still, we need to keep working at
it, struggling always to "make teaching personal" without "taking it
personally
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Interchapter:

Research and the Personal
The personal, we recognize now, is always political But it worLs the
other way, too. All along I worried about the gender balance in nw
group ot five TAs, the proportton of one woman to four men All along

I asked myself that tough question. Am I perpetuating, through my
choice ot interview subjects, a culture in which men's voices are heard
above women's' There are ways I could answer those questions, but
they don't entirely satisfy For instance, I could take the anti-essential-

ist route, argue that balancing gender is simply cosmetic diversity
More important, I might say, is the diversity of attitudes and personalities among those I did interview. Or I could caR attention to the
%owes that are heard here Meredith's voice, some readers tell me, is
the strongest ot the five TAs'. And then of course there mine But tor
nw, the most powertul argument to make isnot realls
argument but
an esplanation As it happens, the gender imbalance in this interview
group redects the gender imbalance in the new TA cohort that Year

two women and ten men For me, at the time, the imbalance was
simply unusual a reversal of the pattern we had seen in earlier years
-, I look bat k now, though, I'm convinced that this vers. imbalance
engenderedI use that word deliberately the crucial personal dissonance that eventually gave rise to this prolett
At the time, I was certainly aware of a dissonance in the groupan
unusual resistance among the TAs to the work I was :sking from them,
an unusual level of competition that built up within the group itself I

es en ascribej this tension, in part, to the "maleness" of the group
What I didn't see then, but have begun to see since, is that the tension
wasn't in the male TAs themselves but in the dvnamw that grew up
between them and me There was something about my authority that
made them w ant to challenge it --and something about their air of
confidence that irritated me What ensued was a power struggle I was
determined to win hut tune I could win only by est-hanging some of
ms authorin mv insistence on doing things my way, tor some of their
onhdence, their admission that they were not as sure of themselves
as they seemed
Now, looking bat k on the teaching seminar, what I see is a situation
surprisingly akin to those I has e written about in this chapteri situatitun fraught with gendered tensions, power struggles, authority con-

.
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filets. protection and identification. In the midst of it all, I felt myself

draw n toward certain TAs: first Meredith and Mike, in whom I
thought I saw some part of myself; then Peter, whose anxieties reminded me ot MN' earliest teaching days With Keith and Alex, I felt not
--o much a bond as a kind of fascination. They weren't at all like me,

and yet they were serious teachers I suppose, in some way, they
represented ,,elves I would like to invent
Still, when the protect began, I had no close ties to any of the TAs
telt at ease with these five, liked the work they had done, and they in

turn seemed relatively at ease with me. But in the beginning, we
hardly knew each other. As the protect wore on, though, I felt new
bonds and tensions growing between usbonds and tensions created
by the changed circumstances ot our relationship: no longer were we
simply teacher and student but something richer and more personal
With Alex. as might be expected, there has been the least change
Wt.'ve remained on cordial terms throughout, but always at a bit ot
distance Mainly, this is because Alex drew implicit boundaries in our
interviews lie did not. as did the others, share confidences with me in
our conversations, and I chose, tor the most part, to respond to the
boundaries he erected with a professional reserve of my own. With
Mike and Keith, in contrast, I have developed a certain rapport---a
Eapport that allows me to think of them as friends now, or perhaps
%ounger colleagues Again, it seemed to be they who established the
boundaries ot our relationship--in this case boundaries that blurred a
little the professional/personal line With Peter, who takes teaching so
personally I feel les, like a colleague than a counseloror maybe an
older sibling I-or the most part. I would simply listen as Peter wove
talk about teaching in and out of talk about girlfriends, family, and
peers in such a w ay as to den.- boundaries altogether Occasionally, I
d share stories of my own with Peter, but I sensed, as 1 did so, a
do. rerhe 1 he stories I told the other 1 A were spontaneous, reciprocal. prompted by something in me that wanted to confirm what they
were sa% ing With Peter, my stories had morals, hidden meanings,
w oh him I could never quite shake oft the teacher role

Then there was Meredith, the only womanand with Meredith it
was alwa%s complk ated At hrst, I think we were wary ot one another

Isomet lung about Meredith's intensity both intrigued and unsettled
me, nd something about me put her on guard, as well As we talked,
though. almost trom the first, we disco% ered common experience
'Does that make sense' Meredith would ask me, grasping for Ian
iage to name a tangled thought "Yes, yes," I would say. excited, and
then I would hod ini,selt drawn into what was no longer an interview
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but a conversation between peers. Eventually, there grew up between
us an intunacy of sorts, as of two schoolgirls sharing secrets. Meredith,
whose experience has been darker than mine and who has acquired
through that experience an uncommon understanding of the complexit of human motives, was attracted to psychological and philosophi-

cal questions It was she, as I've said before, who helped me
understand what I wanted to do with this project "This is your story,"
she would say when we talked about it. "This is really about you."
At first, I took what she said as a kind of reprimand. You say you're
writing about us, but you're not, You don't know us at all; stop pretending you do. She didn't actually say that, but I imagined that she
did --and I telt reproached I had set out, in the beginning, on a noble
mission to speak tor those whose voices we don't hear in this profession. to create space in which those voices can be heard I should have
known better, ot course all ethnographers are colonizers. But I guess I

hadn't understood it well enough I wasn't prepared when Meredith
phoned, atter reading the earliest draft I had written, to say, "I'm not
happy with this I wasn't prepared tor the coolness that came into her
ytwe, tor the almost audible sound ot barriers dropping back down
between us What had happened, ot course, is that I had gone public
ith our conversations-, had reassumed my researcher role. And although Meredith had known all along that this was our purpose, had
e en signed a contract acknowledging that understanding, she hadn't
realited how "violated" she would teel.
I guess I hadn't wall/et] it either, though I probably should have In
the course ot our conversations, we had blurred the boundaries between the personal and the professional in ways that I found both
personalk and intellettuallv stimulating But then, I was in controi
Perhaps tor Meredith, the young teat her, the woman just learning to
assert her own authority, the blurred boundaries in our relationship
were as unsettling, in their way, as the blurred spatial boundaries in
her firq lassroom TO he comfortable with the way the project was
untolding, she would have to assert t ontrol over it, just as she had
asserted k ontrol in that room.
For a while, I thought Meredith and I had resolved the problem She

told me what she didn't like in the draft, and I listened. I made cuts, I
revised wording But in the editing process something besides words
.lisappeared. and I ha% e hated to lose it What disappeared, for me,
was that sense ot integration, that sense that somehow, in my conversations with Meredith, I had managed to merge, for an instant, the
perstinal and the professional, had seen the blips converge on the
darkened screen
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lo achieve such a merger, have learned, is a tricky business Always, It seems, we are squinting at one image or the other Always
there are boundaries, vet those boundaries blur and shift before our
ees Always, we tell ourselves not to take our work personally --vet
we must make it personal if we want our work to have meaning
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2 Thinking Theoretically

It is the first week ot classes, and Keith is talking about his plans for
the "Business and Technical Writing"' course he is teaching for the first

time What he's looking for, he says, is something to "tie the whole
course together with," hut he's not sure what this will he
I remember in "Problems in Literary Criticism" this summer, Phil
Adams (the graduate professorl wenild always say that all teaching is based on theory And I didn't always agree with that he
cause. particularly with a new teak her like m% sell
1 don't know
enough theory to haw teaching kompletely on it I know bits and

pews ot several theories, and I know mak be one or two well
enough so I mild sit dow n and explain them
rly to other
people', but I don t think I ha% an% one theeg% dow n well enough
so I ;an sa%, "t )1s, this is what I'm gonna baw m% tea, lung on
I think I like using a them-N. but I don t want that to eter constrk t
m% teaching style because I 1're,1,31+, 11.1%
eral theories I'm
actually uisiri,
nuked in w ith ommon sense and instnect

For iseithts tor all these IA.., theory seenls to be something alien,
,.ornething other people do Ft en when they "like using theory," as
Keith admits he does, they are not entirely omtortable with it And
w hen thet don't like it, when thet 're not attracted to theoretical dist imrse. their assoy iations with theort may be even more negative

In many ways, I'm not surprised bt this alienation from theory
Althimgh I hat e quoted to students that otten-repeated line about
et Vrt ono hat mg a theory but some just being unaware ot It, 1, too,
e trouble using that word to describe what I think and believe
about 1s riting and teaching writing Inqead, I tend to talk more about
assumptions, beliefs, understandings- all. not accidentally, in their
plural forms It pIVYi'll for a singular noun I will nearly always( house.
plultisopht ot er 'theory- and though Vte taught tor eighteen War,
not.. des( ribing in v,.elf as a t ompo,a hi in specialist" fur the 1(1,4 tweke

of those t ears. I have never grown entirely omfortable with the con, ept ot -composition theory
At one point in the course of this project. I actually wrote a little
C-0,1 about theory Not an essay, realk, but a rant lc,et the neNt
intert hapter tor more on this 1 At the time. T -aw no connet lion be
I-1
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tween that essay and this interview project, but in retrospect. I believe
they are closely connected. As I listen to these TAs talk about teaching
wnting, I realize that they are in fact theorizing constantly, and this
realization has led me to understand and'accept as theoretical riw own
reflective thinking about teadimg writing

Defining Theory
Since 1.11 be using the term "theory,- comfortably now, throughout this

chapter. I want to make clear how I'm using It For me, to theorize is
to enter into a conversation about meanings, whether that conversation occurs in the pages of journals, in teacher talk with peers, or in
silent internal struggles to resolve conflicting goals and purposes.
Whenever we speculate about what writing means, about how we
learn it. and about why we teach it in college, we are theorizing, and
whenet er we act on what we know and believe about writing and
teaching, e are acting on theory In this respect, the hve TAs I talked
ith were often theorizing, whether they would call it that (Jr not
I recognize, ot course, that not V% VIA one will accept mt definition
onit be done in the language ot
ot theory for some, theorizing
ademix dist ottr.t. As one, early re\ lett er of this manuscript put it,
oInrh,Jte,1 and Uncommon
AI 1,1g mic thy/it-cut-al dt,. ourse
be, mist' it v....Wing ai4ainst the tA erydai, It is required to takc
tqs a larNtia,ize that is "ditteient- so a, to mak:-

ot the

T he theorist must rnaIke sense ot the c% c.rNdat in term,'

that ire not Ow utr,..taN

A tole I pprot tate this reader s perspei tit e, I xannot sat that I agree
I would argue that theoretical discourse like poetit
it I
dist ourse is not inherently different from "everyday- language It is
different. t es, but its difference doesn't inhere in the language----it
inheres m the context I hus the phrase "make sense,- tt hich the re
ietver uses abot e, mat be theoretical dist ours', in one context, cornmuni, ant e dist ouNe in another Whether tie regard it as theoretical
may depend as mut h on the perspectit e ot the listener as on the
mitimoos ot the speaker I or instant. e, in our k ont ersanons, as I've
already mentioned. Meredith often would end a speyulahon about
teat hing with the question -Does that make sense?" to which I might
mit7,ht n't respond. depending on tlw circumtances At first, I think
I assumed that the phrase was largely phat it in hint tion a cue to the
listener to enter into the conversation a request tor a signal to go on
Nit at s4,me point, I began to hear Meredith's 1)oes that make sense'"
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a little differently. I began to hear it as meaning making in process. as
Meredith struggling toward meaning, inviting me to struggle with her.
She was theorizing.
And this raises a second point For some, discourse counts as theoretical only if it is "new." We speak of making knowledge as if there
were a large cultural pot somewhere that we make collective contributions to It someone has already contributed what we have, it doesn't
"count as knowledge I have trouble with that.. For one thing, I wonder who's holding the pot Who is it who knows it all, who has all the
theory' Who gets to say what ts new and what is Just old hat' What is
new to Meredith may not be new to me, it's true. And what's new to
me may not be new to the dissatisfied reviewer But is there nothing
new at all here' Perhaps it's lust that this reviewer hasn't learned to
hear theory in everyday language. After all, isn't that what the canon
wars are all about about our tailure to hear certain voices? If we grant
that we now read as "poetry" what was once simply "verse," as "lit-

erature" what were once only "popular novek," shouldn't we also
recognize that "theory may emerge from nontraditional sources as
well'
I'll admit that this wasn't always apparent to me In the early days
ot this project. I remember feeling worried that my interviews with the
IA% rarely touched on what I saw as "substantive" matters Although
had made a eons& ious decision to let them set the agenda tor our

conversations, I began to notice, as I Rped up the transcripts, that
those conversations often focused more on the TAs'. personal struggles --struggles such as I have-described in the preceding chapter-than on the subjects coered in our professional journal
On the one hand, this didn't bother me too much I know it is
impossible to separate the person from the teacher in me, and it makes
sense that the same would be true of others: Besides, what we talked
about together almost always seemed important Still, as my research
journal entry ot October 10 attests, I was sometimes vaguely uneasy
about the content ot the interviewsnot e; en halfway
tran,,rthins.; Mcredith inter
/ take a t.reak and lake the do\, for a walk tio loth. o? thr, tuff z,
about ruretrew I en trrenkrn
rt math/ ahrut teaihen. at all' Alter al!.
ne nr,t firatchrre them teach. I en not heartew a ,trat thei, thmk at the
I faitcau

moment oe tear lern

at the moment of repot:thew to a paper All I m
an' the koml, it thirw, it ea,i, to talk aNiut afterward,

m not sure what was the source ot my concern (Was I itraid the
project wouldn't be "publishable"), but I ev entually developed ways
of dealing with it For one thing, I learned to be patient As the semes-
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ter wore on and the TAs got more comfortable with me and with
themselves, they tended to become more reflective, more inclined to
talk openly about what they thought and believed about writing. Also,
I allowed myself to venture occasional probesto raise a question
here and there that did not come up "naturally" in our interviews
and those probes otten spurred thoughtful responses. Finally. I think I
learned to ret-ognize that even in conversations that were not explicitly
theoretical, that did not touch on matters having to do with how and
why we teach writing, there were often implicit themes and issues that
tied right into the ongoing conversations of the profession. By engag-

ing the subject in these convetNations--revealing my own doubts,
playing "devil's advocate," or offering personal anecdotes from my
experienceI would otten find that I was prompting incipient theorizing, theorizing that lay just beneath the surface of our conversations,
ready to emerge when the occasion presented itseR.

Resisting Theory
One reason I was sensihv e to this issue ot theory was because of
signals Rom the [As themselves Except for Keith, who is clearly
intrigued by theory though skeptical about its usefulness at this point
raielv mention the word "theory" in our interin his career, the f
ie,vs, and when they do, it is not in a very positive context For
instance, when I ask Peter, early in our interviewS, what he liked about
teaching last year, he says
I Amt. ralb, lust ;earning hy doing I he whole idea of teat hing, just

mis ham, ally working through the nuts and bolts with them, inin kniws there is a tirru: and a place. tor the theory, I
stead ot
think that there s still a tune and a place for theory of teaching and
hut actuallx getting in there and getting
peila,:ogx in nty career
reet wet and Your lingers dirty and scraping aroti rid in the
mud that"s ix hat it bolts dow n to

ithough Peter cities mit explain what he means by "theory" here, I
stispet t trom prey ious conversations that he is referring to what we
reail m the teaching seminar Mike Rose's rays on the Roundarti (P484),
t iinlraries (198h), Anne (.;ere's Writing Group.
Peter I Ibirw's I inbrat
Knoblauch
and lii Brannon's Rhetorical Frail:turn. and
i1 t0i7), and
ot Writing (1954) I he latter, especially, seems to have
the 1.141.
ex.ispirated Peter largeh, bet atNe o t its aCtiderniC sty le -and to have
formed his notions ot what is meant by "pedagogical theory Though
he pas hp sem tt. to it here, tommenting that "there is a hme and a
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place for theory," he makes it dear in other contexts that he finds most
readings of this sort Irrelevant to the "nuts and bolts" of teaching.
White Meredith is more likely than Peter to use the word theory in
a positive context, she, too, harbors some negative associations toward

itassociations that may derive from the experience of the teaching
seminar At one point, thinking about how she might design a firstrear writing course, she begins to imagine a reader-response approach, then stops:
I don t know I don't know what Because now I'm more topicoriented
Fm more topic-oriented aistead ot theory-onented or
met hod-onented or whatever

Although "theory" may not be quite the word Meredith wants here--

as her immediate substitution of "method" and "whatever" suggests---the fact that it even occurs to her as a possible opposite of
"topic" may reveal something about the way she regards it. For
Meredith being "topic oriented" seems to mean focusing on the
"what" and "why" of writingquestions that she believes are primary. in contrast, being "theory oriented or method oriented or whate% er" means focusing on more ti..chnical matters, the "how" of writing
that she tinds much less interesting.
For Mike, too, the word "theory" has negative connotations Talking
about how we learn grammar, he draws an analogy with the different
approth-hes to teaching F.Sl. advocated by two linguists on the faculty
I mean we.te got two stilixils We've got !Professor) Tanner's
st hot)l whit h savs that theory and intensive language training is
what s going to give t ou Nour second language, and then there\
the ll'rote'-'.or) lacohs st.hool that sa.v s you should learn things in
iontert And I learned more 'vanish in three weeks in Costa Rica
and more ahinit the grammar.and how to put things ti)gether than
as ittild ha a. It I had spent a semester in t-ipanish
I

In another context, responding to my question about whether we
should t rs to reach some consensus about how to teaLli writing, Mike
5,1%,

I

think that s our problem

ine iii

think we re too order-oriented. I

st v Se got hi hat ti the answer, writing has to be a science

and 11.114. has to hat e the answers and it will explain the unit erse and we will find out what the truth is, etc etc ett- and every

time. I think Vaal's time that people get this mot e towards, "Oh,
,.;,itta hose a ,iinsvnsus: "Whs can't lohnnv read." iitt et,
et
ni u we nit is e towards this thing we screw it up We t an get
hi ea, b other up to a cert lin point and then we end up w ith
ne.t a ries" and
!ten, s the new theory, here's the new an.
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swernow everybody. if you're anybody who's a professional,
you'd better understand this and apply it in your classroom." 1
mean, I don't think there's anything wrong with striving for a

consensus, but to ask that consensus to be the way that everybody
teaches isI mean it doesn't work for me, it doesn't make sense
to me

In many ways this is an inte.esting monologueand I'll return to it

later to fill in sime of those ellipses. For the moment, all I want to show
is how Mike uses the word "theory" herehow he associates it with

order, with answers, with science, with truthbut also with what's

new and trendy in academic circles. Where did he get that impression,
I wonder' Well, I have my suspicions. And they are confirmed when
Mike tots in the margins of an early version of this manuscript.
Tito o OW we all in that cla;.s Wu. teadung cennnari were rebelling for
The (ritual thscourse seemed to deny the value of persoruzl theoriztng.

From this mix of reactions. I can see that for Mike, as for Peter and
Meredith, "theory" is a problematic term. Indeed, for new teachers,
"theory" may be so alienating in its language that they want nothing
to do with It. This seems to be what Peter and Meredith are saving.
And even when it's attractive, as it is to Keithand to some extent
Mike it maNS. seem so elevated, so idealized, that it is well beyond
their ken, or so closely asso,:lated with positivistii. science that it's not
applicable to their work.

Everyday Illeorists

even f As who resist the word "theory" do think theoretically

about teaching Meredith, for one, acknowledges that fact when she

says, at the end ot the semester, that she has taught in a manner
'consistent with my theory And Mike, too, turns out to be a serious
ervday theorist In the conversation quoted above, tor instance
the one in whit h he associates theory with something like academic
fashion Mike denlonstrates some of his most impressive theoretical
thinking in an entry in mv research log, composed shortly atter the
inter% iew. I note
Iran, riluns,.: Ahr.te

Averi I 3 inter: ten. 1 le eems to hate Ilhltght ttutre

Avid writor alvut u hat it
,,ther. Sat', he heet: do:n. it

and hew Ws lcarned. than anti o? the
th r ;01 I the tea, hutt: ,emottar; (twig.

thott;ht ahne
dttferem e het wen & emr a/2d Ku. ine++ and /ri h

how one II .4( ff1 s

wIng

51-1-irig }ourself a. a feather

the difference tietween what you CY karned and what you r grade is
how Lollege courses relate to previous writing 4 our.e .

connet.hon between writin and reading

what Nor teachable
how people learn language
tonnection to foreign hIngUage,
OnnedlOn it) NMI, h

u.ltat knowledge ofgratnmar
us
how leathers kart: hi teat. k and improc'e

that a', all dynantu
the politics of language
power and pedagogy icsues
that what twrks for hnn may mit work for others
relates creative writing to comp
Integrates more tiotn other courettiork

Ot course, Mike hasn't pulled his ideas together Yet, or seen all of their
theoretical imphcations, but he is certainly "thinking theoretically" in
this conversation That is, he is going beyond his own classroom,
raising questions about the meaning of our work that all writing teachers eventually face
Although Keith, Alex, and Peter have also given thought to many
ot these theoretical questions, they are somewhat less likely than Mike
and Meredith to talk explicitly or at length about them Partly, this may
be due to personality My impression, drawn from reading their teaching loumals in the graduate seminar, is that both Mike and Meredith
are unusually reflective people, accustomed to engaging in internal
dialogues about both personal and professional matters But personal-

ity is only part of the story Another factor that affects the level of
tlworiring these teachers do is the extent to which they are comfortable
ith the course they are teaching

While none ot the I As could be said to be perfectly comfortable
ourses perhaps no teacher e% er is it is Mike and
Meredith who feel the most dissonance between their own implicit
theories and the assumptions underlying the courses they are teaching It is they, then, w ho po,o,c,.., the greatest incentive to explore

ith their

theoretie al question-, as a 1.yav ot resolving that sense ot dissonance'

Dissonant Theorists

IA hat does it mean tor teachers to be "comtortable" with the wurse
they art tea( fungi Uso.entially, it moans that the course -makes sense"
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and underlying assumptions
to them, that its purposes, methods,
with their experience as writers, their intellectual

seem compatible
background, and their ideological commitments.
how they fit with
Experienced teachers will often know right away
the
purposes,
methods,
the programespeelally in programs where
ot writing courses arc not only tirmlY
and underlying assumptions
through prescribed
articulated but actually woven into the program
workshops. But when teachguideline,.,
and
in-service
texts, program
philosophies are only
ers are inexperienced, and when program
is harder tor teachers
loosely articUlated, either by neglect or design, it
to sense their level of compatibility
their own comfort
For the TAs in this proiect, the process of sensing
been
easy
In
some
respects,
our program is
lex el is one that has not
On
the
one
hand,
we offer new
one ot those -loosely articulated- ones.
orientation
workshop, a
TAs lots ot guidance. They participate in an
theory; they are inseminar
in
composition
tall practicum, a spring
weekly brown bag discussions and are given a program
% ited to attend

have defined our
handbook tor teachers On the other hand, we
for
a wide variety of
ourses broadly, in an attempt to make room has forced new TAs
pedagogical theories and styles, .ind that breadth
interpretation of the courses. As a result, their
to k o rv,t rud their own
teach vary somewhat from one
notions ot what they are expected to
official program materials
teacher to the next, influenced not only by
readings
from the teaching
but by various other factors, including conventional wisdom about
seminar, conversations with peers, and Of all the factors that most
what constitutes first-year composition.
they are teaching,
influence how these TAs construet the courses
experiences
their
own
school
though, the most important seem to be
and the texts they are asked to use

The Program in the Mind
It makes sense, I suppose, that we construct the courses

we teat h in the

the past, yet I am frequently
image ot the cimrses we have had in
the
are A case in point e.
surprised lw how powertul those imagesmaterials
make
virtually
no
grammar issue Although our program
simply
assume
that
it
is
mention ot teaching grar-mar, minx, teachers
beI
have
mentioned
part ot the package For instance, Meredith, as
in the 101 course,
ton., feels that she is espy( ted to -teach grammarhas
little faith in the
though her desultory ettorts make clear that she
that they art.
in
believing
teaching (Other f As persist
ettk-a, v ot sOt h
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expected to-teach "the research paper" in 102, though
our program
guidelines state only that "students can expect to explore
and/or research their subjects before writing" in all composition
courses.)
It also makes sense that textbooks should
exert a strong influence
on teachers. Because the text is something teachers use nearly every
day, they know it much more intimately than they know
the program
handbook, the fall workshop matenals, or the theoretical
readings
assigned in the one-semester teaching seminar,
Besides, as Bob Connors (1986) has observed, until recently the only "real training"
most
composition teachers got "came from the rules and tenets
found
in
the
textbook% they asked their students to buy" (190).
Although
most
teachers these days get a little more training, programs with limited
resourees often still rely on textbooks to help new teachers
structure
their courses In fact, one reason we chose our 101
textbook was because we thought it offered new teachers such support.
As It turns out, though, even the most supportive textbook
in the way of the teacher, and when the TAs I talked with felt can get
tension
between their implicit theories and those of the
course
they
were
teaching, they were most likely to express it in terms of their
dissatistaction with the text This is not to say that the text is the
only source
ot tension--or even that it is me primary source. As I talked
with the
I As, I was always aware that, because I was so closely
identified
with
the program, they might not feel free to express
dissatisfaction with
aspects of the program I was responsible for. Although
1 tried hard to
invite their candor, expressing openly my own dissatisfactions
with
the program and assuring them of my interest in their
views.
I
suspect
they may have found it convenient, occasionally,
to express their theoretical dissonance with the program in terms of disagreement with
the
anonymous textbook authors And in some cases, they may even have
understated that disagreement
The Well-Dressed Theorist

Because Alex never actually initiated conversations
about matters I
have called theoretical general issues having to do with
what writing
is, how we learn it, and why we teach it--I assumed, in the beginning,
that he was less theoretically oriented than some ot the
other TAs. lo
some extent, this may be true, I think, but a few weeks into the
semester, when I decide to test my assumption by raising
some of these
questions myselt, I discover that Alex does have ideas
jects lie just hasn't brought them up in our interviews on these sub-
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In the last chapter. I spoke of the particular perspective Alex brings

to his relatioriships with studentsa perspective that struck me as

"healthy" or perhaps just unusually mature. In many ways, he brings
that same perspective to the course he is teaching Although he may
internalme stress about some things (I keep remembering those stomach problems), nothing he says gives me reason to believe that he has
really F..rious conflicts with the 101 course or with the composition
program as he has constructed it.
Last year, Alex had resisted the course a littlebut that was largely
because he had negative associations with composition from his high
school and early college background. In high school, he says, "I hated
English, 'cause it was mostly grammar and I hated grammar." In
college he took first-year English and got an A, but his memories are
hardly positive.
I don't remember much about it, to be honest 1 don't even remem-

ber the papers that I wrote, I don't think I even have them anyrnore You got 'ern, you looked at the grade and ppfft---tossed. The
only thing I remember is once you handed in the paper that was
it --there was no revision. She said, "You're gonna stand on how
You do right here, right now, and that's it." I mean, she says, "You
can learn from my comments and the mistakes on this page, but
You have to apply that to the next paper And that's the one thing
I remember most about it

It was ()illy in creative writing classes that Alex was able to rediscover

the enthusiasm for writing that he had felt as a boy writing heroic
fantasy stories to accompany his "Dungeons and Dragons" games.
Given his experience, it is little wonder that Alex arrived at graduate school with a firm conviction that composition and creative writing

are two different animals, and a belief that what he had come to
understand about writing through his creative writing courses would

be in contlict with the composition course he was assigned to teach. in
the tirst semester practicum, Alex was one of several TM, all interested

in creative writing, who resisted the notion that comp and creative
writing could be closely related
We wanted to be creative writing teachers and had not reconciled
ourselves to composition and did not really want to accept what
composition was I think that was my problem But the more that

I got into it--1 guess it started in 102 more than 101 'cause too
mut h was going on to sit and think about itbut the more I went

through 102 the more I started thinking, "No, there isn't much
dittererhe in the writing

Sering.lourself as a Teacher

Actually, the approach to wnting that Alex seems to espouse is
much more linear and skills-oriented than our program is designed to
he Where he picked up that approach. I don't know (his friend Mike
says he's just a "rules-onented person") but I do recognize the language Alex uses, and I suspect that those composition classes he hated
may have influenced him more than he realizes.
rou need that beginning, you need to start off slow, and work
our way and get comfortable and then move up to the next stage

I kmda told them it's like, OK, hrst I had to learn how to tell a
story Next I had to learn how to write dialogue Then I had to
learn how to mix dialogue in with writing a story Then I had to
learn about all the elements that go into a story Said, that's the
same process First you're gonna learn how to express your ideas
rhen you're gonna have to learn how to express your ideas in a
well reasoned fashion 11,11 know, one point leads to another to
another to another to your conclusion Then you're gonna has e to
nit'. difterent subject matters wtth different writing strategies,
all this sort of progressive thing, it's kinda like iearrung the one
I hate to use but I use anyway is the drinking beer The only way

ou can learn how much beer you can drink is by drinking too
h And then as you get older, you get to recognize these stages

of inebriation And it's the same with writing The more you wrtte,
the rno,-e you ry, igni/e different stagcs

I laying reconciled his views of composition and creative w ruing,
Alex is now relanvely comfortable with the 101 course Although he
does mit always agree with the textbook and thinks its language is
unnetessartly academic at times, he finds its assignments reasonable
and likes the was' it treats writing as a "building process." Though he
says he hasn't always made the best use oi the text, he thinks he can
use it b5-tter in the future
I have to sit down and try to use
materials that [the text] has
pro% ided I might not do the assignment the exact way that they
has e it stated . hut I an probably use their examples to suit my
purpose better than I have 1hat's one ot the things I'm gonna

trwk on

or Alex, the bottom line is always simple "It you can present your
ideas t !early., that's all that counts I mean, that's what writing is
think As he tells his students.
It you're gonna be a professional, youre gonna need to
write
letters, write memos It you're gonna be anything in the sciences

re gonna lived to write papers 'iou'ry gonna has

to tell

users hsxls what sou're doing And % i in ri gtinna have to he able
to do that learly and
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When I ask Alex how he would respond to students who aigue that
they don't need Comp I, then, since they can learn these things in
"Business and 'Technical Writing," he replies:
tell them about my expenence [m] creative writing, that even
though I have had wars, five and sok years of writing workshops,
I'm still learning, and I had my composition way back as a freshman undergrad too, and its just. it's the repetition. The more you
write the more you recognize your mistakes, and the more you
if you
learn how to correct them at the creation stage Whereas
lump right into 209, you're gonna be competing with students
who went through and have had this, these two semesters or one
semester ot getting used to the process of writing
I

It I were to paraphrase Alex's theoretical position, based on what he

s here, I might do it this way: Wnting is a craft, a set of skills that
we learn through practice In a composition course, or a sequence Of
composition courses, students get that practice. As long as the teacher
is willing to be a little flexible, and as long as the students take advantage of the opportunities presented to them, they will learn.

.Given the simplicity of Alex's theory and the extent to which it
meshes with the theory he sees underlying the text and the program,
there is little sense ot dissonance in his teaching, and thus apparently
little reason to explore theoretical questions. In the course of our conversationsMex rarely mentions any readings or discussions from the
teaching seminar, and never raises those nagging questions about the
nature ot teaching writing that sometimes torment his peers It is only
later, when he reads an early draft ot this chapter, that Alex writes:
1,, mi. I 'u ,'s I needed to elm-runic,. tear h:ng myself both as a writer
and a, a thn,risi I wanted to hair tonclu,,ons befOre I weNhed them
dt'l.uttst other, I hat wav, ,an rya/nate and sat,. -Oh yeah that'c where
I me.,,ed up It I didri t do that. I felt, f tl'ould he tact in comeone else's

01,e

I rom this it seems to me that Alex still sees theory as something
outside himselt, something that he must "put on" as he would put on
a j.lk ket or tie In fact, he uses lust this language when he says he views
a ,omplernent like a Pike he to a golid suit Theory, in Alex's
theory
ww, may, on, pleb. cx ',erten( e, pull it together the wav the right tie can

pull together the colors in a shirt, gacket, and pants, hut a cannot
substitute tor experience 1 hem, cannot be the suit.- he writes in the
margin lit the minus( npt ! it u the person beneath Is lost
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5.6

Rhetorkian in Training
Like Alex, Keith seems not to have felt serious tensions between the
courses he taught last year and the implicit theories of teaching writing
that he brought with him from undergraduate school. In fact, with his

emphasis on the need for motivation, constant practice, and clear
communication, he sounds very much like Alex.
See, my attitude about writing is that it's like speaking another
language, and the best way to improve is to do it, and through
practice . . you get better. So I think a good deal of teaching
writing is motivating students to write. That sounds simplistic,
I'm sure. And then, in responding Ito a business letter], when
somebody does something thatwell. I don't like to use the term
"wrong" but, for lack of a better termwhen [it] seems they're
(being] too familiar, or being too friendly. I point that out and say
that in this situation, this part of your style is going to cause a
problem in communication

Of all the TAs, Keith is the one who talLs about theory most explicitly Though he sometimes speaks of theory in negative terms, as in his

occasional shots at Derrida and poststructuralist literary theory, he
seems to hae a fascination with the idea of theory and he is clearly
interested in how and why we teach writing Still, had he been teaching 101 this semester, Keith might have felt as little need as Alex for a
umfying theory to base his teaching on. It is this new course, "Business
and Technical Writing," that creates the dissonance that lures him into
theoretical waters.
wanted to imd something that I could tie the whole course
together with Tinner ja young linguist in the department] uses
that theor, of oimmunication which is a %cry complicated pragmatic thetny I found out
I don't understand it well enough
myself to expr.ain it clearly to students But I'm going to use a
commumcation theors imok mg the use of the "you attitude,"
when we're talking about business letters and memoswriting
I

things where you're trying to get a certain response out of people
I think I can support about anything using that theory

Althoi ;411 he sees theory as a practical device, a was' of providing
coherence in a ourse that could be hard to manage, Keith also relieves

that theories arc ioeful only it you understand them, and in this
respect he feels a little limited The linguist's theory, attractive as it is
in many ways, is more sophistic ated than Keith is ready for at the
moment, so he pares it down, simplifies It to the "vou attitude" con-

cept, whit h he thinks will serve his purpose In its reduced form,
Keith's "you attitude" theory --essentially a rhetorical approach based
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on appeal to audience-- gives him the perspective he needs to envision
the course as a whole and thus to launch himself into the semester
When I ask Keith what he means by the "you attitude," a concept 1
recogni/e as a fairly standard staple of business communications textbooks, he says

Well that's lust it I don't understand it that well myself [fanned
goes ott onto all these overlays, and I wonder how well his students understand it. But it's kind of like the Well, you know the
stress in the [101 textbook) el) audience and making thevspeetally when you're writing a business lettermaking the person
who's reading that letter think he or she is the most important
person in the world, subtly, you know, not like a sweepstakes
letter or something. But subtly And he does that with business
letters, memos, ft:Slimes, e:erything.

Although he doesn't use the term "rhetorical," it seems to me that
Keith sees the "you attitude" as a bask rhetorical strategy, part of a
broader approach whkh regards writing as geared toward communication and centered in considerafions ot purpose and audience. For his
immediate needs, this approach makes sense to Keith, and it jibes with
his layperson's notions of what generally goes wrong in business and
tet hnk al writing notions that were reinforced recently when he received a poorly written letter from the university's Office of Continuing Fdu,afion, thanking him tor teaching a summer course at the local
Air Force base
his is great. I can use this, I can find real examples of
I thought
business letters and mentos and resumes that are really oh: iously
dime poorly, and we can use those in class and look at those as
things to asoid and start trom there So it sort of took some of the
pressure. ott Rather than me trying to come up with some kind of

ongmal theiqy or biirniw someone's theory I didn't completely
understand. I was able to get a more practie al idea, and when I go
home, to sisit my parents, I m going to pillage, their old files, from
different business venture-, and see how mu: h I can bring back
i'r.oni the way he talks about theory here, it is clear that Keith has two

mewhat di tterent dehmtions of theory In the hands of others, peor11,11(` knowledgeable than he is, theory might be comprehensive,
might in tact organwe kmityledge in broadly systematic ways. This is
something he is interested in, something he will later pursue, in fact,
when lw applies ti u a graduate program in linguistics at another school,
but pragmatk ally it's not something he can devote hme to now Now,
he must get on w ith teat hing this new course, and kir this purpose, a
mon' pragmatic %corking theory will suthce
ple
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Still, Keith is aware that his "you attitude" approach will take him
only so far. In acknowledging that his working theories "sound simplistic," and in commenting repeatedly that he's always learning more
that he doesn't know, Keith seems always to be leaving the door open

for further reflection, further theorizing
Theorizing as a Dialogic Process
Although Keith's attraction to theory at first seems primarily technical,
related to his interest in communications, discourse analysis, and linguistics, he also has a philosophical side -That side is very much in
evidence late in the semester, when Meredith joins us for a couple of
sessions On one of these occasions, questions about how to teach

writing give way to questions about why, as Meredith's persistent
challenges and my nudgings force Keith to consider how he defines
good writing and what he sees as the end of teaching.
in one conversation, when I ask Keith and Meredith a question I had
asked Mikewhether consensus is desirable or even possible among

writing teachersKeith draws on his weight-training experience to
respond
rou ti ha: e to pardon me tor using another lifting analogy. but I
always I-very kid I've ever been around who wants to start
lilting is always convinced that somewhere out there is somebody
who knows the perfect program, that if you only will follow that
pnigram. you'll achieve e ery thing you want, get as strong as you
w ant and as big as you want, and that's lust not true But I think
writing is similar in that lifting and writing more than anything
else require practice, but each individual has a different set of
buttons to push

`:+oon, the subject turns to what the goal of a writing course should be,
and Meredith prods Keith to follow through on his weighthttmg anal-

ogy What is the goal ot weightlifting' What is the finished product'
What does "getting better" mean'
For Keith, these are not easy questions to answer As in weightlifting, he suggests, the goals of individuals vary The teacher may be
trying to get students to express themselves clearly, but students may
he niore interested in getting an A in the class
The g( uls, I think, tome into conflict flow do you, how do you
grade expression' When you read a paper and it's clear and the
riting is good, but the real expression underlying it all is [pause)
nothing it's just one ot illeW people who an sit down and tlwre's
a n A parer
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As he goes on to talk about this particular dilemma, Meredith confronts him with another one: "What's an A paper?"
keith I'm not sure Paughsj. I was lust thinking, you've got these

and if you really want
students whose goal it is to get an A
them to be thinking deeply about things and expressing themselves honestly, and baring their emotions a little bit, and someone writes a really fine paper as far as mechanics and
erythmg go, but it's got that certain emptiness about it, like
"I rust did this for the grade, I'm not going to bare my feehngs

to anyone
Meredith It's not necessarily about haring feelings

keith Well, I'm not talking about banng feelings in the sense of,
"Here I am" [makes an open gesturel, but I mean thinking
deeply about an issue So many of the times, some of us would
talk about students' reactions, especially in freewnting, to the
Gulf War or the [anti-gay) chalking on campus, there wasn't
much substance behind what they were saying
Meredith Then it's not an A paper You mean that it's written very
well in terms of grammar and in terms of
Keith

I'm not saving that it's gixid writing in general, but tor

empty writing it's good [Meredith laughs ) What I'm saying is,
how do you get a, ross to these students the dinerence between

what they re writing and writing that goes the next step flow
do N ou teach that'

!tore ensues an extended discussion of whether it's possible to call
empty writing "good," with Meredith, ever the Socratic questioner,
leading Keith into a classic philosophical dilemma.
I still don't even see :hat as, I mean, this is what
really hogs me because you want to call that good writing,
[but] it's not good writing, I mean it's---OK, if it's well «instrut ted and it'sis that what you're trying to sai., well-con
"tructed %enter), es I r something'
hat I'm saying is, it's a kind of writing that, I mean
keith
ou're looking tor something that you, as hard as you try, it's
dittKult to put into words, an element of. in the paper, in their
expression that is so intangible it s difficult to explain And
hel, lust don t get it but other than that thes 're, it's a good
paper I mean we an' t even put our finger on it
frredith
re talking ahotit "volt V' maybe

Meredith ',es.,

k'iih Vell, who knows what I'm talking about [laughs(' I've
gotten in iwer MN head, I can see that

At this point, to use another of Keith's sports metaphors, Meredith has
him in deep water. I he philossopher in her poses questions that he has
no read% answers tor, and he feek momentarily out of his depth
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But Keith is not really "in over his head" in this conversation. He
lust seems to be talking about two things at once. the "utilitarian"
goals of his "Business and Technical Writing" class, -where "dear expression" means successful communication to an audience, and the
more personal goals of a liberal arts education, where "honest expression" means, among other things,- willingness to confront emotions
Unlike Meredith, who cannot imagine reconciling these goals, Keith
sees nothing contradictory in them. Given what he calls his "diverse"
personal background, in tact, they both make pertect sense to him

In Praise of Diversity
For Keith, who is,discreetly open" about being gay, his diverse background comes about largely because ot his sexual orientation. As he
explains
m a preacher s kid, and
fm'i f,iniil is mostl!, pretty conservative
I --about a lot tit things. I still ha %. e pretty straightlaced cortseram. e s.alue., but about other things, obviously (laughs] I don't
And I don't reallt ht
neatIt into anybody's slot on the political
spectrum
Bet a use of his conserx ahve background. Keith frequently finds him-

self challenged by other graduate students, who tend to congregate at
the lett end ot the political spectrum Although they respect him for his
intelligence. thoughttulness, and humor, they sometimes don't know

what to do xx ith this gentle weightlifter who spent two years in the
Army, supports the Persian Gulf War, defends Reaganomics, and despises bigotry in any torm
lhough ocLasionally annoyed by his peers' "political correctness,"

Keith seamy. for the most part to enjoy disturbing their categories
What they may see as contradic tory in his character, he sees as a source
ot strength At one point, when I ask him SN hether he believes teaching
is polak al, he responds

\wall in the WrIM' that a liberal arts edu,ation is supposed to open
up Iwo horirons tor t ou and enable you to think critically about
kilt yrs.. issues
espet
about issues that tou don't want to
think nth alb, about llaughsl
I think classes are a lot more

interesting v. hen ou're talking about things that have politit al or
ideologi al or t alue basis, something that people are going to fevl
strongh about
fm gonna ha%e to kill, rerninding rny-A-It next
t-I111.ter I 1% hell I tea, h 11121 not to bc getting up on any kind of
soapbox no matter V% hat dine, lion distussion take,, because I'd
likt

to introilthe ditterent issues and espet hilly bring up how
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minority groups view, what their y iew ot America is and Amencan sok letv, what it means to he American

Because of his dissonant experience, both as a gay male in a homophobic culture, and as a conservative preacher's kid in a liberal academic
culture, Keith is especially sensitive to issues ot cultural difference.
It bothers me when, as a student. I express an opinion and other
students gang up on me or somethmg . When that happens in a

class I'm teaching, when someone expresses an opinion, even
once it starts to seem like a
though I don't agree with them
group of people ganging up and attacking, Ill sometimes very
instead of
suhtls almost take the other person's point of view
letting them slip into this mob mentality .

lust Itol make it clear

that this is simph another way ot viewing reality or culture or
vs hatever it is.

Perhaps because he is open to ditterence, open to cultural diversity,
Keith is also open to many theories of teaching writing.
I think one ot the neat things bout composition is everybody has

so many ideas, and some ot themis far as I'm comerned, are

crags and 'A ressry, but thes 're all pretty interesting And I can't
remember a nvhodi, who had nothing to offer me in terms ot some
ideas I might try out

VS hen he leaves the follow ing summer, to begin his linguistics program at another university, Keith will take up a new challenge. teaching minority students in an Educational Opportunities Program To
reach these new studentsquite different from the Ones he has been

teaching at our universityhe will need new pedagogical theories,
and as he tells me when he comes in to say good-bve, this is a challenge
he's looking forward to.

Return of the Repressed Romantic
At the opposite end ot the pedagogical spectrum from Alex and Keith
is Peter Where Alex feels generally comfortable with his teaching.
Peter often seems to :eel uncomfortable Where Keith is intrigued by
theory in general, Peter seems almost hostile to it At first, this appears
to undercut my ow n theory that dissonance breeds interest in theoretical questions. but when I look beyond the actual language Keith and
Peter use'. I see' that Peter raises theoretical Issues perhaps more often
than Keith does he lust doesn't see that these are theoretical issues,
arid that taking an overtly theoretical stance might he the best way of
dealing with them
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Coming from an undergraduate background in creative writing and
journalism. Peter was one of those in the first-semester practicum who

shared Alex's skepticism about composition But unlike Alex, who
seems to have overcome his skepticism and discovered connections
betwt.en creative writing and composition, Peter still associates composition with the prescriptive pedagogy he always hated For him. the
101 textbook isn't just a little constraining, it's downright stifling For
instance, he likes the idea of having students read strong model essayssuch an approach is consistent with his background in creative
writingbut he doesn't really like many of the example essays in the
text Most of all, he dislikes the text's war of abstracting certain "basic
features" from those essays and then asking students to include those
features ,n their own essays. For Peter, such an approach smacks of
recipes"
Deep down inside I thank, -Is this really gonna es en matter, what
I sae to them, vou know about this unit) Are they getting anything
at all from this unit besides reading the short stories [or essaYsi

that are included'"

Those [models), to me, are, you know,

foundations, cornerstones of building on that unit, and the questions that the% put atter that are eery helpful, hut this other stuff
alsi wt. the recipe type stufftwo eggs. half cup ol milk, that kind

of !tank. I'm thinking to myself, 'Ale Gxi," eou know. 'Am I lust
deluding myself thinking that they're even gonna learn anything
from this.'" and I really toil with that, and it really bothers me,
bet ause, eou know, it s not like math. and it's not like science,
'A here ou can spew forth all this stuff. This is a very, very squishy.
you-can-shape-wane-which-way-Youwant type of field, and you
know. how c-in you grade ditterent day sculpture's in Plae -Doh,
k u know when it's out of their minds onto paper. you know, like
what thee re doing in writing I really struggle with that

It he insists that his students write with certain rhetorical features tn
mind. Peter worries that he will stunt their enthusiasm and creativity
If the% don t include those Iteaturesl, l.rn wondering it I should
penalize them tor not including those and kind of going oft on
their own es ae, hecause I don't want to-- inside I want to let them
spread their wings, and if I feel like I'm closing them down, me
worst fear is that I m gonna shut 'em down e% en further tor the
rest of the class and that the% re gonna be %ere timid about the
following pa rt`rC

Vhen I ask Peter se hat approach to teaching he might hnd more
appealing, he responds "1 hat s the hard question, because I don't
think you can teach it necessarily in the classroom environment
Probably. he ',KIN N,

the only way to teach writing meaningfully is
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through conferences. There, the teacher can "help slide somebody in
one direction and another, the way a lot of the creative writing teachers
do it when they de independent studies That one-on-one conferenc-

ing --" along with the writing groups, I am still a fan of the writing
groups" is the core of Peter's pedagogy About anything else, he
remains profoundly skeptical
As I listen to Peter offer his views, hesitantly, apologetically, I find
myself wishing he had come along twenty years earlier. In the early
I9-70s, he would have been in his element Reading Ken Macrorie and
Donald Murray, lohn Schultz and the early Peter Elbow, he might not
have telt the alienation he now feels trom both his text and his teaching
seminar For Peter, as tor those pioneers in composition studies now

labeled "romantics" or "expresravists," the real role of the writing
teacher is to motivate, to inspire, to help students overcome fears and
writing blocks and develop confidence in themselves as writers.
When they try to do something different imstead of staying "normal," thee try to go out of the way and do something a little hit
more avant-garde or artsy or whatey er It's nice to see them try to
spread their wings a little hit It's one thing to set. the little sparrows on the ground lust kind of walking around, but IA hen theY
start flapping and they're still not going hut they're at least flapping, it's exciting And I hke to see that

Although he doesn't feel support for his theories tn the textbook or in
the teaching seminar, it is not hard to see where Peter's pedagogical
ideas come from. Even more than Keith and Alex, Peter bases his
implicit theories on his own personal writing background

The Call of Stories
Although Peter otten reters to the writing he's engaged in now, either
tor gra luate classes or on his own, he doesn't isay much about his
w wing background until I ask him to tell me about it "I seem to have
the best memories trom writing creatively," he says "By that I mean,
just stones A couple ot those stones have turned up recently.
and Peter laughs as he tells me about them, hut most of his school
IA riling was not particularly memorable
Most of the other stuft, it was kmda old sthiiol crap 'single Imes,
double underlines. "i before e"-- -all that other grammar crap 'so
Ow ts rinnr, wasn't that filth h fun I do remember reading more
thim am. thing
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l'eter's positive associations with reading stories were formed very
early when his mother and elementary school teachers would read
stories aloud Then there was a long gap, in the grammar-intensive
Junior high years, betore writing became "fun" again In high school.
Peter remembers interesting assignments, like
"Write a report about my favorite rock group and why," and
"Dissect the lyncs of a song And that was a lot of fun. I remember that That was tenth-grade English.

Later he says,
It was a lot of fun in high school. because the teachers there were
"Wow"it was really good, there was a lot less emphasis on
that grammar crap and more on the writing itself, and I think that
reflects with my students, too They really like the story that they
wrote (for the first assignment!
Because of

the positive associations he has had with story writing,

l'eter is eager to give his students similar opportunitiesopportunities to "spread their wings," take some chances, try "artsy" things with
language For this reason he began the semester with a "creative writ
ing" assignment that seems to have been the highlight of the semester
tor both him and his students When I ask him why he thinks that
assignment worked so well, he responds with his characteristic jumble
ot metaphors
Well, it could has e been iust simply because It was the beginning

ot the school yearthey were all excited as puppies at Christmas,
vou know But I think that because they kmda had free reinThey've eat h got this horse, and they can go wherever they want
with that horse So they hop on and they just go Some of 'em go
slow, some ot em go like a hat outta hell, and they're just real
h..ppy about hav mg that freedom But when you start putting
constraints on them tor their writing. "OK, you write this paper,
it's got to he at least, it should include the following, it should
hay v such and sui h of a tone And then it starts whittling down
It seems like it's progressively whittling down on their enthusiasm tor the course when you start slapping on a couple of ankle
weights. "OK, now, Aanl can only wear a bright red coat when
y ou re out there on the horse, plus the ankle weight, plus You have
to have a purple hat-- you can't have a black hat, you can't hay e

a white hat--so everybody's gotta wear purple. and make sure
that when you go around this true You go around it from right to
left and not from left to right when you come to it And I say.
When you get to that trough by the reek, you can't take a drink
out of it, you can go through it, but you can't stop and take a
drink All these little stupid constraints. not stupid necessanlv,
but some of them maybe are in their eves stupid constraints, like
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ithe 101 tevtbooki is perhaps trying to give them pointers on what
makes a good paper, but maybe some of them, especially some of
the more ad% amed students, might want to say "the hell with it"
and go on their own

The theory that Peter gives tor beginning with thts "creative" assignment is that it gives the students the freedom they need to develop
confidence, overcome their fear of writing before they move on to
more "objectn e' forms Ironically, though, this theory doesn't seem to
hav e worked with Peter. Although he feels fairly confident about the
short stories he's producing for his creative writing worLshop, l'eter
admits he has an "attitude" about critical analysis, and this attitude is
causing him problems in graduate school. On the one hand, he's aware
ot how his experience affects his students. "I don't want what's happening to me to happen to them," he tells me But on the other hand,
he clearly doesn't Wel enough confidence in his own academic writing
to teach from what he knows. Consequently, he's thrown back on the
textbook, whose "recipes" and "constraints" he doesn't believe in
As I listen to Peter voice his frustrations, I hear him raising serious
issues f low important ts academic writing' How do we learn it' I -lonv
do we sequence writing activities in meaningful ways' But when I try
to nudge our conversations into more explicitly theoretical territory,
asking Peter to expand on his critique of the textbook, or prodding him
to recall something we had talked about in the teaching seminar, he
doesn't take the cue it's not as it he's unwilling to theorize about his
own expenence--in a way, his metaphors are theoretical discourse It's
just that he's not able, or perhaps not ready, to hear the voices ot
others, and this is something he shares with several of his peers from
last , ear 's seminar

have)rentioned before Peter's resistance to the TA seminar texts
xt opt tor Mike Rose, whose style he found engaging, he had little
good to say about the seminar readings, most of which he found dull
and boring a tar cry from the Raymond Carver stories he preferred
to read And Peter was not alone in this opinion Among the twelve
(As in the teaching seminar last spring, few seemed to find the theoretical reading engaging Though their journal entries were usuallY
thoughtful and intelligent, their responses tended to take off on tangent,. from the readings rather than engage them directly In fact, as I

ht)
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said in the preface, often had the feeling that they were only skimming the texts I assigned, reading just enough to write a journal response and then turning back to what they considered the "real texts"
tor the course--their own classrooms, their own students, their own
stories

Actually.. I am fairly sympathetic to such resistance Most inexperi-

enced TAs feel frustrated and insecure about their teachingand
about their own graduate work, as well Their attention during these
first semesters is on immediate matters how to get students to stop
cutting classes, how to deal with plagiarizers, how to respond to a peer
who criticizes their handling of a situation, how to manage their time
With these matters and others demanding their immediate attention,

is it any wonder they find their own stories more compelling than
Gere's history of writing groups or Knoblauch and Brannon's discourse on the development of modern rhetoric'
And my sense is that they do learn a good deal from their own
stories For instance, Peter seems to have a reasonable theory about
what made I-urn a writer, listening to his mother read stories as a child.
trying out his own stories, being urged to spread his wings, to take
chances, to write like he tallt.s, to share his writing with peers. He even
,,esems to be aware of the limitations of his experience, regretting that
his one-semester required undergraduate writing COUNC offered no
exposure to the kind of academic writing he is now being asked to do
Still, like Keith's "you attitude- theory, Peter's stories can only take
him so tar I hey don't give him what he seems to need most at this
point in his career a wav of contextualwing his frustrations, understanding them in the light of other stories that both corroborate and
t hallenge his implicit pedagogical theories

Subverting the Text
While Peter only senses that his own theories of writing are at odds
with the course he is teaching, Meredith is sure of it Still, she is
reluctant to admit this to me As she says in one of our earliest inter% sews, "I still have a sense (that) I should censor certain stuff, you
know, before I tell N
Because she is a little more secure in her
teaching than Peter is, however, she soon finds herself telling me about
a letter she has been writing to a friend at another school.
I said I wanted to throw the textbook away It says (reading from
the letter) I 4ornmed the comp hook ye,,terday and felt like
throwmg up llaughs.1 I te,t felt like 01w:icing the textbook corn-
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pletelv" Then I wrote- -subvertly" I don't even think that's a
ord. 1 don't men see any reason to pretend that I'm bound by
the textbook this semester

Because she was so unhappy with the designated 101 textbook last
year. Meredith opted for an alternative this semester, but she's aiready
unhappy with It "This is just as bad as (the first texti, only there's less

of it io what's the difference"
As she goes on to talk about this issue, it becomes clear that her

dissatistaction is not just with the text but with the course itself. "What
exactly is 1017" she asks Last year, a student told her it felt like a
repeat of high school, and she suspects that the student may be right
When I ask how she might redesign the course if she had the freedom
like
to do so, she has a clearer idea than Peter does of where she would
to take a
Well, I was thinking a lot about this reader-response stuff that we
did with Phil, and I thought that I learned so much in there, men

though I wasn't-1 mean some of the stuff we read I wasn't
thrilled with, hut I think I would set it up that way, where we

would lust hay e ditterent sources like film and literature. and
I think I would set it
(inaudiblel yy here they would lust write
up like that somehow, where they were doing pumals constantly
in resptmse to whatever we were reading or sc.-mg or And then,
I don't know, I don't know what-- Because now I'm more topicoriented I have these, I look at tlw hook chapters and 1 pick, you
know, topics that fit with the book chapters tio I'm more topicoriented instead of theory -oriented or method -oriented or what-

Later, Meredith will recall that he: dissatistaction with these 101 texts
parallels her dissatisfaction with some ot the readings for the teaching
seminar last spring With some ot those authors, she had been so
impatient that she simply stopped reading When she did, she would
"confess" to this in her journal, almost daring me to call her on It In
other semesters, as I said in the preface, I probably would have, but
because I was burned out myself that semester, I didn't have the
energy to deal with such rebellions. And besides, Meredith's provocative diswurses on the uselessness of the readings sometimes had as
much theoretical content as anything I had assigned the class to read.
Impressed with the quality of her thought, I gave innot realizing
until later that though she was stretching twin this process, she herself
might have profited from some stretching in return
As for the sources of Meredith's impatience with the readings, I
suspect they were multiple. Like Peter, she balked at the language she
As Peter himself
was reading though not quite for the same reasons
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acknowledged, part of his resistance to academic discourse was due to

his inexperience with it At his undergraduate school, there was only
one required composition course, which emphasized personal writing,
and after that he spent most of his time in creative writing and journahsm classes. With Meredith, an old hand at complex academic discourse, the question was not whether she could read abstract and
analytical language but whether the game was worth the candle. She
thought tt was not
More important than the language, then, was the content of the
readings in the seminar, and this for Meredith was a grave disappointment. To be perfectly honest. I don't think I understood at the time the
nature ot Meredith's objection to the readings. Though she was quite
open about her resistance, It wasn't until I got to know Meredith better,

in the course of this project, that I began to understand why her
attitude was so strongly negative. It wasn't, as in Peter's case, that the

readings didn't infer practical guidance Nor was it simply that they
contradicted her own implicit theories. The problem, I began to see,
was that many ot those readings didn't even raise the questions that
Meredith saw as most important Instead of focusing on why we teach
writing, they mostly focused on how we teach writing, leaving unanswered --even unaddressedthe questions Meredith always finds
more interesting and most important As she puts it,
It s not writing, but wrung about whatthat's the question
I
think this is where I have the problem, because I can't teach form

I he content always becomes the primary thing somehow It

doesn', make sense to me to talk about teaching sonwbody a skill.
teat hmg somebody good writing, and then the philosopher in me
lust Isa l, -All right. w hat do you mean by good writing'. And
that's why the kids say that Fnglish teachers, that Fnglish is sub,

tive, because everybody., every teacher has their own ideas
about what good writing is

Meredith herself has strong ideas about what makes good writing
In her view, it isn't technical proticiency, formal coherence, or rhetorical efficacy Uood writing, for Meredith, is writing that leads the student; to self -discovery
want them to learn things about themselves, but you don't learn
things about yourself 91 a vacuum I mean, you have to--you
learn things about you; self by the way you respond to the rest of
the world

Because she believe, the most worthwhile way of responding to the
world is through personal writing, and because she has seen personal

w riling associated with an "expressly ist- point of view, Meredith
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sometimes uses that term to detme herself At one point, for instance,
Meredith describes a telling moment that Occurred in class that week

when a student responded to a textbook prompt about writing an
ev,l on a remembered person.
tio some guy raised his hand and he said, I have a question about
\umber 2-- which is 'Who would be interested in this person and
the point you want to make about him or her" "--and I said,
-What s your question" and he says, -Well, who oares7" [laughs]
I was st)-- What do you mean 'Who cares' 3" and he says, "Well,
what it nobody else is interested, what difference does it make'"
And all of a sudden all ot that, all of those thir,gs that I wrote, coo
know. in the puma! tor [the teat-hing seminar), talking about
expiessivism versus the rht,toricthere she stops to search for an
opposite to expresso. ism V- all ot a sudden all that stuff came hat k

to me, lust rushing bat I. to nit, (laughing), and it's like it was all
uiSt compleielt congealed into the, one thing that this student
said -Well. who cart..."

leark. the question of "who cares is central to Meredith's theory ot
te,k fling writing For her, it seems, writing means exploring identity,
exploring values, and ultimately, it need satisty no one but the writer
lits.ause Meredith likes to engage in philosophical discussions, and
bet:ause her strongly held positions tempt me to play devil's advocate,
introdut e, in slime ot our conversations, standard obp-,tons to the
espressivist point ot view Can teachers tairly grade ex presivist writing' Can we recognize when it's "authentic"' Is it fair to the students
not to prepare them tor the kinds ot t riting they will need to succeed
in college and lobs' For most ot these questions, Meredith has thought-

ful answ ers and throughout our discussions, she defends her apan approach that she sees as dictated by her
proach to te
alues and her ''world iew At the end ot the course, she will also
quote prondli, from students iournals and trom course evaluations
that test I t v to the effect the t ourse has had for them. 'I think the course

helped us Ilearni hots to v (lice our own opinions,"

I he instructor

inspired me to w rite mv best She helped me write in a way that I could
express myself I In Meredith. these responses are an important all
dation 'ihe has taught at t ordmg to her theory, and these are lust the
results she was hoping tor

"I Don't Want to Do to My Students ...
In ,onie wa s Mendith is a lot like Peter a humanist in the postmodern age and Irspite enormous personal different es, I see connet non,
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between them Both see their students prinunly as people, with human needs that take precedence over academic needs. If writing is to
mean to these students what it means to Meredith and Peter, it mustallow them to express their fears and worries, their problems and
conflicts, either directly, through journals and personal writing, or
indirectly, thro, gh stones and responses to books or films.

In Meredith's own life, writing has been "like a bodily function to
me

like a survival mechanism." As a child, she says, she "wrote all

the time," from stories in first grade through school writing that got
her "in trouble" because It wasn't what the teacher wanted. Because
her school experience, like Peter's, came close to destroying writing
tor Meredith, she is determined, like him, that she will not do the same
thing to her students. "I don't want to do to my students the same
thing that was done to me, or that I felt was done to me," she says,
echoing his remark
When I ask Meredith what she means by this, her response recalls
IA hat she had said earlier about the question ot audience.
I was lust thinking about this I've been thinking about this a lot,
trymg to write, messing back and forth with this idea of disserta
non and whether l . I'm trying to plan, get the idea in my
head of what a dissertation would be But every time I sit down
and try to write d paper about literature, or about what I'm reading, it's back to the way it was when I tried to write for Imy other
graduate program] or what I tried to write for arty class.... It's the
audience,
what is the audience you're writing for? And I feel
like I have to write tor this abstract . academic audience, and I
was thinking about that and I thought. "Well, who is that, what is
that, it's not anYbodr, it's not a person, it's just some thing"
and I started thinking how ridi,.ulous that was, I mean, it seemed
ridu u!, +us to me (laughing
Makes more sense to me to think

al.siut, when I'm writing something, wntmg it to a person or
writing it to myself, not writing to this academic thing out here
`-o that's what. when I'm teaching, that's why I keep haying this
,ontlict
1.1kt' Peter. Meredith seem.:

have "an attitude" about academic writing. an attitude that grows out of personal experience. But whereas

Peter s attitude is grounded primarily in his own personal writing
experience. Meredith seeks to g' round hers in a context of theory the-

on, that is probably drawn less from composition studies than from
the humanistic tradition she is steeped in
Although I'm aware of many problems with Mere,fith's critique of
academic writing, and although I play devil's advocate with her from
time to time, I respect the moral stance that underlies her theories.
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Perhaps it is because of Meredith, in fact, and her persuasive defense

of "expressivism," that I am tolerant of Peter's admitted "attitude"
toward cntical analysis. On the other hand, perhaps it is because of
Peter, who does not ,ieetn to have the critical resources that Meredith
does hi name and defend his teaching .philosophy, .that 1..arn still not
entirely persuaded by her argument.

The Illusion of Objectivity
Like Meredith, Mike seems to reflect frequently on what writing is,
how we learn a, and why we teach it In his journals for the seminar,
he would often raise these questions, and our discussions of the
courses he taught last year are often grounded in theoretical issues To
some extent, as I suggested earlier, I think Mike's theorizing is a
tunction of his reflective personality. he simply like\ theoretical discussions But as with Meredith, some of Mike's thinking is prompted by
dissonancethe sense of being somehow out ot sync with the course
he is teaching
In 101 last year. Mike felt that dissonance early But he wasn't able
to articulate it for himself until late in the semester, when he stumbled

onto an insight that had eluded him before. Now, a year later, he
explains what happened m this way
;omething just really clicked over and just made a tremendous
amount of sense. personally, as opposed to making sense logically

1 dunno it that's a distinxtion that makes any sense, hut I was
centering that first course around the (rhetoric text) I was trying
tss let the hixils do the teaching, and I was there to sort ot disser'iu

nate knowledge. and I didn't feel a lot of connection with the
(teNtl It's not how I would approach writing It had some techniques in it which were usetul, I thinkyou know, cuing the
reader and talking about ounterargunwnts and so forthbat for
the most part I really didn't know what to do with it so I just serta
said, 'fiery are some examples and lees talk about (them/

On that particular day. though, Mike was focusing on descriptive
languagesomething he felt comfortable with, having worked on it
es wnsively in t reative writing classes Rather than follow the book, he
simply followed his own plan
I had people reading in class, breaking up into groups and finding
what thes, telt trom reading the story, what those emotions
were and then what those were tied to, what words were used to
do that, w hether thes, thought that worked And peopk. pit really
f'st.)tcd about that
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One reason Mike telt good about this class was because it was one of
the rare times that semester when he was really comfortable with what

he was teaching Working with other kinds of writingposition papers, tor instancehe had felt unsure of himself, alienated by the
tinfarruharv..Kabularx_aLthe t (.0.1
`-g.rile of it I understood, but the language was different, you know,
tounterarguments and so forth. I always thought, "Put yourself in
the other guy's shoes- I didn't call it counterarguments.

As I listen to Mike, I'm not always <tire what a is about the text he
tinds so alwnatmg Sometimes, as in the above example, it seems to be
a matter of language.
I am not versed in the language and the concepts and the way of
thinking about it that these textbooks are, so I'm sort of appropn
ating that language, 'cause that's what I'm asking them to read,

and then I'm trx mg to make that mesh with what I understand
about w wing, but it's not a perfect ht because I'm only, I'm only
, timing ross it maybe three or four days ahead of them

In other situations. though, it seems to be more than the language ot
the text that Mike is resisting. Sonwtimes the whole pedagogical approach doesn't libe with his implicit theories, his sense ot how he
himself learned to write in undergraduate creative writing classes
I goes. the persona that I had tilt- reading persona that I have tor

nw own writing that I x tieteloped from the creative writing
stun as an undergrad is so setond nature to me that there's no
sum tore, there s no tonscious structure in there I read through it
and I go Ah
m responding this way to 1 t, I d better to, that

t another point, he explains
rarelt think ot nix writing as process
That's one of my
problems that 1 haxe with edu, anon in general is that it s-p,,sedly there's knowledge out here in this area and
the way
we re goung to
h this knowledge is to break it down Into these
pieces. and here's es ery part, es yr, point in this process, but that's
not how we learned it We learned tt
continuous h-edback,
w ruing and getting response, and %%ruing arid getting response
and writing and getting response I think that's why I don't recogmit. that Itextbookl stutt, because I was nese: taught the process,
landl the times that peopk. tried to teach cm. process with gram-

mar and with sentence stru,ture and so torth. it lust went righ
fni r the top ot rm head

learing Mike use the word pro, ess in an unexpected way. I ask him
what he means by this term
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Well, I mean like breaking down your writing into minute parts
I'm not talking about iust introduction, body and conclusion.
I'm talking about breaking your introduction into a topic sentence,
your thesis statement, like ;the text dtwsi with the position paper
OK, ca:h paragraph has to have a topic sentence, and then you're
,44,434,u_Th
not the way-1 mean maybe
that's the way I write, but that's not the way I've ever thought

about the way that I wnte, so it's hard, it was really hard, it was a
huge, felt like there's Just a huge distance between that and what
1 don't know it that reliance on doing it point by point
I did
produces gilod writing I think that produces a reliance on following rules And I think that I got much better papers; I think that's
wht the remembered events papers were better, because lat that
point. It was the last paper in the class and I said, "Forget the
rules," and we lust looked at descriptive language.

In some ways, Mike's rebellion against the 101 textbook surprises me
For one thing, 1 had always regarded the text as rhetorical in approach,
rather than rigid and rule-based. Given Mike's background in creative
w riting. though. and the "romantic" pedagogy of many writers' workshops, lam not surprised that he finds the text's approach too analytic
tor his tastes Vhat contuses me more ts an apparent inconsistency
between what Mike says here, about 101, and what he says elsewhere
in our interviews about the need for "rules and structures" in teaching
w riting
In the course he is teaching this semesterthe 200-level "Business

and technical Writing" courseMike seems to rely heavily on such

rules and structures 1 see this even in our earliest conversations, when
he expresses confidence about teaching the course, citing his experience as a r+sychology undergraduate, working with style manuals,

tormat, and "various strict rules". "I know a lot more about, or
teel I know a lot more about 'Business and technical Writing'," he says

(Inc thing he likes about the course is that the writing assignments are
easier than 101 papers "Fverything's broKen up into nice little section.,
Although I'm curious about tilt apparent contradiction early in our
interview s, I don't at tually ask Mike about it until nlidsemester, when
he talks about tea( hmg memo format to his students
s a whole strut tun. to ii, s.ou know, and they hat e-- I mean
all these rules, and I don't understand the rules I know the
print ipk.s, the philosiphie. "Keep it clear, concise, dini t waste
ant words, make sure everybixlv gets all the information theN
tio that's what I in trying to mesh
need make it easy to read
tt oh tk. language ot (assuming the text's okel "The format ol
ussion, Action OK and you want
'summary I
the.
there
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these set off and these are the types ot things you put in this
section and that section

Surprised that he is so willing to embrace "rules and formats" such as
these that seem to me far more rigid than anything the 101 text propounded I isk Mike whether the
-tk
Yeah, all the rules feel like rules to me I mean they feel like
concrete statements of things that I've understood all ',long. That's
the way that I studs; you know, that's the way that I learn, it's like,
I don't has e a name tor some things, and then
read it and I'll

see that this is [the text author's] language for something that I
know, and "Oh, OK," and then those two things go together, you
know
the rules do feel like, you know, they feel like rules.

From what he says here, it seems as it Mike has nothing against a
rule-based pedagogyas iong as the rules make sense But this is
where things start to get contusing--because not everybody, says
Mike, needs to know the rules.
And that's the difference for me between the learning and the
teaching Because sou don t need to know what the names of
those things are to do it. sou know
A lot ot my writing is sort
ot natural in terms of---it lust teels right That's the way I approa:h grammar. I don't know the names of these things I don't
m hard pressed to identil y Wows and But [in] my writing
I don t has e any problems with that I can tell sou whether it's
right or wrong. I lust can't tell sou what the name of the rule is for
it `so it I wa, teaching a course m grammar, then I would have to
start putting together w hat I know about how I write
with, you
know, twithl what they call that

1,.% hen I ask Mike why teachers, need to know these rules, he replies
ni.iNbe thus don t But somehow the student., need a structure tor that
bee, you ian learn it naturally without those rules
or those labels, but vou can't teach it, sou know, except bs example
But I mean can sou imagine trying to teach a course like
that' "I tiln't do it this ss ay, do it this wav "Why'" "Well, I dunno,
doesn t this sound better' I don't like the way that sentence

sounds, it sounds better to put it this wav And some of those
niles mash,. I could conie up with on my own
But some of the
ether %tuft, like the structure ot, talking about the Purpose, bummars Disc ussion and Action. I wouldn't have come up with that

hile Mike one cties that he "would ncq have thought of putting all
ot that into the mcmo, let Acne in that order," he says the format, once
he understands it, makes sense to him
NO11 know it doesn t make sense to me in terms of "Oh, yeah,
that's in hat I se alwas s done but it seems logical I like the
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sy stern, I like what it looks like, it's yen, ordered and even covers

everything. and it hts with what I know aboutsee, it's also in
other areas because, you know, my undergrad (major is in
etiology and English, and in psychology I got into education and

learning theory. a lot of learning theory and it, "Business and
tust hs everything
with memos
nr:
It 'bni,al
I ye eyer heard about learning and how you get information I
mean you prime the reader, at the very beginning there's a line

=ft

that says "subject," and that's maybe three words long, and then
Your purpo.e statement is sort of the subject elaborated, and then
your summary is a summary of the whole do:ument, so you're
just building more and Mtge about what they're"Here's what
you're gonna read about. here's a little more of what you're gonna
read about, here s a bigger picture ot what you're gonna read
about, here's what you're reading about, here's what I %%ant you
to do And it just intuitiyelY makes sense, hut not in terms of
anything I've eyer wntten, you know

Here especially Mike seems to contrache t what he had said earlier
about teaching 101 1here, he talked about throwing out the rules,
about "making sense personally as opposed to making sense logically Here, he seems perfectly satisfied with a ruk-based approach,
ace eptmg the "logic" ot the form prescribed by the writing text
What explains this apparent contradiction? Are the two courses so
different that they require completely different approaches' Sometimes, this is what Mike seems to be saving.
With technical us raing, the whole point is that it's supposed to,
I guess I'm Just as
Noll re sulprOsed to get the pelint across
guilty as the. next person, I like the wilcept of being able to lust
tollow those rules and lust get the minimum down, lust strip it
tit ew n to the' bare essentials that soma feels like behaviorism to
me behas tor moditication- the same thing that attracted me to
that tor a entitle !here's a set of underlying rules that dt-.cribes
behac tor and the' learning process, and this is how It goes and vou
eit, want hut it's alus as this And this is right
an e all it us ho.tes
and that s w re wig, it's vers. ease, to make those calls flee ause se tut
purptise is ahsas the same, to comrnume ate ettes he ely in a short

anlictillt tut time and not wasting space and no miscommunie a
the writing we do in ( omp I ami
thins Whereas I guess I see
omr Il as bring more, I di tn't kniivi, hut it's a different kind ot

writing, and it doesn't make sense that the rules
purpo.c is different

there rhe

es en tor Mike the issue is mire complicated than that, for he is
tempted to import some' of the' 'structured- approach to teaching 2nei
into his 101 and 102 classes lust two weeks earlier, Teculating about
why peer groups seem to go better in 209 than the's did in 101 or 102.
Mike had remarked that the standard formats tor business cmel tee hm.
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cal writing made it easter for students to critique each other's work
Then he had mused
wonder if sou could do that in composition somehow
I bet
sou could do this. with Ian argument paperi real easils Maybe in
_vouriough.drafts you could_hay e_thern,as pan of the creation or
the hramstiv.ming or the revising process. You could base them
make artificial sections and . . say, "OK, the purpose is this .
and sour subteet is such and such, and your arguments are such
and sut h," it sou could break those up into areas and then sec if
all the points, hnd out what those rules are, I don't even know,
esactls. I mean, even as I'm talking about this, I can't, ifs not clear
hi me what those connections between all those areas might he

Another occasion on ss hich I nohse Mike's attraction to the "rules
and structures' he says he despises occurs in our very first interview,

when he talks about last year's 102 class One thing he did in that
course, he says, was to give his students more control, including tree
t hoiie'on their last writing assignment When two students proposed
to ss rite short stories. Mike was a little uncertain how to handle it, but
then he des ided to make it a challenge tor them
I. now a little hit about creahs e writing, too--t ertamls more than
the people vs ho Lhose to do thatand so I lut 'ern Vith the full -1
w anted to show them esat tls what that-- rhis is a
torm ut
w ritmg and it has it's own rules hist be, mist. It s ;remise is ntmg
doesn t mcdii ot.1 tnt dt ans thing, sou still has e it, toilow ,ertain
onstintiinis 'so I hit 'em with es ers thing I dnin t hold ans thing
ha, k. but I wasn't then. to tear the pie, es apart hut I lust let them
know that. %Nell, it sou're oniia do this, sou're gonna hatta
dialogue alwass has to go this way, sou halta watkh out for
sour tag !till's beAllse this guts boring he said, she said' you
,hin t is mnt to hear that --all ot this other stutt And I got rewrites
out lit it. and people son know people took it prett scriousli
I think thci learned something about it

I rom this conversation and others, it is tlear that Mike is not as
erse to rules and strut tures- as he sometimes seems to he But that

doesn t mean he s guilts ot muddled thinking What seems to Mike
unnatural trom the writer's point ol s low C I hat's not the wav
write
is attractive trom the teacher's point ot view tor practical
reasons L;ornetimes, as in 209, it helps him esplain a kind ot writing he
has little espenence with Or it helps him solve prat tit al prtthlems, like

how to respond to student papers and guide peer-group critiques
With rules and formats," there is something concrete to look hir in a
pot e of vs riting either it follows the rules and conventions or it
doesn't, either it includes the required material or it's not complete
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Still, this approach may be less than satisfying for Mike in the long
run Like the elaborate point system he has devised tor calculating
grades this semester, his attraction to rule-based pedagogy may be
motivated by a tutiks desire to maintain 'objectivity" As he says about
that ss stem

I guess I m sort 01 exploring this issue ot can you remose the
personal element, in a way or something hke that You know what

I mean, though Making It, removing myst,If from position of
iudger. you know, sort of sayingIt's false, it's really artificial, I
think -- -Well, these are the standards, and this is what the institution says, and this is what the bk says, and so forth, and what
sou write mate hes up to that, and I lust judge that, it's not nis tault
You know what I mean'

In resognizing the -falseness" and "artificiality" of his attraction to
obit...fist' methods of evaluation, it seems to rne that Mike is well on

the was. to wnsing a similar "falseness- in the rules and formats
approach that he has taken to teaching "Business and Technical Writing It he has found no compelling need yet to question that approaeh, it may hes as he says, because his primary need is simply to get
thn +ugh the course this first time, to surs ive it Once that dissonances
resols ed. once he knows that he can teach "Business and technical
rit mg." he mas be reads to confront this other dissonance the contradictions in his own implicit theories of teaching

A Dissonance Within

Nis ,.ense that \like is torn between conflicting theories that the
dissonance' he trek is as mue h within him as without is most appar
ent when he talks about teaching 102 last year In that sourse, much
more than in 10I or 2a5. he Was able to hit his stride, to come out ot

the shadow ot the test and teach from his own authicrity As he explains it
thit ts hole se, ond semester was base, ally plasing it hs car We
ii-ed the hixik tor some things, and sometimes the students w mild

ur with an dea and we'd use that, ilutside s4nimes and
thulgs tor papers, and it was real I don't wanna say out of
ontrol. it wasn t ,haotie or anything hut it wasn t following ant
than, 'We re gonna learn how to write
di two*, "Ink tune
t nim different sources That's the imly thing I took into that
semester was, "Weil, sources are es cry thing," so I was prepared
tor them to come tip w ith %Olin

I W ouldn't have thought ot,

9
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and we spent a lot ot time talking about what a source was and
hether t on could ref+, on them or not and so forth

Recouse he could draw on hts experience coming out ot 101, and
because he didn't teel so t onstrained by the text in 102. Mike was able

to relax and eniov his 102 class fie was also able to draw on and
des clop more fully his own implicit theories of writing and teaching
theories that dater dramatically trom the "behaviorist" pedagogy he
espouses in 2tN

Here, for instance, is a long segment from one of our midsemester
interviews Mike has lust received the department memo asking rAs
w hat they want to teach in the spring, and already he's thinking about
teaching 102 again What he %s ants to do this time, he says. is organize

his course around a "culture shock/media" theme
At least in the beginning I want to talk about akit ernsing and the
media, and the media's presentation of culture, and individuals
re,ution to that, and st:e what kind of writing :times out of that,
ails(' we started . we touched the surface of that 1 think in 102 last

time and that was kind of interesting, and it's becoming a little
more ,Irar to me what was happening there and what elw we
mild dO

As he goes on to talk about the course he is imagining. Mike begins to
wax theoretical lie talks about focusing on "analytical reading skills"

and ''the way language works," and he begins to wonder whether
these skills might he pursued in 101 as well as 102
I don't know ;t I would Jo that exactlt with 101. but on the other
hand. at fx couldn't t on' What s walk the ditieren.t.' I mean this
siginds like a parent sa.mg, (th. mt child is not old enough to do
h and
ho sat s'
1 mean it seems intuint elt
it seems to me that t ou can do the same things

entilailv. his thoughts lead him into es en broader areas ot thought
I think edu. anon is reallt kind ot a mess\ hit or mks thing
I
don t think people shouldn't think about it or trt and understand
kt hat it is that s fs.ing at, omphshed, hut at the same hint-. I m not
rPtula get too On. urne,i abmmt not know ing et en, asp% t lot)
ks here it s gigng and what it's At t-omplishing There's A ,A.'nse
hat III
posi non, in 101 arid 102. that signething is happening.
that something gilt xi is happening inside that I ni not ne,essardt
seeing in their w ruing but that it is. it nothing eke, thew's some

thing that s happening in than' that s surrit,edk lt hat's suppowd to happen when ton go to eollege- lour horitons are
broadened W ha t other cliches t an we throw in' lou, something
barrens, ton look tou begm to get difterent perspe, byes, ton get
ditteient tx at% ot 1,miking At thing,. ADA part ot that happens in
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composition That's a good torum tor me to work with that anythat's Ow avenue I'm talking
For nw, it's language and
w
to stop
to read, and how to think about language
about
taking language to:. granted That's exciting to me and I think that
does something about the was you approach the world, and it's
interesting and I think it's usetul and it may not have a directly
translatable analog, it mas not he ans thing, sas, -OK. now I've
.

taken this, and now I can do such and such

N. he talks about his philosophy of teaching writing--a philosophy as
broad in scope as Meredith'sMike seems to sense that he's contradming things he's said about teaching 209 Again, he tries to make a
distinction
1 think ot on-position as hos this is weird. I wouldn t have said
this a sear ago- hut I think of composition as a ire mye environ-

ment. a crealise course that doesn't necessarils has e a direct end

rt-,tilt. and I think ot 20to as a technical course, as "This is lust
about skills,- okay, and that's Ihowl I set it up in the beginning, I
talked about what communication is and so forth and so on And
In compositior I'm not applying
tlu-re are ditferent principles
that stuft trom [his undergraduate communications course)--I'm
nig appls mg that stuff from that course to composition, or at least
not as mia,:h. tnaht. eserv ont-e in a while, but not as much

yeah there is.
I here s rui niom tor reader response in 204 Well
204
hut not the same way Do you know what I mean' I mean
is snit Hs about a set ot print iples that, that work, and either you
in tolhiw them or NOLI Lan't, and composition ,is a lot more
ar"ei,faious to Mr than that

thhough Mike tries to make a firm distinction here between "Business
and lechnR al Writing- and composition. I can't help noticing the
equis ocation, the moment when he interrupts himself to admit that
there is room tor 'reader response" in 2tN Although he doesn't elaborate on what he means here, I suspect he is talking about "the perFor in Mike's epistemology as in Meredith's, the personal
sonal

plas yry large part

Oyer and over in our interview's, Mike talks about understanding
things ver.,,tiallt.r. about making per,ortal connections with his teaching.
about the students perstqtal investment in learning For him, this
seems to be where meaning resides in the personal connection between wit and world When he talks about his struggle with the 101
text, It is in terms 'making the structure personally meaningful, and
then tea.hing from ms self, with the structure to lean on and to tall
hat k

last year in 102, he Says,
I %%anted them to go ass as somehow, go away from the class wtth
at least thc inkliny: that ss nting dot. sn t neuttssarils ha% to he a
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chore that's assigned in a class that you don't feel any personal
connection with So that's what I wanted them to do is find some
kind ot personal thing that they were interested in and have them
write about that so they can feel what it's like to be interested in
what they're doing as they're writing

And es en at the beginning of this semester, as he planned his "Business and Technical Writing" class, he was imagining ways to make the
course "peNonally meaningful- to students One assignment he had
borrowed from his undergraduate psychology professor.
lie cent us out to find publications, professional publications. APA
or anything in the held and find some hit ot research, and
read
it. Interpret it. and present it to the k la t-s and answer any questions
.

the class would 'have And I thought it would be reallyI'm
gonna try and do that for these people

. And I lust thought that

w as a really good thing when I went through that because it
makes you think differently about yourselt and what you're doing
Lollege. when suddenly you're being asked to look at something in our held and really to be a part of that field, to acknowledge that you you know, "I am part ot this field and I understand
this stuff, and this is what It Is for and this is what I'll be doing,'

%oil know And when you'rewhen we were made personally
responsible tor that %tuft I ft mu, h loser connection to, you
know the possibility ot actually becoming a psychologist was a lot
more real to me than It had been lust by taking classes and requirements and so torth

At the time, Mike sas he's "excited" about this assignment, and it's
true he's virtually bubbling with ideas By midterm, though, the
escitement has sanished and Mike is teaching more or less "by the
book Why did he let this happen. I wonder' Is it lust because the
imr-.4. is new to hun Perhaps But it seems to me that, m some sense.
Mike may always have to struggle against the test --to resist the rules,
the order, the authority that hold such attraction for him
Conclusion
\ hen Ii insider the t aces ot Mike. Keith, and Meredith, as opposed to
those ot Peter and Ales, it occurs to me that there arc certain conditions
that t rt.,ate a tavorable climate tor thinking theoretically One of those
on, litions is t 'early ilissonance the sense that our impin it theories
about what writing is, or how we learn it, or how we teach it, conflict
with the theories we rne ounter esplit itiv or implicttly in course texts,
the program philosophs, or the teat lung seminar When that dissonant is minimal as it appears to be with Ales, g,nd to some estent
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with Keiththere is little incentive to think about the values and
assumptions that underlie the courses we teach.
Another condition that stimulates theoretical thinking is the presence of a dialogit Otheran Other that may be internally configured,
as is the skeptical inner voice Mike continually meets in his reflective
discourse, or one that is embodied in a peer or mentor, as Keith's Other
is embodied in Meredith and her Other is embodied in me.

The notion that some teachers are more attuned than others to
hearing those dialogic Others suggests one other condition that enables a theorizing trame of mind, one must be fairly comfortable in the
realm of academic discourse For Peter, this can be a problem. In
resisting the language of academic discourse, he risks shutting himself
otf trom the opposing voices that might make him reconsider and
defend his implicit theories Alex risks some of this, toothough there
are signs that he is already overcoming his resistance When he tells
me, in our very last interview, that he hears himself using language he

would not have used last year at this time, I am pleased to hear it --not
bet ause I am eager that he adopt the jargon of our protession, but
rather because I think he may find, as Ann Berthoff argues, that finding names for what wc believe and think starts us thinking about our
thinking. and that thinking about our thinking inevitably leads us to
raise the questions we must raise to keep learning
I his is not to sav, I hasten to reiterate, that theorizing can only be

done in the language ot academic discourse Atter all, little of the
theorizing of Keith, Mike, and Meredith is conducted in those terms
But the tact is, most experienced college writing teachers live in academic discourse communities, anti that is where many ot our most
stimulating theoretit al i onversations take place Although we needn't
all speak the language. ot academic discourse. it is important that we
all understand it it tor no other reason than to resist its exclusionary
tendencies
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Interchapter:

The Theorist in Me
At come point during the course of this projectI don't even remember whenI sat down at the computer and typed out a six-page rant
about "theory." I'm not sure what prompted it. A conversation with a
'colleague? Impatience with an article I was reading? It doesn't matter
I've been struggling with theory, with the idea of theory, for a long time,
and what boiled over at that point had been simmering on the back
burner sincewell, probably since graduate school.
It was there, in graduate school, that I first encountered theory first
learned a name for the New Critical literary values I had absorbed as
an undergraduate English maior At the time, we didn't call it "theory,'

thoughwe were still calling it criticism, as in the "Practical Criticism" course I took my first semester in graduate school. Even there I
seem to have had trouble with the idea of theory When asked to write

an essay defining my own theory of criticism, I balked at the task
While my colleagues grew rapturous about Freudian or Jungian approaches (in that course, postctructuralist theory had yet to make an
appearance--and even structuralists were represented only by
Northrop Frye), I dug in my heels and refused to pledge allegiance to
anyone.
Part of my resistance, I'm sure, was simply fearfulness This stuff we

were reading was strange and new, and it undermined what little
contidence I had in myself as a serious student of literature. But part
of it was something else, as well, and it has stuck with me throughout

my career In many ways, I hear myself echoed in Keith's remarks
about theory On the one hand, I'm attracted to it (like a moth to a
name, it seems) In other ways, I'm repulsed Is it really necessary to
talk about theory in such opaque and abstract language? And why
must we limit ourselves to a theory. anyway Like Keith, I seem to be
more comfortable with the plural of that word-- and with versi ,ns of
theory I naively call common sense and instinct.
When I made the shift, after graduate school, from tWentieth-cenrx literature to composition studies, I did so thinking I had somehow
i.sk aped to firmer ground I'm a practical person, it seems, a person
who enloys the challenges of the here and now, and once I got over the

initial terrors of teaching writing, I began to develop a deep and
abiding appreciation of its complexity Like a Wallace Stevens poem, a
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Virginia Wt.iolf novel, teaching writing is something that grows richer
and more various with each expenence. I liked teaching writing I felt
grounded them, and from the perspective of a writing teacher, I could
even begin to listen in, once again, on those theoretical conversations
I had found so alienating in graduate school.
It was never easy The theoretical readings in Ross Winterowd's
Sumther Seminar on "Literature and Literacy" at USC in 1982
nearly drove me mad, but they gave me a new perspective on teaching And in the years since then, I have had numerous occasions to go
ott on rants against cognitive process theory, po-tstructuralist theory,
feminist theory, social-constructivist theory, Marxist cultural theory,
etc. Otten, when I'm ranting, a little part of my consciousness steps
aside, like the Woody Allen character in Play It Again, Sam, and raises
an eyebrow at the ranting self: "Feeling insecure today, are we? Feeling
a little threatened, perhaps" But then I find myself wondering: Does
lacques Dernda ever have such a moment' Does Paulo Freire ever
look in the mirror and ask: "Taking ourselves a bit seriously today, are
we' Sounding a little pretentious?"
In the course of this project. I've tried to conic to terms with theory ----to understand my resistance to it, and at the same time to acknowledge its inevitable presence in my life as teacher and researcher.
Finally I have determined that what resist is not theory but Theory

not theoretical thinking but theoretical languageand the conventions of academic discourse that dictate the dropping of names at
crucial points in the conversation. While writing this very essay, in
the names of Derrida and
tact, I debated the wisdom ot dropping
Freire I he fait is, I've been far less influenced by them than by colleagues who have read them But would readers respond if I mentioned only the names of those colleagues?

In this book, readers will find few formal citations--and yet they
will hear throughout the considerable influence of all those theorists
whose work has shaped, and continues to shape, my thinking about
teaching writing Some will think I ought to have cited them, ought to
have been somehow more "scholarly" in my approach. To these, I can
only respond that I have taken quite seriously what I have learned
from some of these theorists that the idea of "authorship" is problematic indeed; that language itself is inherently dialogic, shot through
with voices of all those we have read and met and spoken with and
listened to, that all our theories are socially constructed, sometimes of
the most unlikely and incongruous materials, and that the stories we
tell about teaching are really theories in themselves
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And besides, the simple truth Ls that I couldn't begin to name all the
sources of my own theoretical thinking. This is a book about how we
learn to teach writing, and it is inevitably influersced by everything
I've ever heard or experienced or read. If forced, of course, I could cite
the most immediate influences: Peter Elbow, Wendy Bishop, and Donald Schon, whose work I read before I started this projed; Deborah
Britzman, Nancy Miller, Lad Tobin, and Nancy Sommers, whom I read
while the writing was in progress. You may not find all these writers
cited in this study, but I think they are present here in fact, I suspect I
could trace the presence here of every author I've read over the past
twelve months, from Robert Brooke to Susan Griffin, from Elizabeth
Minnich to Robert Coles.

But my most important sources wouldn't show up in a bibliography. I hey aren't published scholars, so you wouldn't know their
work as I do T heir names are Keith and Meredith and Peter and Alex
and Mike
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It is Mar, now, and I am nearing the final !:tages of my leave project..
All through the spring, I have been reviewing transcripts, listening
again to my conv&sations with the five TAs. In the beginning, I had
hoped this would be a collaborative venture. I envisioned all six of us
awash in transcripts, comparing our conversations, looking for patterns and contradictions. As it turns out, though, only I have time to
sort through all the transcripts. The TAs, still immersed in their teacher
and student rolesire busy writing theses, planning weddings, look-

ing for summer work Although they manage to find tune to read
through their own individual transcripts, only two--Mike and Petertake the option of earning independent research credit by writing
about what they see there
For Mike, the writing becomes an opportunity to reflect on a recurring pattern he has found in his teaching. 'Ishe essay he gives me has
no title, but it begins with this dream-like passage:
what the
/ remember ,tartng blankly at the board, In/mg to frgure oat
tea, her uas trytn to say The chalk had patoed, hnefly 'dent and in 'hat
..denc I had come to the realizatton that I had no :dea what was goIng
on

rho, .ay that 4nnet true, people forget to breathe u,hile leeptng, or
that the,. brain, tcrget to send the ,:ignal to keep the heart beattng. and
theu die Ilus u'a ott h a feelot that the part of my brain whtch
,,r,caru 7ed the cue, around me ?Pito mu reality- had eeaed to fun. (ton
1 ;ca,

disselt tined from my body

In the past I 0111.1 ha taken refuge In anetnimay retreated within
the 'am tity t ,tudent nes, and shrurk bi k Into the crowd of kturees
Ret f

I hat

out it,as WIC denied me bet Wise 1 ryas 6tattdm,{ at f he board.

m Inwt of the lass. staring at the chalk m my hand My hand. my t hulk
mu let tu re and my problem I 11,as supposed to be the teacher

Who is this teacher Mike thinks he's "supposed to be"? Is it the
same teak her Meredith and Peter and Keith and Alex see in their
minds/ Not all of the TAs find it as difficult as Mike does to see
themselves as teat hers, yet when I review the transcripts of our conversations, I am struck by how often, and in what various fashions, I
find them disavowing the teacher role What does this mean, I wonder
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Is it just a measure of their insecurities, a phase new teachers go
through' That's what I assumed when I started. But the more I listen
to the new TM, the more I recognize doubts and denials I still feel after
sixteen years of teaching And I know I am not alone. Research has
indicated that some of the most well-established women in academe

sutter trom what is sometimes called "imposter syndrome"the belief
that they do not belong in the profession, that they have gotten where
they are by a mere fluke and will one day be "found out"and though

they may admit it less often, I know many male teachers experience

such teelings, as well
What is it we share, those of us who have trouble seeing ourselves
as teachers? Is our reluctance in any way related to our ambivalence
about personal /prof essional boundaries' Does it grow Out ot some
dissonance between our own implicit pedagogical theories and the
ones we encounter at the universib,.? As I consider the hve TAs in my
study, I begin to sketch answers to these questions, begin to see how

e conspire with our culture to construct for ourselves as writing

teachers the most complex and contrat.!...tory roles.
Teaching as a Process

Ot the live TAs in rny study, it is Alex, not surprisingly, who seems
most comfortable in the role ot teacher. At one point, having noticed

that he seems to struggle with the role less than the others, I decide to
ask him about it directly
I 11'1V 1Th, tole of tea, her ieels easN tor N,

able for Noir

I mean, teels comfort-

Easier Neah, a lot more this Near than last year Fven in the
102 It s a lot more relaxed I don't think I'm pushing nearly as
mu, h this time as I did last time

HEN l'ushing'
.N4.1 Myselt that whole idea ot the
person who gives wisdom

And I'e been Irving to encourage the students to take a more
a, tit e role in th.ngs When discussion \ going, instead of ask
ing the question and then answering it, I lust ask the qui.stirm
and it no one answers. I lust call on someone to answe; and
then that usually gets things going

Although Alex is wilhng to speculate a little about what's "different"
in his tea( fling this year-- he's no longer trying to play the role of "the
person who gives wisdom"- he is ckarly not eager to dwell very long
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on the subject: "Don't want to think about it too much," he says,
laughing. "Bottle it, we'll sell it, we'll sell it."
As I struggle again with my ambivalent reaction to Alexa reaction
that includes both admiration and skepticismit occurs to me that
what may account for the ease `with which Alex sees himself as a
teacher is the fact that he doesn't expect as much from himself in the
beginning And this line of thought leads me to an idea I have toyed
with before: that there is some kind of correlation between the way
these young TAs view teaching and the way they view venting.

I wouldn't want to push this idea too hard. Looking for correlations
like this might tempt me to force the issue. But when I juxtapose some
of Alex's comments about teaching with his comments on writing. I
can't help noticing a certain similarity. Here, for instance, is a passage

quoted earlier in which Alex talks about how he explains to his

students the need for two composition courses:
Because it's a process I tell 'em about my experience, creative
writing-wise, that even though I have had years, five and six years
ot wntmg workshops, I'm still learning, and I had my composition way back as a freshman undergrad, too, and it's Just, its the
repetition The more you write, the more you recognize your

mistakes, and the more you learn how to correct them at the
creation stage

And here is another passage, in which he talks about teaching.
Teaching is an evolutionary process. you never stop learning. I
mean once you do, you stagnate, that's It Then it becomes tedious, then It becomes work tio long as you can keep doing new
things, try in.4 things, and improving

hist as learning to write and learning to teach are both processes tor
Alex, they both seem to involve a linear-stage progression In writing,
he tells his students,
'ion need that beginning, You need to start off slow, and work
your way and get comtortable and then move up to the next stage
The more you write, the more you recognize different stages

In teaching, too, Alex believes in starting ofi slowly and moving one
step at a time. The first thing he had to learn, he says, was "relating to
the students and getting them to talk." "That's been pretty good," he
tel/s me. "I've been pretty lucky with that." After the relationship gets
established, thete's time to work on other things like getting organiied
and adapting assignments to studentstwo things he plans to devote
more attention to next year
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At first, the first fall semester when you teach that first section, it's
just something out of the book to do. And even in the spring one,
voU're varying the assignments but it's still something to do Now
with 101 this last fall, you're varying the assignment, but there's
reasons behind it, there's more reasons behind it You want, OK, I
want my student to get this out of It. I want my student to try to
learn this skill by writing this paper It's just a refinement of that
Idea, which I'.ve been (laughs], I've been hopefully working on,
making it reasonable for them to do it.

As these passages indicate, Alex seems to see teaching, like writing, as

a linear processa process in which you can't "leap into one area and
try to do it all at once or you'll be overwhelmed." Instead, you need to
"master that one area and get confident with it, then you can work on
the others." Later, I suspect, he will revise this working theory, discover, as those more experienced have, the recursive nature of the
teaching process After a while he may even begin to question, as have
recent composition theorists, the meaning of the process metaphor. In
the meantime, though, his metaphor seems to have carried him, as it
has carried many a blocked or frustrated writer, through the difficult
initial phases of his prolect: learning to see himself as a teacher of
writing.

Conflicting Images
At the opposite end of the spectrum from Alex is Peter. Much more
open about his feelings than Alex, Peter also has the hardest time
seeing himself as a teacher There may be a number of reasons for this,
as I've hinted in previous chapters. For one thing, Peter is more self-

conscious than the others"hypersensitive" as he puts it, to what

r

peers and students might think or say of him. For another, Peter still
sees himself as very much the student Inour interviews, he is far more
likely than are the other four fAs to refer to his own student status. In
this respect, his image of being caught in the doorway of a faculty
meeting, hearing students outside "running in the halls," is a telling
one But perhaps the most significant impediments to Peter's seeing
himself as a teacher are the images of the teacher that he carries around
inside his head In Peter's case, those images loom very large, indeed.
My first glimpse of the teachers in Peter's head comes very early in
our prolect It is the day before classes begin in the fall, and Peter is
talking about his own first-year college experience.
At (my undergraduate schoNl it's hard for me to even remember
101, but it was, it didn't seem like the 1(11 that I ended up teaching
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The WI down there was taught by a professional teacher who LS
now getting her Ph.D. here . I saw her in the library this summer, had a nice chat with her. She was lust very cheerful, and she
was firm but she was very cheerful, had a nice attitude about the
class, and it was a pleasure to listen to her. And I was trying to
emulate all these teachers that I had in the past, and gosh, the only
one that came out seemed to be Zeke from seventh grade, and he
.

was an awful teacher, and I dunno why he was the one who
popped up out of all these wonderful teachers I had in the past,
but I think it was because I was so nervous and afraid And I think
Zeke was very nervous and afraid too, because the teachers didn't
respect him, they'd call him Zeke behind his back, 'cause that was

his nickname when he was in college or something ... but anyway,

I ended up being kind of very authontanan and like.

"Teacher. lea%e them kids alonei The exact opposite of what
wanted to be. I ended up being

I

From this anecdote, ( can SET immediately that the teacher in Peter's

mind is a Jekyll and Hyde figureone side the warm, caring nurturer,
cheerful, yet firm; the other the authoritarian monster, object of ridicule, fear, and adolescent rebellion. Both are teachers Peter has known
in his years as a student, anji both are teachers he's capable of being
Yet despite his best etfortito emulate the nurturing teacher, it's the

authoritarian, much to Peter's dismay, who keeps threatening to
emerge in his teaching.
Peter's authoritarian side is most evident when he talks about his
struggle to control it Last year, there was an incident when he lost his
temper with a student, and he is determined not to do that again. Still,
as is apparent in interviews quoted earlier. Peter does have trouble
controlling his anger and irritation with students It may be tempting

to attribute his problems to hypersensitivity on his partas Peter

himself does, and as I have done, too, to a certain extent. But the fact
is, I can easily empathize with what Peter is feeling, and I have heard
that same voice of repressed anger and self-blame in many teachers,
both new and experienced So I suspect there is something more going
on here than the merely personal l'erhaps part of the problem may lie
in the way we construct the role of teacheror more precisely, in the
way the role ot teacher has been constructed for us by the culture and
the media.

"To Touch a Life ..."
Not long ago, in the window or a kitchen store, I sawa coffee mug
which read, " ro reach Is To Touch a LifeForever Immediately I
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recognized the image of the teacher inscribed there. It is the same
image Peter invokes in our very first interview.
I would like to be looked at as a positive influence in somebody's

Kinda like surrogate kids in a way. I've got a roomful of
twenty-two surrogate children. And I want them all to do well
OK, now go out in the world and do well.

The fact that Peter thinks of the teacher as a surrogate parent is interesting, given that his mother, a retired elementary school teacher and
librarian, has been a role model for him:

Granted, it's different completelyshe was teaching elemen-

tarybut still those kids look at her fondly when she bumps into
them Some of them are professionals doing whatever, and they
see her and they say hello and always seem to be very happy to
see her And I would like thaf'about me.

In a previous chapter, I speculated that patterns learned in the family
may influence the way we as teachers relate to our students, and Peter

may he further evidence of this. But as the coffee mug in the store
window testihes, the image of teacher as caring nurturer is not something Peter has learned only at home. That image hes deep in the

cultu re.

Though he doesn't mention the parenting role explicitly after that
first interview, Peter's characterization of other positive role models
otten includes an element of nurturing. In addition to the English 1O1
teacher mentioned earlier in this chapter, there is the sociology professor who spotted signs of depression and got Peter to see a college
counselor just by writing a note in the margin of his failing exam. And

even this year, when Peter was struggling with his own writing in a
graduate course, his film teacher took the time to sit down with him
and show him what he could do to improve his analytical essay
Whether advising students on personal problems or taking the time

to work with them outside of class, this teacher in Peter's head is
someone who Lares deeply about students. And in his own classes,

Peter prides himself on fulfilling that rolenever hesitating to reach
out to students, to try to "touch the life" of anyone who is struggling
or in trouble Not surprisingly, then, where Poter feels most engaged
as a hachermost useful to his students and most comfortable with
himselfis in the conference setting There he can be himself, get
down to "nuts and bolts," and do the one-on-one work he believes his
students need

Unfortunately, the students don't always play their expected roles

in this little drama Instead of responding with gratitude to Peter's
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offers of help, they sometimes take advantage of his good will, or else
they fail to return his effort with hard work of their own. When that
happens. Peter finds it difficult to stay in role. Even in conferences,
moments of anger and frustration intervene.
I give them a lot of my time when it comes to reading their drafts
I also gix e them a lot of my time on then; journals, and I give them
a lot of time in conference settings I tell them to call me if they
But I do know that it seems
ha% e trouble and some of them do
that.it's a little bit draining on my part as a teacher, with forty-one
students, and maybe because I'm putting so much time into that,
lt bugs me
I expect them to put as much time in it in return
w hen I feel like I'm tossed in the back seat in heu of biology

Cater, when he writes about this year's experience. Peter will attribute

his frustration to his own personal probWns
,;onie probletn tivre only personal and had nothing to do with teaklung

And some proMins that had their origin in the professional were compounded IN an endless and serere introspectwn on my part, causing me
not to he able to see the positive .P.peiti of my teaching Because I was
idenritiiing muself in the role of teacher tas opposed to also acknow-

ledgmg mu role as :tudenn, rny life tended to fly proudly or he limp,
depending on whether or not I wa. satisfied with nni perfOrmance in
tront ofr the Ia. .es that dau

Audience Awareness
One thing that interests me tn the passage lust quoted is Peter's use of
the word "perwrmance As I get to know Peter over the course of the
semester, I reahie that he often feels performance anxiety --a result,

perhaps, of his perception that he is performing for many different
audiences In addition to his students, who constitute his most immediate audience, he plays to his family, his girlfriend, his peers, his
graduate instructors, his teaching supervisor, and to me, in mv role as
researcher With all these audiences, I'eter is under pressure to prove
something /that he is a responsible adult, an attractive man, an intelligent reader, a creative writer, a competent professional, an interesting
reirch subject I hat he feels he is performing for me, even as we talk,
is evident in his occasional comments about hoping I'm finding useful
things in our intervIeWs and feeling sorry that I have to transcribe his
rambling monologues As a student, he feels considerable pressure to
perform as wellind it comes from many directions. When he f inishes
a story for his reative writing workshop, he says, "It was a very good
daN beause finalIN I've written something that Max Ithe professor]
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seems to be very supportive of. On the other hand Brad [his fellow TA)
has read it, and he didn't like it very much at all."
As a teacher, Peter performs for both supervisors and students. In
one of our sessions, he describes the anxiety he felt when, toward the
end of a long.day of student conferences, the department chair happened into his office--a large room he shares with several other TAs
to look for something in the storage closet:
1 his (student) came in for a second conferencea lasted like half
an hour long, and right before we started, Marcia (the English
department chair) walks into the office, Merrifield 7, and opens
the doset and starts ::huffling through boxes of stuff, and she says,
"I hope I'm not interrupting anything "Oh, no, of course not." In
the meantime. I've got like these red alert Star Trek things going
ott in me, deflector shields up. because I'm afraid of saying one
thing that's gonna sound like, she's gonna iust look at me and go,
"What the hell are you talking about" you know [laughing). I iust
had this image in my mind that she was gonna be listening in,
going, "This guy is r-ally retarded as a TA," and it was pst making
me more and more flustered having her in there, and she probably
wasn't et en listening . but I'm
ma:ang this into this great

stage production about how I'm gonna get bounced from the
program because I say gibberish while the chair's in my office.

With his students. Peter feels special pressure to perform, partly
because he carries with him the popular image of the teacher as entertainer. At midterm, worried that his class is losing momentum with a
particular assignment, he evokes the image of the teacher played by
Robin Williams in Dead Poet6 Society
Maybe I should try to forge my own trail, damma' [laughs] 'Cause

a worked that way with the first paper, got a lot mon. positive
response to that. 'causehad nothing to do wah the (text), I just
ked that, did my old Robin Williams ha, "Rip out that first
sectiiin'" No, I didn't do that, but I iw,t had nothing to do with the
book, and I lust told 'em, "Alright, do this, do that," and they
wrote it and the really liked it

he; image of teacher as performer is one he's seen embodied in his
favorite undergraduate English teacher as well Throughout the senwster, Peter mentions a number ot teachers he thinks of as role models in some respect, but it is this teacher, Larry Britt, who comes up
most otten I count five separate references to him in our interview
transcripts, and each time it seems to be the classroom persona that
l'eter admires "swah," he says at one point, "the only teacher I can
think ot who really dented me as tar as keeping the class interested
was I. arry Britt at (my undergraduate school), because I've had him for
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three or four classes." Later, talking about the relative size of composition and literature classes, Peter remarks, "I remember having mythol-

ogy with Larry Britt and having sixty people crammed into a

classroom that could accommodate thirty-five." Because Bhtt was
such a popular teacher, his classes were always full. In fact, he had so

much "verve and excitement about teaching" that he even "made
Milton exciting; I don't know how he did it, but he had a high attendance in that class, and everybody learned something in that class."
In some respects Peter would like to emulate Larry Britt: "If I could
even tap 10 percent of that [verve and excitement]," he says, "I might
be a good teacher as well." And vet he also has some reservations
about the efficacy ot this particular teaching persona. In the interview
quoted above, where he first mentions Britt, Peter goes on to say:
-;i1 he lustsometimes he's a little too eiccited, and he lust rapidfires stuff out to you like a Gatling gun Mythology especially was
really difficult because he lust kept laying-this stuff on us.

When Peter himself takes on the teacher's stage persona, what
emerges is not so much an impressive performer as a clown or standup comedian
I think it's kind of an interest thing I'm trying to retain their
interest, and tw doing that I tell these Jokes, and they're, half the
time they're flying over their heads anyway 'cause the humor is
But with the class I'm Just trying to make
so dry sometimes

sure, I hear 'cm laugh or something out there and I know that
they're awake. ou know. It's kmda like if they're not laughing or
w hates er, then they must not be paying attention

From the way Peter talks about his performer role here, it's apparent that he doesn't find it entirely satisfying lie doesn't mind "playing

the clown" now and thenin fact, he clearly enjoys itbut like anyone, he wants an appreciative audience If Larry Britt is Laurence

Oln ler playing to a packed house of 1,ondon theatre-goers, Peter often

teels more like the struggling comedian trying out his routine in a
seedy cocktail lounge full of apathetic traveling sales reps:
I. p in front of the class it's like I hiwdy Doody time, and there I
go. because I'm trying to keep these cretins from falling
tront of me-- no, I don't mean to call them cretins, but sometimes
at S 00 in the morning it's like, "Why did I g out of bed for you"
Non know, one ot those things

In more reflective moments, Peter seems embarrassed by his anger

at his students lie longs to give up the performer role, to trade it in
tor something more "serious," but the nurturing role he might adopt
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in its place is not always accessible to him. For one thing, it's just not
practical. After all, he's teaching two classes of twenty-two students
each, doing his own academic work, and trying to maintain some
modicum of a personal life at the same time. But perhaps even more
importantly, the nurturing role somehow fails to acknowledge all the
realities of teaching To teach is not just "to touch a life." Teaching also
means dealing with students who don't want to be there, and doing it
every day, despite the demands of one's own academic and emotional
lite In this respect, says Peter, using another of his telling metaphors,
being a IA is like "doing three different concerts at once, shuttling
between the stages
Caught up in the demands of the conflicting teacher roles available
to him, Peter finds himself in a classic Odemmaclassic because, in
one

sense, it mirrors the struggles of men and women negotiating
gender roles liow can he be both performer and caring nurturer' To
w hat extent should he be either' For Peter, assuming these roles without the chance to examine them critically has created enormous pressures perhaps the same pressures modern women and men face
w hen they determine to "have it all
The Reflective Practitioner

Although he does not describe himself as "hypersensitive," Mike
shares with Peter a so met mes obsessive self-consciousness about
teaching But whereas Peter's ruminations sometimes lack a refloctive
dimension, Mike is usually able to distance himself at least to some
extent

trom the anxieties he is feeling. One way he does this

is

through writing Mike is one of the few TAs in last year's group who
actually enjoyed keeping a teaching journal, and who has continued
the practice ot writing about his teaching on a semiregular basis
In the essay quoted at the beginning of this chapterthe one in
which he finds himself "staring blankly at the board, trying to figure
out what the teacher was supposed to say," Mike undertakes to anaIs
in some depth tho. e moments of fragmented consciousness that
he sometimes feels as a teacher. The particular moment he writes about

is one I remember from our conferences. At the timeabout three
weeks into the semesterhe had described it this way.
I had another one of those moments the other day when I was

teaching I hate talking I hate, hate, hate lecturing, you know But

I was very straightforward, said, "I'm gonna bore you to death

toda, 1 m gonna leiture Nis is, we're doing memos and you
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need to understand this stuff, I know I assigned the reading but
everybody's got questions and some people won't ask them so
here it is I tried to involve people in it, you know, ask questions
back and forth and have some of them feed me the information,
too But-mostly it was lecture And I had a moment where I was
up there talking, and I suddenly ... fell out of that persona nght
in midsentence And suddenly it just, sorta like almost an out-ofbody thing where I just saw the class, and I saw myself, and I saw
myself speaking and I stopped thinking of myself as a teacher .
It was like I dropped out of it and just became super aware of
myselt as a lecturer, as somebody talking, as somebody imparting
information, and there was also, part of it was somebody who
didn't really know what they were talking about, even though I
did I knew exactly what I was talking about. But I suddenly had

this tear that I didn't know what I was talking about, and I
thought, "My God I'm just gonna fnwe up here--I'm just gonna
go blank and lose my train ot thought and not be able to say
anything and not know where I'm going

When I read this transcript now, I am aware of the contrast between
the nervous, disiointed pace of this oral account of Mike's experience
and the slow, dream-like movement of the written version Of course,
the medium itself accounts for much of the difference We are always
dismayed, reading transcripts of our recorded conversations, to hear
ourselves sounding like Richard Nixon on the Watergate tapes. But it
isn't iust the medium that makes the difference here, as Mike himself
has observed By the time he comes to write about his experience, he
has taken a particular perspective on it, and that perspective leads him
to see it as part of a pattern in his teaching, one of a series of similar
moments when he confronts what he calls his "inadequacies as a
teacher." These moments occur most often, Mike says, when he is
lecturing-- "which I hate to do"-- and gets "tripped up" by a student
question or a mistake of some kind
For Mike, paradoxically, these painful moments in which he suddenly "wes himself" from a distance are connected to his inability to
''see himself as a teacher As he puts it:
I see the,e motrwrik now as a kind of gnyu'ing pain As I am trying to
told out who 1 ant as a teacher. I am forced to do co front the po,itton of
student. suite that is the t-losest thtng to a feather I hare previously
expolem-rif What this means. I think, ts that I am only able to make brief
forays into the teat her persona I have a mut h loser identity with the
.tudent,, and fin,: set% up a conflut in the tlassroom between nw-student
a 'id por teat her

As I read Mike's essay, an analysis of "self" and "other" in this conflict,
I am impressed with its level of psychological sophistication. In some
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ways, it deepens and extends Peter's metaphor of the TA sitting in the
doorway of the faculty meeting But again, as with Peter. I suspect that
there may be other factors to consider herefactors having to do with
how Mike conceives the role ot the writing teacher.

Teaching as a Pa*"

Act

Mike himself ainides to the role of 'the teacher when he writes about
trying to "create this per:ona in relation to society (or my perceptions of
society) and itc zlezcN tor pert eived twwo of teachers Since Mike didn't
pursue this subject in his essay, I can't be sure, but it sounds as it his
graduate reading in critical theory and cultural studies has sensitized

him to the part that ideology plays in anything having to do with
education
1 hat ideology is a factor in Mike's construction of the teacher persona cannot be denied. It permeates, in a subtle way, all our discussions ot the difference between "Business and Technical Writing" and

the first-year composition courses ihat he taught last year, but it
emerges directly only late in the semester, when Mike has begun to
think about plans for his second semester Composition II class At that
point, talking about a video he wants to show, a feminist critique of
M I- V, he says,

Yeah Yeah, I'm gonna show it in every class I teach Wry Elbowian

philosophs reaching is political My teaching is political I'm not
gonna he to myselt, I'm not gonna he to my students.. .1 want
them to know what my attitude toward the video is in the beginning
That's the part of the eduk anon that, seems to me that
thaf should be happening. it doesn't matter what class it s in, there
should he something, you'Ne always got dead time, I ,:n't have
every minute ot every lass planned and filled up with things that
need to be taught so that people will learn everything they need
to know about writing, you know, and Ed just as soon fill it with
+tuff that thel, need to know anyway

[he tact that Mike associates being "political" with Peter Flbowi
writer who has been criticized for not being political enough, might
strike some as surprising But there are reasons for that association that

I will return to presently ln the meantime, the passage is interesting
for a couple of other reasons. First, it makes lear that Mike's image of
the teacher includes a healthy dose of social responsibility; he believes
in giving students "stu ft they need to know" to critique their culture
Second, it suggests that this "stuff they need to know" is separate from

"everything they need to know about writing"--a distinction that
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imphes an image of "writing teacher" that appears to be ideologically
neutral
This distinction may help explain why Mike has so much trouble
assuming the teacher persona. If the "teacher" in Mike's mind is an
enthusiastically political animal, the "writing teacher," in comparison,
is a pale and bloodless creature. And it is "the writing teacher" whose
persona he assumes in his "Business and Technical Writing" class
Nowhere is the difference between these two roles more apparent
than in a midsemester interview when Mike expresses vague discomfort about the "Business and Technical Writing" course. It is already
the eighth week of class. but Mike feels that the class is still "pretty
nebulous," the way it was in the beginning. Although he's not quite
sure why this is so, Mike says,
It could he something to do with the matenal in fact I'm sure of
that, boy it I was teachinglooks like I'm teaching 102 net semester, whk.b I'm really happy about, and I'm getting all kinds of
great ideas

As he goes on to talk about his ideas for next semester's 102 course, in
this inters, sew and in the weeks that follow, I can hear a huge difference
in his le% el of enthusiasm Comp II is a course he is truly excited about,
but "Business and technical Writing"--well, that class lust feels "flatter

It hadn't alway s seemed flatter. Earlier in the semester Mike was
excited about teaching "Business and Technical Writing Because it is
a 200-levei course, taken by sophomores, lumors, and seniors as an
alternatme to 102, he thought the students might he more serious than
first-year students. I ie also telt more confident going into this course
than he had going into 101 last year 'I know a lot more about, or I feel
I know a lot more about "Business and Technical Writing," he said.
1 he first low weeks ot class were difficult, but by the sixth week,
Mike was "beginning to enjoy" teaching 209. Although his students
had not proven to be as serious as he had hoped some took advantage ot his being late once to leave without turning in paperstheir
writing was progressing nicely, and he found 209 assignments, where
"everything's broken up into nice little sections," much easier to grade
than 101 papers
From these kinds of comments, as well as others I have quoted in
previous hapters, I could see how Mike was conceiving this "Business
and let. hmcal Writing" class 1 hough the catalogue defines it broadly,
as a writing ourse "designed tor students interested in professional

Lareers," Mike saw it in a fairly limited way, as an opportunity for
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students to learn the "rules and formats" that govern the writing they
will do in their professions At the time, as I suggested earlier, I was
puzzled by Mike's attraction to this "rules and formats" approach. It
is not one we stress in our program, -and given Mike's reaction to what
he felt was the overly "structured" approach to writing advocated by
the 101 textbook, I would not have expected him to take such an
approach himself.
So I'm not surprised, here in Week 8, that Mike's enthusiasm for
teaching the "Business and technical Writing" course has waned But
I am surprised, given what I know of Mike, that his dissatisfaction
takes such "nebulous" form and that it leaves him feeling "on shaky
ground," stripped ot most of his earlier confidence.
I don't know anything about "Tech and Business Writing." that's

not me, that's not me, Tm not a "Tech and Business" writer
Fhere's a difference, you know, 1 mean when I'm in. when I'm
teaching 102, that's the kind ot writer I am I write that stuff, I
think that stuff, I'm interested in it, and I think of myself as that
kind of a writer With "-tech and Business- it's something that I can

do and that

I understand, but 1 m not a "Tech and Businessperson, somehms, it's a way otso maybe that's it, that, because
it's 20'4 1 teel like I'm more of an imposter than in 102 or 101

What, I wonder, accounts for this sudden shift in attitude? Is it really
as sudden as it appears' Later, Mike will say it's because the course
was new to him and that he will probably feel insecure with every new

course he teaches- -and he may be right But if that were the only
explanation, I would have expected him to be gaining confidence as
the semester progresses, not losing it 1 hat is what happened last year

in 101 Why isn't it happening here'
Actualk, I can imagine several answers to this question. One thing
1 notice when I go back to the transcripts is that by midterm, Mike is
starting to feel anxious about his own work 3s a graduate student. This
semester, It has turned out that nothing is due until the end of the term,
which has lett him relahveb, tree for the ft .st half of tht semester but

is beginning to worry him now. Plus, he's starting to think about
writing a thesis and applying tor iobs in the spring. With all this work
hanging over his head, he's feeling pressure, yr-t he's too "scattered"'
to do anything about it "I lust don't feel like a student this year," he
says "Am I burning out or something? What is this?"
the possibility that this anxiety about his student role could spill
o% et- and affect his teaching is something that has occurred to Mike,
and it is no doubt a factor in his newly expressed doubts about 209 But

there is something about his language in this Week 8 interview that
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suggests another pmblem, as well. Increasingly, Mike is feeling like an
"imposter" in his 209 class, and he's not sure why First he says"! don't
know anything about 'Tech and Business Writing But then he says,
"It's something that I can do and that I understand but I'm not a Tech
and Business person What does it mean to be a "Tech and Business
person"? And why does Mike now feel he's "not a 'Tech and Business'
writer" when at the beginning of the course he was feeling good
precisely because he had done this kind of writing'

Suspended Moments
One way to answer this question is to look again at those "suspended
moments" Nlike wrote about in his essay, the moments in which he
"falls out of the teacher persona" and worries that he'll freeze and go
blank What interests me as I read through our transcripts is how these
moments, so trighterung to a ninv teacher, contrast with another set of

moment; Mike doesn't bring up in the essay he writes later One
instance ot this contrasting experience occurs 1ust a week earlier than
the one he chose to write about On this occasion, Mike has been
talking about how it feels to teach "Business and Technical Writing,"
where he finds himself alternating between "moments of panic and
feeling like l'rn completek in control The control comes from feeling
more settled, "settled in that I know what I'm doing," he says, and it
manifests itself in sudden moments like these.
kers once in a while I get these moments. I hear myself up there

talking and I'll think to myself, "God, I know what I'm talking
ahout' I has e something to say here Fhis is, You know, I impress
selt sometimes and I ust get these moments where I sit hadk
and listen and go I ley, OK. I can do this, you know, this is good

When I ask Mike exactly what triggers these moments, he explains it
this way
When I m talking about it, instead of tz.king responsibilit for the
book and trying to teach them everything that's in the hook, Just
pulling the part, out that make sense to me or don't make sense
to me, then suddenly it's a blend, and there's a personal connecabout writing
tion there, with the things that I know and
myself And so suddenly I tap into that and l'rn going, you know,
from a natutal thing

Notice how closely this passage Nrallels the one quoted earlier Both

moments occur "suddenly" when Mike is "up there talking", both
e a separation of consciousness, in which he either sees or hears
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himself; both occur at moments when he "knows what he's talking
about" and is "making sense" of the material. And yet one is described
as a moment of "terrible fear" while the other is clearly a moment of
pnde. What accounts for the difference7
Again, Mike's language may be the key here. For him, as I reported

in the last chapter, teaching feels best when it is "natural," when it
makes sense to nw," "has a personal connection," and draws on
"things I know and feel about writing myself." In the first instance, he
may have known what he was talking about, but as he acknowledges
at the time, he hasn't known it long
I'm in the process of discovering this information half a step ahead
of them I'm appropriating the language in that book I think that's
in a sense
that's what teaching is, is being able to appropriate
all these different languages You know we talked about that ac a demur community in the [teaching seminar], when we were talking about Rose [I or: on the Boundary/ and everything" Arid it's
being skilled not only in learning a language, being welcomed into
aiadenna and academic language, but for me this teaching thing,
with the textbooks answay, and certainly with different subted
matter Because I understand writing personally. It I has e to do
any ot the writing that I need, that I has e assigned in any of my
, lasses, I am capable of doing lit) But I am not versed in the
language and the concepts and the way of thinking about it that
these textbooks are, so I m sort of appropriating that language.,
'cause that-% what I'm asking them to read, and then I'm tr mg to
make that mesh with what I understand about writing, hut it's not
a perfect fit because I'm only, I'm only ciiming across it maybe
three or four das ahead of them, you know ' I'm staving ahead of
the lass, I haven't read the whole book ,et, and o I'm reading it,
and then I'm taking notes and then I'm organizing those notes into
lecture notes that I m giving them But you know aS I'm going
.ilting it's like a word, a key phrase, or a concept that I has en't
th,tught of before., that is absolutely brand new, according to the
book, that sort ni makes me feel this distance suddenly between
es hat I ni
ing and what I under-tand or feel.

Mike's analysis here is interesting for several reasoms For one. thing, tt

res eats how nev, wntmg teachers, lust like their undergraduate students, "appropriate all these different languages" when they enter an
adernic community Fven as Mike describes this phenomenon, his
use of the word "appropriated" demonstrates what he has appropriated from the teaching seminar At the came time, Mike's language also
reminds us how strong the presumption is, even in a writing class, that
the teacher's role is to lecture, and what powerful pressure the rhetoric
textbook may exert on new teachers of writing
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The Teacher in the Text
Actually, I suspect that all these issues are tied in together. For the
teacher In Mike's mind, it isn't enough to understand writing personails", one must be prepared to talk about it authoritatively in the language provided by the academic community. But since the new teacher

is not yet a full-fledged member ot that community, he or she must
appropnate that language from the text.
Unfortunately, this act of appropriation doesn't come easily. Paradoxically, when Mike himself tries to do it, to appropriate the language

of the 2N text. he stops thinking of himself as a teacher and sees
himself instead "as a lecturer, as somebody talking, as somebody imparting information This is exactly the way he felt through most of
101 last ,.ear, and why that whole experience was so frustrating for
him
In his first semester of teaching 101. Mike says, somehow "every-

thing was contained lin) that textbook." In fact, it was "the implied
philosophy of that textbook and the invisible authors of that textbook
who were the real teachers in ms. mind who knew this stuff and I
didn't I lo goes on to say,
the only thing I ,ould do at that point wasyou lust don't feel
that you ,-an rely on yourself, so New hace to rely on the hook,
even though you always said you'd nexer do that, you know I
hate teachers who iust follow the hook' "Why am I in class' 1
then I sort of disguised it I'd read the
Lould do this at home'"
x4k and try to put it into m own terms I had lecture notes and
I guess I sorta saw myself as mahe a proofreader
cc cry thing
something hut
arid an of:tor and mil, he a little hit ot a Loa, h icr
not re..a, a tea, her. ..aust. I didn t think I iu;d teach that stuft,

data t know it, in the same csa that the. p,..ople. who, wrote the
hook knew it

Although he s a little appalled at having fallen into this trap. Mike
thinks he understands how it happened
I think that s how it's presented to us in classes I mean, you're
taking a la,,s in anthropologc. it's probably the only class you'll
and here's the hook tor ;he ours(' on this,
in anthropology
and when you're done.
and this is all the. knowledge there is
with that lass then yim re done with that information and rent
know how to do whatecer it is you teaok that course to do, theoe always thought about it I
retically I mean that's the way
sub, onsciously ,11, when I looked at the te.kthisek, espy
lath; since I didn't think I knew how to teat h writing at all, it was
Well, this must he, ec erything must he in here, so if I give

1
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them this, then

they will know how to wnte and it's not mv
fault if It doesn't work " I was very removed from that whole
.

process. I was an intermediary. I wasn't a teacher really.

Fortunately, though, something that happened toward the end of the
first semester released Mike from his dependence on the text. As he
was teaching a lesson on descriptive languagethe lesson that I men-

tioned in an earlier chapter"something just clicked" and he found
himself teaching from what made sense "personally," as opposed to
what made sense "logically." As he puts it:
Come of the ideas I had about writing were lust as applicable and

were often lust saving the same thing the book said but in a
different way, and that began to make It a little more meaningful
I sort of understood what I was doing at that point instead of lust
assuming that by following the book it would make sense

Buoyed by that experience at the end of 101. Mike began to gain
confidence in his own expertise. In 102 second semester, he was able
to get away from the text and to draw on his own resources to teach

what he knew about writingan experience that accounts for the
eagerness with which he anticipates teaching 102 next semester
In the meantime, though, in 209, Mike's relationship with the text is

more ambivalent Although he thinks he is no longer intimidated by
the text ("Boy, I don't do that stuft anymore') 1 am sometimes surprised at how easily he deters to its authority. In the section on writing
memos, for instance, Mike requires iis students to follow the text's
"rules" for appropriate memo format because the form seems "logical"
and consistent with what he knows about information theory. But at
the came time, he admits that the structure is not something he himself

teels comtortable with, and when he considers using that format to
ss rite up his own assignment sheets, he quickly abandons the idea.
Still, 1 suspect there 1, a difference between the way Mike used the

text in the hrst semester, and the way he regards it now In 101, he
didn't es en trv to connect with the text, he simply deterred to it Now
in 20,4, he does try to understand it, to make its language his own
mes
1 throw that stuff out I can't teach something that
lion't believe, you krulw
But el.ers thing that I give them I

mean, I understand, makes sense to me. I guess that's what I do as
m reading the whole thing I'm reading along and, you know. I'm

studying it. before I'm thinking about teaching it I'm learning it,
m trv mg to tigure out what It is and put it together with things
that I know Oh yeah, that makes cense, that makes sense, that
makes cense, 1 ome a& ross sonwthing that doesn't make seivw and

I have to think about it, and I sorta go into this little teat her mode
and s is "Well w hat would I do with this' you know, "I can t
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understand this,' you know Then I go back into reading it and
sort of try and assimilate it somehow

To some extent, as Mike acknowledges, his ability to claim expertise. to move away from the sources of authority he has habitually
deferred to, is a tunction of experience and the confidence it confers.

But as I listen to Mike talk about his teaching, I again suspect that there
ts more to it than that As he attends to his teaching. Mike develops
specific strategies that give him access to his own expertise. In some
cases, as with the memos, these strategies involve applying what he
has learned from the expertsin this case, the text he is using and the
course in learning theory he once took But his most successful teaching moments come about when he has made "personal connectiorts."!
.
And suddenly I'll have an idea that makes tremendous sense
And then I'm so excited by the idea and I'm so Immersed in what
that would he and what I could learn from it and what everybody
could learn from it. that it's lust a matter of presenting that. I'm
not teak lung anyI'm not thinking of myself, "OK, how do I teach
this paper" it's like I got this great idea, look at this great idea
And that's the hest part of it, is coming across one of those
ideas and it lust flowing naturally from that, there's no other way
to do it, I mean, here's this idea and the only way to get it across
Is to do it this way and then let people do things, run with it, you
know, and do whateker they want, and }List sort of sit back and
guide and nudge or whatever along the way And that. then I'm
conscious otGxi, this is what teak.hing is, this is what I want to
he doing all the time!

In moments like these, it ts easy to share Mike's excitement. But It is
also worth noting that even as he describes this transcendent experience a moment in which he know, intuitively "what teaching is"he
is simultaneously disavowing, vet again, the role of teacher. "I'm not
tea, hing any --- he starts to blurt out then even he notices the contra-

dation
Embracing Contraries

limber in this sek non, in the context ot Mike's remarks about the
politk al nature ot teaching. I noted that his allusion to l'eter Elbow
might strike some as surprising. After all. Elbow has been criticized by
David Bartholomae and others for giving insufficient attention to the

political and ideological implications ot what it means to teach writing But there is another sense in which Elbow has given his attention
to political issues, and that is in the context of individual empower-

11s
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rnent. In Embracing Contraries (1986), Elbow writes about the power
dynamic of the classroom, the pressures created on both student and
teacher by the complex and often contradictory roles we feel ourselves
compelkd to play. In Mike's case, Elbow has helped turn understand
that he cannot abandon his own political nature when he takes on the
teacher persona .ro foist his political beliefs on his students would be
unethical But to pretend that he is not a person with strong political

behets would only force his ideology underground, where it might
color his teaching in dangerous ways Instead, he must acknowledge
both these roles, embrace them, and be clear to both himself and his
students about when and how he moves from one to the othr. r
In the same waV, M.ke seems to have learned that he must both
inhabit and disavow the role of teacher. lie may feel uncomfortable

ay,uming the writing teacher',3 role, appropriating the writing text's
language, but as a new teacher he needs a vocabulary to talk about
what he knows, and there is simply no other way to develop it. Still, I
find myselt wanting to warn Mike. There may be other dangers in
assuming too readily a role so encumbered with negative images
teacher as lecturer, teacher as imparter ot information, teacher as enforcer ot rules lt we step into that role unaware, we may lose what is
best in our teaching And unless we occasionally forget who's "supposed to be the teacher," we may miss the delights that come from
learning along with our students

Closet Philosopher

I have already spoken in chapter 2 ot Meredith's reluctance to see
hersell as an Frighsh teacher And, indeed, much of her reluctance, it
setITIS,
theoreticalor to use her term, philosophical. Because she
teels herself at odds with much that she sees around her, including her
colleagues. the It/1 text, the curriculum, and the general "worldview"
ot the university, Meredith is beginning to think she max' be in the
wrong held entirely As she puts it
I slon t krs w, ni.wk, I'm not a tea, her of writing I mean, I don't
when I hear other people teaching, like I ee Kilmer (another TA1
teache% with the door open, and I told 10, I said, "I listen to her

teach and I think. 'My God, I don't teach like that' Ilaughs)
hope that's not what I'm silppimed to he doing heLause--I don't
knin%

What teaching -like that" entails, Meredith doesn't explain here, but
other ( omments give a clue to what she is resisting At one point,
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play trig devil's advocate, I ask her how she would respond if a colleague in another field questioned the value of the personal writing
that she assigns. Almost immediately she is on the defensive:
I'm gonna try and teach some grammar, but thatI rebel against
that too, it's like, "Why should we spend the whole time teaching
grammar)" What really are we, that's what I don't know. So I
don't know, I mean I don't know how I would answer that person.
Id say "OK, you tell me what a teacher of composition is How do
sou krutw what it is if you're a biology teacher, how are you so
sure that you know.'" I mean what would he say, what would they

say" That we're supposed to teachwhat do they think we're
supposed to teach"

( leads:, Meredith has an idea of what she's "supposed to teach She's
supposed to teach "grammar"---a term she uses broadly to include not
only the usual conglomeration of prescriptive usage and sentence

structure, but also matters of style and form "Well 1 don't want to

teach grammar," she says "I don't want to be a grammar teacher." And
besides, she asks, why should we have to teach it) Why haven't they
learned that before'

It's ironic, of course, that Meredith should express her rebellion
against teaching grammar in the same terms that others use to assign
it to English teachers "Why should we have to teach grammar, why

ha\ en't they learned that before:" From the way she talks about
"grammar here and elsewhere, though, it's clear that this is not the
major issue for her. The major issue, rather, is a political one. It has to

do "not with writing but with writing about wItat"--and with who has
the power to decide what we in ITnglish teach

1 his is not the first time Meredith has brought up these thorny
political issues In our second interview, she was already speculating
about the purpose of 101
We say 1)2 is writing trom sources, so what does that make It/l"
`-houldn't it isn't it really the case that 102 is academic writing.

and 11.11 is, that we're lust sort of plas mg around until we have to

make them do 102 because 102 is like athere's all this pilaw,
ins ols ed that we're supposed to be teal hing people how to write
I mean, that's what I conceive that 102 is
Ither courses
t s so we re making them write this way because they have to
know how to write ID other classes I want to say "to hell with
other (10.,;e:.: I mean, what about us' Don't we have our own
thing to do' I me.m, is there anything that we have, are we lust a
or something tor et errhodt, eke I mean, is writing lust a
tttilitarian thiug

a
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The notion that writing is "just a utilitarian thing," that it's a "tool for
the rest of the university" that eventually "gets tied back up to the job
thing" is what Meredith really rebels against And since this seems to
be "the way the whole university system is geared now anyway," it's
no wonder that she doesn t really see herself as an English teacher but.
rather as a "closet priest' or a "closet philosopher"one who ts "just
using this (teaching English] as a facade
What Meredith calls her "priest problem" her "theological thing"
ma V have various levels ot meaning On the one hand, she seems half
serious about wanting to be a priest A converted Catholic, she tells me
at one point that she would be 'off in a minute" if the church changed

its views on women in the priesthoodthough later she says she
dicint really mean it Elsewhere, the priest in Meredith seems to get
blurred with the psychotherapist Aware that her personal assignments might seem "weird" to outsiders, she find in the textbook at one
point J "nice sate assignment" to use It's a "standard textbook assign-

ment." she says, "and nobody can sav you're making them, you're
being a psyc hoanakst or a priest or anything [laughs(
As tor her -closet philosopher" role---well, that may have arious
meanings as well One instance in w hich she seems to assume this role
is when she talks about her resistance to teaching traditional argument, a mode she is quite familiar with by irtue of her academic
training l'art ot that resistance derives from the frustration she feels at

trying to teach, in just onc paper, "the science of argument"something she sees as a -whole thing in itself Rut there's more to it than
that Atter all, she SAN s. I don't want to teach logic That's why I'm not
in ['hilt ,sophy
Hut perhaps Meredith's resistance to argument goes beyond impe with tormal logic. At one point, referring to a conversatum we
had last \ ear, she says,
m s,wing that I m apolitical that's really impossible. Nou Lan't
aIts aNs have to have some kind of politics 'so, it
are Mout something then I'm gonna want to make an argument

tor It
that

rn not ti
unargumentatn, e, I guess Rut maybe
+olTIC thing about lust being that w at,. tor the sake of being
`, or s +met fling that gets mt- --I don t know hoW to teac-h

that without feeling like I'm encouragmg this combato.e
int:m.11ot. or-

I h vs that make sense'

nother time. defending her own 'eNpressivist" lewpoint against
h pot H.' t t tI

riticisrns from those who advocate tea( hing "academic
ourse. Meredith talk, about teeling uneasl, with the whole notion
ot persuasion
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What I have the problem with is the manipulation end of it, that
what I think people art 'king about is writing to make a point or
writing to prove that blahhlabillah and so you should believe
blahblahblah because-1 mean that's what I hear corning from the
other side

What bothers her more, however, is another suspicion she hasthe
suspicion that "there's some underlying worldview underneath this
fpro-argumenti side That, she says, is what disturbs hcr most about
teaching argument "And that's where I want to say, 'Where does the
nature of the thing itself dictate that I take a certain worldview""
W'hen I ask Meredith how she would describe that worldview as
different from her own, she responds,
Wen, I think it's ers --male- is what I was gonna say I mean,

that was right on the tip ot my tongue. hut I didn't put that
through the filter But I mean this objectieI mean when ou
said proof I suddenk thought 'Oh, you mean objechse proof,
what counts as proof Beliefs and feelings and these things don't
count as proof, what we want is reason, we want a structured
argument, we want premise, prumise. premise conclusion, like .
in logic dd.'s, and that s a ver),, ma), he not lust male but that, that
assumes certain things about the world, that knowledge is only
ot
gamed. the only knowledge that counts is this cerebral b,
/nes that make sense" I mean, I think that's what gets
me mad about this argument, because I teel like there's something
unsaid on the other, there's something at work under there that's
being
k now ledge

What downplayed Covered up' Although Meredith doesn't finish her sentence. I think I understand what she's getting at Here, then,
is another perception that alienates Meredith trom seeing herself as an
English teacher Not only is she expected to teach academic discourse,
but there is "something unsaid," "something at work" in the conventions ot that discourse that is at odds with her own worldview. 'The tact
that she sees this something as "very nide' is significant, I think ---as
is the tact that this perception slips "through the filter" she normally
has in place
Teaching as a Woman

What Meredith means when she talks about putting things through
"the titter" is that she is otten careful to st wen w hat she says in
public or at least she has been in the past Re( ently, she's found
herself being Mort' open, with her students, with me, with evervi
In one 411 our earliest interviews, she talks about what this 'feels like
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I guess my fear now probably is of babblingbecause I used to be
so nervous that I would write everything down exactly and have
it all planned out and be very formal and have it very set, but now
that I've started to feel more comfortable, more relaxed, I'm capable now of standing up and babbling llaughsl

The new openness Meredith is experiencing here seems to have come
about for a number of reasons. For one thing, she's no longer a rookie.
The mere fact that she has taught for a while now may be helping her
to relax For another, she's finding the style of teaching m the English
department more to her liking than the purely lecture mode she's used
to. But the main reason Meredith is speaking her mind these days may
have more to do with her personal lifeand with her growing awareness of the part gender plays in her teaching.
I have already quoted trom an interview in which Meredith speaks

about writing as a childthe sent._ ma( she would "get in trouble"
w ith teachers it she wrote personal things for school, and her determination not to do to her students what was done to her by those teachers Although she doesn't, in this instance, describe "what was done to
me" in terms ot gender (perhaps the hlter is in place), I sense that this
ma% be at least part ot what is on her mind

As it happens, the particular interview in tvhit.h these remarks
o.ccur has overlapped with the tail end of nw interview with Keith
hen Meredith arrives, Keith has lust raised the question of how
gender affects teaching, and sint e we are nearly finished, I ask
Meredith to tome in and loin us This is how the conversation prot vett-,

We wen, lust talking about whether ineniou and 1 haie
talked abt tut this, Its,

h't hi' a man gt't s mitre. has mitre
kind ,it a iii intatik setyse iii i.ontrol t ii authorai, in the dassroont
titan a woman has and whether silt. makes a ditteren,
1ftaidiiii Ito heath Aren t Ow\ mow momidatt.d
coo than fit,

Yeah well we I was itist saving I d
rninimi/i. that hei Aust. I Ss
..-otoething other than that

tlerribtft

Ilk('

you should ow it to tour

to find ways to

(-Teti I get to be based
n adv antage

A tvw moments later, Keith returns to this subject
Kroh nut s interesting though, she sat, s Lse it to %our advan
rage

Meredith Well yeah, bet ause I have to work hard to get them to

(inaudible] that you lust hair hi %utile of walking into the
dassroom I mean
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Krith But then, if I were your student, iust imagining myself, there
would be qualities that you have that I as a teacher don't hat e,
I mean, your sof t-spoken presence

Meredith That's good'
Keith For me, it would be, it would be YerY --disarming
Meredith It would throw you ott guard'
keith Well it would take a lot ot the tension out of the class

What is apparent here is that both Keith and Meredith see disadvantages in the way gender constructs their relationships with their stuhave more to say about Keith's view of this in a bit. For now,
dents
ifs interesting just to look at the language they both use unconsciously

here "It's disarming." "It would throw you off guard." For Meredith,
who is always "on guard," the classroom can he a dangerous place---a
place where students and teachers "intimidate" each other and where
male teachers usc gender and %Lee "to their advantage." ( ;iven who
she is, though, Meredith is unlikely to reap such advantages. And she
scoffs at Keith's suggestion that a "soft-spoken presence" might have
some advantages of its ow n
When Keith leaves, Meredith and I don't pursue this topic dines tb,

vet it times up almost imnwdiately in another contest When I ask
Meredith what Is going on in her lasses, she otters an update on a
story she had told me earlier One of her students, a somewhat bellig-

erent male who had challenged her when she gave him an F on a
paper, has "suddenly become very diligent, actually wrote some good
papers, and his whole attitude has changed When I ask her it she
takes credit tor this, she replies
Well. I m sort ot in shock he, a use I stood up- what I thought I
w as doing was standing up for myself, I didn t really think it had
any Ihing to do with, with making him work harder. I really didn't
k are at that point whether he worked harder of not, all I cared
about was It he wt,uild just k'dle me alone and stop uniuudatiog
I didn't (-Ted it to affect his work, I thought ht.'
me I mean
would lust do what he had to do to get by so I'm kind ot in shot k
Irs like standing up tor yourself (hasl unexpet ted benefits
llaughs1

As slit- says this, her pleasure is evident and it reminds me of her sense

ot pride in telling me the VCR story A connection between "standing
up for myself" and succeeding as a teat her is something she would
nec er have es pected, but once it happens, it seems to open the way for
further revelations fiy the end of the semester, Meredith can say,
It's like there \ this private world in my head, and there's this
world out there and thil used to he totally distonnected They
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seem to be sort of coming together And that applies to everything,

other areas of my life Well, you know that. Teaching gets into
et ervthing

At this point, It sounds as it Meredith has found her voice as a
teacher And having found her own voice, she' is more than ever
committed to helping her students find theirsespecially her women
students Near the end of the semester, commenting on how she has
changed as a teacher since she began, she comments.
And that's another thing I've noticed that's very interesting this

time, is that I seem to be concentrating more on women students,
and I think the reason e. being aware
that there had been this
research done, that et en female teachers would call on male students and use male students' names more than female students'
And that really bothered me I thought, "Well do do that" I
guess because I immediately felt guilty like I probably do do that
And I would go hack and forth, there would be some days
vt hen, I can remember a couple of day, when I iust made all the
women talk (laughs], but then I realized that with the papers that
female students seemed to he writing better papers this year, and

that mat be I was doing somethingthis was in the afternoon

class though I mean you net er know what causes what, hut, but
I wondered it maybe I was acting on that somehow, that I was
getting these better [inaudible) from the female students I went
ott on a diftervnt tangent, didn't P

Now, with the perfect' vision of hindsight, I can see where this
tangent is leading Meredith Within months she will decide to leave
the graduate program in English, in search of a life, a career more
t ompatible with her "worldview Still, I don't think this move awav
from our program is a move backward for Meredith In fact, I tend to
see her new mentonng interest in her women students as a -tangent"
onit in the sense that all her most productit e mot es as a teacher have

been "tangential---that is. diverging from an original purpose or
Ourse In her caw, the "original course" might have been the traditional writing clAITSC, ss ith its emphasis on grammar and form Or it
might have been the original course ot her teaching career, in which

the let tore was her predominant teaching mode In each ot these
installers, to see herself as a teacher, Meredith first had to dissoc late
herself from one Image teacher as grammarian, teacher as lec turer,
teacher as male-- before she could construct another that felt compat
ible with her worlds iew I he fact that she eventually chose not to

porsue this Lonstruction prolect probably sat s less about her as a
teat her than it may about the rest ot us To what extent hat
compromised our worlds tews, I wonder, to see ourselves as teachers'
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More Conflicting Images
Although Meredith herself seems reluctant to define herself as teacher,
Keith sees in her the teat. her he would like to be Or at least part of that
teacher Actually, Keith, like Peter, seems to hold in his mind several
ditterent images of the teacher, and these images are not always easy
to reconcile

T he teacher that Keith admires in Meredith is the "soft-spoken

presence"' he comments on in the conversation quoted above. For him,
this presence is definitely female, and in that respect it is harder to
access than another image that he sees embodied--literally-- in his
tavorite teat-her from undergraduate school. Rosco Thorp In the re-

tk.ctive essay he wrote for last Year's teaching seminar, Keith deM.

rifled -Thorp's powerful presence this way

the respect of students because of
IT any teacher ez.er Lammanded
rhysi, al piesethe alalie. it tea-; Rost o Ire was a huge man But the
lide of hi. phlish al presewe u,as not based only on sheer .:ize and
balk After all. many men are tug Rut R,st o was beyond big I very in, h
looked
,q the man eluded it rength and tenacity And he quite
"wan Kos: a 'food abimt WC" and weighed an even .3011 pounds HIS
e he had lost a les: during World War II But
it t'Wht Was .14 rprtspt
with one leg he was mime of a man phvq, ally than rnimi MC11 Wile
hall NCO LW. }ears o, louts; inn, hes had thh-kened ;tic furry ann, tit the
al a rwrmal man les:, I IN hand. lit sked hAr huge Lalloused paws
thirk, let black heard,
t, bald head stoM out in ,-antrast to hi
fN a re7e riNue .ilver hairs Dark ryes leamed out of his & rtiiNti.
!al r taken a. a whole his demeanor tiyis one that prompted

:Oa, the MIN man 1.1e reer seen who
ma-a ni,m to get ,mt , P in. wav
there. a path
;.nitt alk 111,411.0i a den.cly rowded bar a. it no one were

,Iteit tor httn a. it nura, uloulu

motrd through irowds

filt.'1101 the Red --;ea
Rosi . method on the first dau ,onsisted at lumbering slowly into the
of the
, ha room an his ,rutclros sittim,: down 0/1 the desk at the front
room ,Pld silenth/ s, iMcfMy: the int madated hi, e- Atter a fete minutes he
ort 0 solort and only then would he hrVI.1 ti, all roll in his deep
period he ti4nild begin to talk abut
e Ytorthi into the t
re,,niant
rt,CM,
'nets tin Irterat u re .0111 ;And,/ usually read a few of his Will
II,. ryes would twinkle and a smile n'ould rephh e his usual ,t-incl as he
deep
draniathaRy Nkmusl out t arl .saridbuN or I truly nic A 171,011 M

srlpht, ere at*

terwr fiiit
Es'

hhOse

,<Itiurse the soft heart under the ton0

me erer taro that this was kostt,, t lass Ile was the
dais t like tht. arr.:license/it were free to drop

lthough he sees himselt as no matt h tor Rosco ph walk, Keith
would At 5' 0- and
I lint", 1 loser to tilting this image that most ot us

2Jin pounds, w ith the build of a veteran bodybuilder, Keith knows he
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has a commanding presence in the classroom. Aod, as Meredith suggests, he is willing to use it to his advantage when he has to. But he has
also been aware, even from the begnning, that his physical presence
can be a disadvantage. For one thing, it suggests a "tough guy" image

that lust doesn't suit his style In the story he tells of his first day of
teaching the story from which the above passage is quotedKeith
reveals what happens when his attempt to imitate his hero, Rosco
Thorp, falls through.
z,erything was workmg I looked tough I sounded tough And then
I began to elplain my philosophy of teaching. slit h as it was As I talked
about the uvrkshop corwept and the Importance of revision, I began to
look slosely at my students faces for the first time In their faces I saw
Ow fates of frzends and people I knew A few of the guys in the class
reminded me of some of the high schivl students that I had coached in
lining over the years They looked like such a nue bunch of people I
:lamed so mut h to lust sit and chat and get to know them. but what

about bring tough' The Lharade was becoming harder and harder to
maintain And then something slipped through the ved -Don't think of
me as a tra, her.- I said -Think of me as a coacha wnting coach
That did it Ref,,re I had any idea what I was doing, I undid everything I had worked so hard to a.Lomplish trait the big first impression I
ontinued rambling on, talking abimt how I tared deeply about the

p riwg ?<Ns of each and every student. alvut how they Lould all feel free to
all me at home at anytime, about how I hoped we could all get to know

ea, h other and have a good time in , lass during the semester My God' I
u-as being nice I was hemg-- myself.

What is interesting about the story Keith tells here is how neatly it's
all tied up As the class goes on, om. of the stuL 1 ents addresses him as
..stlash". and he likes the sound
oa, h '
st udent would have ever alled Roso Thorp oat h I was
.1byked I t, as disappointed Rut then I realized that I liked the sound of
that t die oa, h And the students liked the sound of it too, as many of
them qui, kly began using the title when addressmg me
when I !litany di.missed
lass on that first day, I felt ,00ti What
seemed at first like a failure Was really no failure at all I had made the
nil-fake of believing that I had to build some sort of 4 laSsr0Onl persona to
hide behind and I had rmideled this persona on Ron o Thorp, a person
Pt! 14,h drfterent from the real me I dist overed that I didn't have a
(lassr,vm full of m herning. du'si5' twj t udent s who tvere
tO 11,14 rp
my authority and make me look like a fool My students were real people
with real problems, real feelings, and real tears &lost of thew were
probably as nenrsm, about that first day of unOsh 101 as I was More
importantly I was reminded of something I should have been Well au,are
ot
an t n'ear a hat that doesn't fit In other wordk, if I can't he me in
thr la..,nlign then 1 in &heating kith myself and my students In spar ,!t.
all nil, en,trt, to he4.4mowe I was mit I still managed to be mm1'41' I still
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managed to show my student the genuine Keith Williams on that fir5t
day We went on to have a fun semester We got to know mil other very
I
well I even got some (As from students at odd hours of the night
importantly,
they
became
wouldn't have had it any other way Most

better writers and I became a better teacher, all because my real self was
able to shine through
Rosco Thorp was a vital influent-eon my life He is also a good friend
Without his tutelage, I wimld probably have never considered a career in
teaching But I discovered on that first day that I tan't walk forever in
and I am
his shadow. always following in his footsteps Rosco is Rosco

Me And Me is all I ever have to be

Rereading Keith's essay a full year later, I note with interest the
essentiahst concept of self in this narrative"the genuine Keith Williams." "my real self," "the rrml me." But by the time I become aware
ot that language, Keith himself has already moved away from it He Is
also mo% ing away from the image of teacher as coach that he had
seized on back then. One way to see the change in his thinking is to
look at his metaphor of the hat. In the narrative, the lesson is simple
"I can't wear a hat that doesn't fit By the following fall, however, the
matter of the hats has become a little more complex. Referring to a
student in one of his classes, whom he has had to speak to rather
sharply. Keith observesShe lust needed somebody to put their foot down once, which I
did, and she respected that hut I didn't like having to do it, I didn't
think it was something I should have to do. I guess I realize if
you're gonna be a teacher now and then you're gonna have to put
on a different hat and be nasty, hut I didn't like having to do it I
telt. -flow dare you ask me to put this hat on" Rut it was all right
atter that

While before Keith seemed to be looking for an all-purpose hat to wear

day and night, he's now acquiring a wardrobe of hats he can slip on
and ott as needed The coach's hat is one ot these, but it's clearly not
appropriate for all otcasions
The Coaching Model

It was in the beginning that the coaching hat was most appropriate for
and I wanted some sort of
Keith T hen, he says "I knew nothing

model or guide I could follow and that's the only one I had any

experience with The coaching model, which Keith sees as basically
"a way ot dealing with students" seemed perfect
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because the coach is somebody who. I mean, when I wrestled I still
sometimes wonder what it was that kept me at it in the beginning,
because I didn't like it, it was hard work, and the coach always

keeps You motivated somehow to show up, practice, and put
es eri, thing you've got into it while you're there And sometimes I
think that's all a writing teacher can do at times, if you assume
that the best wav to become a better writer ts first of all to write

In addition to the motivating factor, the coach has other strengths as

well When I ask it there are "techniques" that the coach taught him
tot), Keith responds,

Yeah Yeah. And I always--and there is one person who I always,
when I think of a coach I think of h,m And the teaching was
minimal We'd be taught a very little, and then we would practice
It over and oser and over again
I don't know to what extent I
follow It When I do show, teach a technique, it doesn't seem so
much I'm teaching It hut I'm showing it, as an example of what
they can do, or what you, or -here's something you can try to liven

up your writing a little bit.- I had a teacher in [undergraduate

sihooll who did that, and she used that Baker textbook, and looking at It now, it's a rather traditional textbook, but she would sort
of, she would point out ways to make our, use more complex
sentences, and it didn't seem like she was up there lecturing on
grammar rules It was like she was showing us something she
wanted us to try, just to give it a try to see how we liked it And I
learned a lot from that, but I don't think I learned because she was
teaching nie but because she showed it to me in an interesting way
and then I started practicing.

interesting here is the distinction Keith draws between "teaching" and
"showing
ike the distinction between showing and telling that we
are all tamiliar with, this is clearly a distinction that privileges the
showing By implication, it reduces teaching to "lecturing on grammar
rules' -something that should clearly be kept to a minimum.
l'or me, to he a coach is to he someone who gives a little hit of
teak hing but a lot ot support It's brief intense periods where
i,ou're teaching things. but the rest ot the time you're pushing the
student out onto the w restling mat or the held ot whatever to take
what he or she has learned and put it into practice, and then
t orryc ting where nts.essarv

At the same time he finds the coaching metaphor attractive, though,
Keith conk edes that it has its limitations For one thing, thinking of
himsell as "more ot a friend, a coach, than a teacher" has made it
difficult when the time comes to give low grades. And for another, the
coaching model doesn't fit every class equally well. 'the "Business and
lechnical Writing" t lass he',, teaching this semester "requires more
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teaching than Comp I," he says, by which he seems to mean that it
requires "taking some material and presenting it to the dass."
Another limitation of the coaching model is other people's reactions

to it. Keith knows that not everyone has such a positive view of

coaches as he does Some of Keith's students---especially the women
seem to bristle when he uses sports metaphors, and one of his fellow
male I As "doesn't like it at all." Keith understands these reactions.
"Some people might have a negative view of what a coach is," he says,
and others might teel excluded because they have no familiarity with
waches The notion that he himself might have some of these same
negative reactions is not one that occurs to Keith, though it does occur

to me as I read our transcripts --and especially as I listen to him talk
w ith Meredith
My first sense that there is more communicated in the coaching
metaphor than Keith himself is aware of occurs in One of our earlier
conversations, the one in which Keith remarks on the difficulty of
giving low grades while acting as "a friend, a coach Encouraging him
to pursue his analogy, I ask if there is anything coaches do that is
equivalent to giving low grades, and he tells me about a time he got
suspended from a wrestling tournament because he lost his temper
when he allowed himself to be pinned by an opponent who was in
better shape When I suggest that this sounds more like a disciplinary
measure than an actual grading situation, he agrees
leah, that's true It seems like a cuat h more, the bad grades come

mu in serhal fashion. Thu lust 1 don't remember many coaches
l's e had or Use wen, who wmphment as much as they criticize
Nou build up for a big event of some kind and all you hear is
negatise stutt about how badly you've been practicing, and how
sou better get sour mind on 14 hat you're doing, and things that
make sou hut in a way that it's not so negative that you give up,

MI work harder 11-ien alter the es ent you hear all these positive
things, how 'You worked really hard for this," and "I'm proud of
you- and all that

Although Keith apparently sees nothing negative in his characterizahon of the coach here, I sense a certain poignancy in his voice
when he admits, "I don't remember many coaches I've had or I've
seen, who compliment as much as they criticize If this is indeed the
case, then it's easy to see why not everyone would feel positive about
the i oaching model, and why Keith himself might feel some unacknow kdged dissatistaction with it
It is not until the conversations with Meredith, however, that Keith

begins to explore that dissatisfaction Or perhaps this is the wrong
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language. For Keith doesn't so much express dissatisfaction with the
coaching model as express interest in others. Just as he still dons the
Rosco Thorp hat for those occasions when he needs to "put his foot
down" with certain students, he's still fairly comfortable wearing the
coach's hat. He just senses a need to add others to his wardrobe.
Teaching as a Man

I've already mentioned the occasion on which Keith and Meredith
began their conversation about gender roles and teaching. It was one
of those happy accidents that generate food for thought on all sides.
For Keith, though, these conversations seemed to hold special import.
It was he who suggested that we all meet together and continue the
conversation over the following two weeks. And it was he who would
say, at the end of the semester.
I moved the interviews especially with Meredith because it was
like point/counterpoint sometimes. We seemed to understand
ea.-h other, hut it's almost like a mutual admiration We admire in
each other the things we don't see in ourwlves.

What Keith seems to see in Meredith, and in certain women teachers
he has had, Is a nurturing persona--not a mothering one, he is quick

to saybut

a teacher that, it r.ou don't feel like participating, if you're intimidated by other students as I often was when I was a kid, you get
a tea:her who somehow, it's not exactly a mothering instinct, but
lust such a nice gentle way ot drawing you out and making you
feel
urt. at the sanw time I could never do that

In addition to haying the "soft-spoken presence" he has mentioned
earlier, such teachers are "quiet" and "nonthreatening." In their class-

rooms he could "teel comtortable" and "express myself without

worr

lo Meredith, this characterization comes as a bit of a surprise. She
e, not sure she sees herself as a "nonthreatening" teacher, and though
her goal is certainly to get the students to "express themselves without
worry," she is often frustrated in her pursuit of that goal Although she
is clearly pleased that Keith sees her so positively, she suspects that he
may not understand the disadvantages that go along with that softspoken presence And perhaps he doesn't
Though he begins by setting this whole discussion in the context ot

gender, Keith keeps slipping during the conversation into talking
about personality At one point, Meredith catches him up on that:
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INN Well Keith, you suggested this mutual meetmg so what
have you been thinking about?
Keith I have just been thinking about how your perspective Ito

Meredith), I mean you said that I should take advantage of the
fact that (Meredith "Oh. yeah "I I would think I interpret
w hat You're saying, that you think I can probably intimidate a
lot ot students
Meredith Well you have an advantage going in because they will

autornatkalh pay attention to you, you don't have to prove,
there's something that you don't have to prove that I have to

spend a lot of time proving, It seems to me, before 1 can get to
the next point, or something like that Does that make sense?
Keith Well, see, I think that you see advantages in my personality,
I see adiantages in yours, and I don't think either of us appre,late totally the [Meredith "I'm not talking about personality"),
I mean what we see as weakness
Mereihth I'm just talking about your physical size and the fact that
.

sou re male

A bit later, Keith makes clear why he doesn't see this as entirely a
gender issue
there are some teachers I've had, female teachers
ho seem to me like thei 're probably quiet people but maybe

Well. some

were trying to assert themselves so much that they came across as
threatening. in a way

In Keith's view, it is not gender but personality that is at Issue Fven
women teachers can be so as..sertive that they intimidate students And
well, men can be sott-spoken presences, too, can't they?
In LI t , Keith's experience suggests that he may have less control
ox or the image ht.. projects than he thinks At one point, talking about
the wax he's perceived by others, he acknowledges this himself
men

Keith A tew weeks ago a triend ot mine who is really knowledgeable about psys hOlogy and all that stutt described me as asser
me [laughs) I thought I Was tot,IIIN the opposite of assertive,
bet ause I don't like assertive people Assertive means pusto,
Me.rdith Well that's. yeah, that is assertive
'so I ha% v perceptions ot myself, I don't see myself as others
sic me

Keith is reluctant to see the larger implications of what he's
saving here 1 he notion that he still sees differences in terms of personalit rather than gender is evident in a comment he makes at the end

ot the semester looking hack on the interviews with Meredith which
ht. has found so productwe, he says

1
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Bor., she and I seem to be on opposite sides of the fence as far as
our, our approach I mean, because of our personalities.

But he's intrigued by the whole issue, and as he struggles awkwardly
to explain it to me at the end of the .:;emester, it's apparent that he's at
least willing to consider that it might be more complex than he's so far
acknowledged

One interesting thing that I'd like to talk to Meredith more
aboutmaybe we could do something with the writing aspect is
there are several times we talked about the role gender plays in
the classroom as far as your persona and power in the classroom,
and I wonder if that's'cause she really sees it as something that's

a real problem and I, I've always seen it as something When
she's trying to, she would like to be in my position, toI don't
know, not necessarily to be malethe advantages of being, of my

presence as opposed to hers, whereas I see advantages to her
presence And I wonder it there are some inescapable things in. olved with gender and teaching, or it there are ways to, if it's, the
problems are in ourselves or if they're actually deep-rooted in
society to such an extent that in the classroom there is this real
structure that at this point there's not much you can do about To
vs hat. I hi sure it's in the classroom, hut to what extent is it [tape
runs out and he continues to talk as it's turned oved or the extent
to w Inch we feel it a problem ourselves, as a teacher, which, which

is the one we have to work out first I would think how we see it
in ourselves but on the other, hand, maybe even if somehow we
came to terms with it in such a way that we were comfortable with
it, it still isn't gonna work in the classroomwho knows?

Although Keith's thinking isn't easy to untangle here, its tangled nature suggests the complexity ot the issue he is considering Is gender,
in tact, -inescapable" Are the problems it sometimes raises tn the
das.sroom
ourselves," or are they "actually deep-rooted in soci-

At this point. Keith is inclined to believe the problems are in ourseli, es, or rather, in our perceptions As he says a moment later
`so ma% be it is lust a situation where it's what we perceive or think

we perceive, or what we teel inside as a teacher 'Cause you're
never gonna make every student comfortable in the classroom,
but the tea, her of all people should be iomfortabk. if anyone is
'Cause I sometimes wonder if some of these concerns make it
difficult tor Meredith to perform in the classroom the way she
wants to, and to do the kind of lob she has in mind of doing tn the
classroom I wonder if these really do get in the way of this, to any
great extent
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As I listen to Keith speak, I wonder to what extent his perceptions

are shaped by his own gendered experience. As a gay male, he is
certainly sensitive to the "deep-rooted" attitudes about gender that
shape our relationships both in and out of the classroom. When he
resists Meredith's tendency to see the role of teacher as "inescapably"
shaped by gender, is it perhaps iust Meredith's two-gender construct
that he resists? When Keith himself encounters this question, reading
an early draft of the manuscript I am preparing, he is intrigued by its
implications. Over the past few months, he has noticed that his "thinking about being a teacher" has developed in interesting ways. More
and more he finds himself thinking about "how much of myselt is
hidden from my students, and what a fine line I walk

Conclusion

'`

As I watch these TAs go through the process of becoming teachers,
negotiating their identities among what Deborah Braman (1991) has
called "a cacophany of past practices, lived experiences, cultural
myths, and normative discourses" (-39), I reflect on the question I
began with What is it we share, those of us who are reluctant to ..iee
ourselves as teachers? With these TAs, I realize, it's more than lack of
confidence----it's also ambivalence. They're not sure they want to be
teachers, given the way our culture sometimes defines that role Teacher '. are lecturers, disciplmanans, grammarians, authonty figures. I hey
would rather be friends, foster parents, coaches, priests, or therapists.-- all roles that they see more positively than the teacher role, all
roles that they can see themselves performing in some way.
I can understand their ambivalence In my own case, relut tance to
see myself as a teacher seems tied to a similar dissatisfaction with the
role ot teacher as disseminator of information For years I have attribut..,d this ambivalence to a personal failure Somehow, I could never
retain information long enough to pass it on to my students. Whenever
fotind mvsel.f in the lecturer mode, presenting background information on the English Romantic movement or distinguishing between
expressivist and epistemic approaches to teaching writing. I would
close the classroom door, afraid some colleague would wa:k by and
hear what a fraud I was But listening to mv TAs talk about their
teaching has given me another way of thinking about this ambivalence Maybe it wasn't my coll.:ague in the hall whose judgment I
just
fe,ircd, hui my iiwn Macho I did know enough to be a teacher
didn't know what I knew
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Now, having acknowledged my ambivalence. I am.better able to
deal with it I can imagine new teaching roles for myselfroles that are
more consistent both with who I am and with what I believe about
.:.eaching Some would sal,; perhaps, that my ability to take this perspective is a function of age and expenencethat I have time now to
retied, and a wide range of teaching experience to reflect upon But
that's not the whole story For the fact is, I have learned an enormous
amount simply by talking with these young TAs Listening to them, I
have learned to listen to the voices within me Watching them grow
into their roles. I have learned to see myself as a teacher.
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Seeing Myself as a Researcher

When I began this project, wasn't sure what I was doing. At one
point, writing a grant apphcation and casting about foi a way of
describing the "specific objectives" of my research, wrote:
seek5 to deccrthe and analyze the experiences of five graduate
Thr,
teaching as,istants in a college composttion prograrn It. Pit rpoce ic to
of
vam insiyrht Into the way.; the,.e teat-her, construct their knowledge
their di:cipline develop their teaching skills, and negotiate the formation
of thew profev.itinal !dent ities

There is something awful about the sound of that paragraph In a sense
this hxs been the object of my study, and yet these aren't the purposes
began with. These are purposes I constructed later, to satisfy those
MY
who give research grants and put together conference programs.these
project began in another place entirely, reading with fascination
Ms journals, wanting to sit hack and read and listen more
the project evolved, I did develop general questions. What is it
like to teach writing as a new TA? What is on new teachers' minds?

How do they integrate who they are with what they do as teachers'
How can we make it easier for them? liow can we help them become
their best teaching selves' And all the time, in the background, another
listening to these
set t.lt questions What can I learn about myselt from
all
ot
us
learn
about
ourselves'
new teachers' What can

sitting
One late atternoon in lanuarv. I am at Florida State University.
This
is
another
of rny
in on Wendy Bishop's graduate research seminar
the
at
other
campuses
around
leave projects visiting writing programs
ideas
we
can
use
in
our
program
country, looking tor
first1 he graduate students are engaged m a collaborative study of

rewar creative writin, -sses and are reporting on ethnographic
After one report, someone observes that the
search in progress
students in reative writing classes seem to identify as writers more
readily than do students in regular composition (lasses. They talk
about why this might be so, and I otter an observation from my
Z1
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interview project. It surprised me. I say, that the TAs I talked with seem
so reluctant to think of themselves as teachers. At first I thought it was

just lack of confidence; then I realized that it's also ambivalence
they're not sure they want to be teachers, given the way our culture

sm-ietimes defines that role
And then suddenly I am saying something more It's like me with
research, I tell them. It's a word I almost never use Though I am
clearly engaged in two research projects. I don't think of myself as
resean'her And though part of that may be due to lack of confidence-a lack I can't really attribute to being new to the roleI think another

part may he due to a similar ambivalencean ambivalence about

what it means to be a researcher in our academic culture.
As I think about what I've said laterwhat I've confessed to this
roomful of strangersI find that I've stumbled onto something I do
resist the role of researcher, and I'm not sure why But it does seem
connected somehow to the image of researcher I carry around in my
head What is that image I carry, and where does it come from?

When my sabbatical leave officially began last summer, one of the first

ritual tasks I undertook was to clear out my office in the English
department and move to a private study--a narrow, windowle&s office
on the tourth floor of our university library That a researcher was one
who "holed up- in libraries was an unquestioned assumption for me,
though once I got there, I didn't quite know what to do. Clearly, there
was plenty to read on the subjects I was interested in--ethnographic
research, pedagogical theory, case studies ot new teachers at all levels
ot educationand vet I wasn't real ,y excited about doing this reading
Atter a few desultory swings through the on-line catalogue and the
(CCC bibliography, dutifully noting relevant citations on the little
slips of paper priwided at the computer stations, I tound myself
spending less and less time in the library. The texts i most wanted to
read were not there
As the Year went on, I did find myself going hack to the library from
time to time, tollowmg up on a colleague's casual reference, tracking
down a book I had seen advertised But my reading seemed far too
unsystematic to quality as "research I have long pages of notes on
)onald !,chon, for instance, but tar fewer on Wendy Bishop and I )eborah Britzman. whose case studies of teachers may have influenced me

Info-charter
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more I have no notes at all on Peter Elbow's Wha! l English (1990),
which inspired the notion of "mterchapters" in this book, nor on Lad
Tobm's Wntmg Relationship. (1993), which I read in manuscript and
which not only confirmed my ideas but helped me find my voice. Even

as I write the section you are reading, I am aware of all I mrght have
read tor this protect but didn't. the feminist theory a colleague saw as
essential to certain sections, the research on teacher socialization I
learned about serendipitously from a colleague in another field. And
vet

And yet if I had It to do all over again. I doubt that I would do it
.daterently Sometimes, we lust have to make our own choices,
i.
construct our own professional identities as we go along It's true that
i ye had to squint a bit to see myself as researcher .. but little by little,
the image is becoming clearer

Afterword

Fall, Again
The new IA group gathers as usual tor the 3 p m Monday practicum.
Six women and four men this time, their ages scattered evenly along a
continuum from twenty-two to forty-five. Despite the different ages,

thoughnot to mention chtterent temperaments and backgrounds
this group seems to have "clicked" from the beginning. Even now, as
a lively discussion of portfolio grading grows louder and more combative, they interact like a big exuberant family around the dinner
table- a tar cry from the "dysfunctional family" my fix e interviewees
came in xx ith

More than once this semester I have thought If they had all been
like this. I would never have started this project And that's true The
dissonance I telt in last year's TA group prompted this projectbut
what I've learned in the process isn't just about those TAs. It's about
all new teachers, maybe about teaching in general

In the beginning. I would recite the ethnographers' mantra. "Trust
Of
your data.- I would tell myselt "1 he meanings will emerge
weren't
simply
lurking
there,
waiting
to
Lourse, I knew the meanings
be discovered I hex' "emerged" as themes of my research only because

I wrestled them forth, constructing and reconstructing them continually as I talked with the TAs, listening to our tape-recorded oonversations, reading and rereading our transcripts
When the theme ot "taking It personally" emerged, I tried to hold it
bat k It wasn't, I thought at the time, really central to my purpose; it
had little to do with teaching writing per se And yet it kept coming
back, in all our conversations, threading in and out of other topics.
demanding mv attention taking it personally, caring too much for
students, being angry and frustrated, feeling excitement and pride
12'
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Finallv I turned and taced it. What the TAs were telling me was that
teaching writing is a personal act It engages the emotions, not just the
intellect, and involves human . interactions that cannot he separated
from the other acts we perform as teachers of writing: constructing
syllabi, planning classes, reading texts and responding to papers. In
one sense, of course, this is obviouswhich may be why I ignored it

so long But the tact is, we rarely talk about the personal aspects ot
teaching Or it we do, we tend to talk behind closed doors, unloading
our frustrations on colleagues, exulting over triumphs with friends
and partners, admitting our tears and insecurities in private journals.
ro some extent, these habits may be changmg As the held we call
"English" broadens to include areas of inquiry like feminist theory and
cultural studies, writers in academic lournals and speakers at protessional conferences are deconstructing the personal/professional dihotomy, and using teaching ac the sae of their explorations I think
particularly ot essays I have read recently, by Nancy Miller and Jane
Fompkins in literary theory, Lad lobm and Nancy Sommers in composition I hough quite ditterent from each other, these writers share a
ommon agenda exposing the hidden connections between who we
are as people and how and what we profess to teach. Such an agenda.
ot course, has prompted reactions from critics who see it as "self-indulgent." "theoretically naive," even "dangerous And indeed it can be
dangerous to talk openly about personal issues in teachingor if not

dangerous, then certainly awkward and difficult But so be it. If our
first attempts seem awkward, as they sometimes are, we must grow
more sophisticated We must find ways to read our own teaching, our
relationships with students and peers, as carefully and as subtly as we
rcad the ,thff texts we,are used to studying

It I resisted the theme of "taking it personally" in the transcripts, the

I As themselves resisted theory, or so if seemed from our initial conversations In their lournals last spring, I had caught a brief glimpse of

issues that interested them the relative value of personal. creative, and
academic writing, the virtues of freedom vs. structure in the classroom, the complex nature of pedagogical power and authority I knew
these ideas were still important to the Ths I could sense their presence in the background of our c.mversations Yet when we talked, they

rarely raised such subjects on their own, and even when I brought
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them up. they seemed reluctant to pursue them. At first didn't understand the nature of this resistance. But then it occurred to me that I may
have helped create it. In the seminar we had called "theory" only those
ideas expounded in our readings. The ideas the TAs held, the assumptions and values they brought to their teaching, were always secondary. always responses to theory, not theoretical in their own right. It

was only natural then, that the TAs would think of theory as something alien to them, something to study in graduate courses, something, in many cases, to resist
This year, as i returned to my work with the new TAs, I determined
to change the way we talked about theory Before the TAs even arrived

on campus, I sent out letters, asked them to think about "What it
means to teach writing Although the questions I gave them didn't
use the word "theory." they did raise theoretical issues: What are we
doing when we teach "writing" in college' Where does writing ability
come from' Is teaching writing the same as teaching literature' l'sychology" Calculus' What does the writing teacher need to know and
understand' What should be going on in a writing classroom? What
should students be doing What role should teachers play' What does
it mean to "grade papers"? What kinds of teacher responses to writing
are most helpful to students' What can we learn by thinking about our
own shool experiences' About teaching and learning apart from the

context of school'

When the lAs arrived on campus, they were primed for discussion ---discusmons into which I would occasionally interject the term
-theory" or -theoretical thinking In the fall practicum, for example,
when two l As argued about the value of a teaching practice, I would
often let them go for a while, then stop them and pose a question
What theories underlie the positions you're taking here' At what
points are these theories in conflict' After class, the TA., %vrote re-

sponses to our discussions. reflected in greater tranquiliZy on the ideas
they heard their peers expounding At the end of the semester, I asked
them to compile teaching portfolios, and to demonstrate m those port-

folios their capacity for "theoretical thinking

Did no, new approach make a difference for these TAs' Did it
decrease their resistance to reading and hearing about Theory with a
apital 1 ' I don't know There are too many variables. Still, I like the

kinds of thinking I heard in our discussions, and I like the way the TAs

telt free to "go public" with their ideas In their offices they would

gather and argue vehemently with each other, in their classrooms they

would explain their teat hing philosophies to their students, in their
teak hmg portfolios they would reflect on the philosophies that under-
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lay their teaching practices For the most part, the lAs still refrained
from using the word "theoretical" to describe their own thinking. Like
me, they seemed much more comfortable with terms like "philosophy
of teaching Still. I think they were doing the kind of thinking I had
hoped tor, seeing how teaching is based on theory, and how theory too
derives from experience and is always in flux. In the end, perhaps it
doesn't matter whether my prompting empowered the TAs' thinking----or whether it lust empowered me to hear the thinking they had

been doing all along If, as Sara Lightfoot says, "Good teachers regard
themselves as thinkers, existing in a world of ideas," then I believe
these new TAs arc well on their way to becoming good teachers.

What surprised me more than the TAs' resistance to theory was their
resistance to the role of the teacher Despite my own struggles to see
myself as a teacher, I had never understood the extent to which that
role frustrates and confounds us. My own struggles, I had always
assumed, were due to personal madequacs', a problem deep within MC
Through the TAs, I began to see my resistance differently, to understand it as part of a larger phenomenon, part ot the culture of teaching
Recently, at the urging of a colleague, I wrote an article for a campus
newsletter on this subiect of seeing yourself as a teacher. In the article
I talked about the imposter syndrome, and the difficulty some ot us
have negotiating our identities as teachers. Although I suspected that
other-, would identify with what I was saying, I was still surprised at
the number ot responses I got One note came trom a colleague new to

our ,ampus "T hanks tor sharing your insights on teaching," she
wrote I was 1ust getting over feeling like an impostor at my last

hool Now here I am, making it up as I go again The scars. thing is
how believable my colleagues find me A little later, at our office
Christmas party, a male pmfessor of religious studies with a quiet,

sell-assered manner confided. "fou're right Male teachers feel like
impo-,tors, too I do, every time I walk into the cl"sroom In one
sen,,e, find myself comforted bY these admissions, pleased to have
my ideas and reflections validated by others. But how sad it is that
even committed veteran teachers can't fully inhabit their roles'
What would happen. I wonder, if we all came out of the closet, if we
admitted our frustrations with the roles we play as writing teachers
and threw our energies into imagining more attractive alternatives?
I

q
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Af terward

Would we find, as some of these new teachers did, generative metaphors to sustain us? I admit I cannot quite imagine myself as a coach
or a pnest or a stepparent. But there may be potential in another role
e been practicing of late What ethnography requires of the researcher, it teaches the teacher as well: to suspend judgment, interpret
generously, allow meaning to emerge. More than anything, though, it
teaches us to sit bark and listen to hear ourselves in others, and to
hear the Others within us.
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Seeing Yourself as a Teacher
Conversations with Five New .kachers
in a University Writing Program

Elizabeth Rankin
What is

it

like to teach writing? How do new teachers ot

composition conceive their roles? With these and
other
questions in mind, Elizabeth Rankin began a series of weekly
,.onversations with five second-year teachers in a university

writing program. In Seem ).burself as a Teacher, Rankin invites
us to lt,ten as the new teachers talk about everything from their

relationships with students to their pedagogical theories
to their
ideas about their roles as writing teachers. She also invites
us to
reflect, as she does. on some of the questions that
emerge from

these conversations: How do we integrate the personal and
professional in our lives? Why do some teachers resist the whole
,oncept ot thcorv How do the teachers we've known influence
the teachers we will be? Why do some people stuggle
more than
others to see themselves as teachers? Rankin's reflections
on these

and other pressing questions suggest that these issues have
meaning not just for nw teachers, but for veteran writing
teachers, scholars, and administrators as well.
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